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FROM OTHER STATES 331
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At Rice, undergraduate students often find themselves in the
forefront of major research.
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A Rice linguist's study of an almost unknown Native Ameri-
can tongue has made him almost one of the family.

—DAVID D. MEDINA

THINKING SMALL/THINKING BIG: THE FUTURE OF
NA

NOSCALE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 30

The economic and commercial implications of nanoscale sci-
ence and technology promise to reverberate throughout our
society for decades to come.

—MALCOLM GILLIS
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FORWARD

I am tempted to tell you that the time has again come for change, but the truth '
is, as has often been stated, that change is the only constant and is always here with
us. That Sallyport's readers at times see alterations in the publication's pages is
nothing new; in fact, it would be surprising, and perhaps a bit disappointing, if
change was not evident over time.

Sallyport began in 1945 as a four- to eight-page newsprint tabloid that was,
essentially, the university's newspaper. That role remained constant for twenty
years, though the format occasionally changed size, and page count increased to
twelve. For a time in the 1960s, Sallyport was even printed on coated paper, and
during that same decade, general-interest feature stories began creeping in to '
augment the news and alumni-related pieces. By the early 1970s, the repertoire
had expanded to include the regular appearance of departments.
The mid-1980s, however, brought the first definitive change since Sallyport's

inception, when Sallyport adopted a format that, while still a tabloid, was more
akin to the style used in today's newspaper pull-out magazines. The cover was
printed in two colors, the page count increased dramatically, and for the first time,
features and departments superseded news items in terms of space allocation.
Suddenly, Sallyport was no longer a newspaper. It was a magazine.

If change tends to come at an ever-increasing rate, Sallyport is certainly no
exception. In 1987 Sallyport underwent another format alteration—to a large-
style magazine format printed on coated paper and similar to Life Magazine—and
again in 1991—to a small-style magazine format. And, just a year and a half ago,
I wrote in this column of yet further changes.
But a curious thing happens when I spread out issues of Sallyport from Volume

1, Number 1 until this first issue of Volume 53. All those changes that I have
reduced to the above nutshell history seem to vanish. Instead of looking at
individual pieces that have changed, I see a single piece that has constantly
evolved. Indeed, a publication is like a living organism that goes through many
stages on its way to maturity and beyond. Sallyport is no different, nor should it
be. Sallyport exists to share the sense of purpose and the excitement of Rice with
the various university audiences, and because the university itself is evolving, so
must Sallyport. In fact, as I write these words, the university is celebrating a major
evolutionary step—the awarding of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry to Rice faculty
members Robert Curl and Richard Smalley for their discovery of
buckminsterfullerene. Please see the article about them on page 5, and then look
at "Thinking Small/Thinking Big" by Malcolm Gillis to see how their discovery
is bearing multiple fruits at Rice.
As you read this and future issues of Sallyport, you will see differences in our

pages as we strive not only to bring you even more of Rice's excellence, diversity,
and sense of academic adventure but to introduce a freshness that will better
reflect these qualities. Therefore, I am tempted to tell you that the time has again
come for change, but that might not be perfectly accurate. Differences are not
necessarily change—often they are growth.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

The lack of academic rigor in the argu-
ments espoused by the opponents of
affirmative action has always puzzled
Inc. One of the basic premises seems to
be that since the average SAT score of
minorities is, in many cases, lower than
the average SAT score of the majority
Population, in the eyes of the oppo-
nents of affirmative action, the minor-
ity students are somehow suspect.
The conclusion usually drawn is that

the minority students who obtain de-
grees are somehow stigmatized because
of the average SAT score of the enter-
ing freshman class of minority students.
I cannot provide a definitive answer on
a nationwide basis as to whether the
conclusion of stigmatization is true or
not. I have seen no evidence that an
actual study was ever done on a nation-
wide basis by the proponents of this
conclusion. I can say that for the Afri-
can American population of Rice dur-
ing the period 1976-1980, this premise
Is totally false. In that period, I never
once heard this sentiment expressed by
my fellow minority peers.
While this may surprise stigmatiza-

tion proponents, the reason is very
simple. The SAT comparison made does
not adjust for income. The minority
Population base of students comes from
a distinctly lower income base than the
majority population. Studies have
shown that using solely SAT scores as a
predictor of academic success has lower
than a 40 percent correlation. Using
income as a sole predictor of academic
success has a higher correlation. To
draw race-based conclusions based on
data such as overall minority student
SAT scores versus the majority average
SAT scores when the two populations
have dramatically different income back-
grounds shows either a total lack of
understanding of the impact of income
background or a deliberate attempt to
distort the facts to reach a preconceived
conclusion.
But there is a more fundamental

Problem with the central argument of
the opponents of affirmative action.
Basing admission on one and only one
measure, which is central to their fun-
damental conclusion, would only seem
reasonable if the measure showed ex-
tremely high correlation to some de-
sired outcome. If the outcome is aca-

demic achievement, then even using
the SAT for just the majority popula-
tion would be a big mistake. This is
because of the low correlation between
predicting academic success when us-
ing only this one metric. That is why
admission offices go through the trouble
of asking for high school transcripts.
No studies have shown that they could
predict who would succeed just as well
by SAT scores alone versus SAT scores
and other information. My SAT score
was lower than the average of my fresh-
man class. This did not prevent me
from being on the President's Honor
Roll. I guess the admission staff at Rice
knew what to look for in addition to
test scores.

I was heavily recruited by MIT. 1
chose Rice because I thought it was a
better environment for me to flourish
in than MIT. My decision was not
solely based upon one number assigned
to Rice by some rating organization. I
did not feel stigmatized because I went
to an institution given a lower number
by some rating organization. I enjoyed
my time at Rice and have no regrets. In
fact, I later obtained a master's in engi-
neering from the University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley, which is rated higher
than MIT and Caltech in some years
and lower in other years. I always rec-
ommend Rice over these other schools
for undergraduate education because I
base my recommendation on more than
one number assigned by some rating
organization.

JACK HOLLINS 'BO

San Jose, California

PRAISE AND REPROACH

Congratulations to Steve Sailer for his
excellent comments on quotas at Rice
[ Summer '96]. I was delighted to see
someone stand up for standards rather
than ethnic background as the basis for
admission to Rice. Steve, I always knew
you were smarter than the average guy!
Please, please spare us the

"Ricespeak" [ Summer '961 so provoca-
tively described by the liberated Laura
Duke. Perhaps Laura is too young to
remember when decency and discre-
tion were the standard for our society;
perhaps she is not aware that there was
a time when some of the activities she

describes would have had students ex-
pelled. But some of us, at least, appre-
ciate propriety and decency or, at the
very least, are considerate of what the
older Rice alums might think.

I, for one, was not amused and am
confident that her irreverent attitude
was offensive to the majority of Sallyport
readers. See "hook up."
Somehow I expected more out of

Rice graduates.

ROSALIE L. MURDOCK 'Si

Roanoke, Virginia

MORE ON AFFIRMATIVE

ACTION

I just got around to reading the Sum-
mer '96 issue, and I am aghast and
appalled at the anti-affirmative action
comments in Steve Sailer's letter and in
the article in the Winter '96 issue ["The
Case Against Government-Sponsored
Affirmative Action"].
Have affirmative action opponents

stopped to think that maybe, more so
than most other universities, Rice and
other private schools like it are able to
admit students with respect only to "the
content of their character"? And that,
perhaps, a student's ethnic background
is an essential positive component of
their character, and that maintaining a
diverse student body is an essential com-
ponent of a world-class university? When
I graduated from high school, I was not
even in the top 10 percent of my class
and drew a picture of a tree and a
mountain in the infamous "box" (what
an idiot!). Yet I was admitted, pros-
pered in my four years at Rice, and am
proud to be an alumnus. I dare to say
that there must have been other factors
in "the content of my character" be-
sides GPA or the wittiness of my appli-
cation that enabled me to gain entry.

Affirmative action opponents seem
to think that there are some magically
rational criteria for admission to a uni-
versity, that students can be admitted
objectively based on their class ranking
or test scores, and that, as Sailer's letter
suggests, the success of their education
can be measured by their postgraduate
income level. This point of view has no
validity at Rice. If subjective criteria are
abandoned in the admissions and the
evaluation of the success of Rice stu-
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dents and alumni, Rice will just be
another second-tier university.
Next, the elimination of affirmative

action supposes the nonexistence of
any lingering effects of racism. Being a
white person, I am no expert on this,
but I don't think it's too presumptuous
for me to say that the vast majority of
nonwhite people in America would take
issue with the assertion that racism,
even though not alive and well, has left
no visible scars in society. For some, the
assertion that racism no longer exists is
a deep insult. Racism is still a problem
in America.
As a resident of California, I am

ashamed that the issue of affirmative
action has become a ballot issue. Al
ready weakened by the meddling of
conservative politicos, the measure will
lower the quality of California public
universities another notch by restrict-
ing student diversity and impinging
academic freedom. I hope that Rice
never looks west and attempts to aban
don its current policy of admitting stu-
dents solely on "the content of the
character," where their character is the
sum of all their parts and not just their
GPA, test scores, and predicted future
salary.

WILEY SANDERS '78

Mountain View, California

THE COMPETITION APPROACHES

INSPIRATIONAL TRIBUTE

I want you to know that Daniel Sullivan's
tribute to Dr. Garside [ Summer '96] is one of
the most moving and magnificent stories I've
ever read. It hit me and my wife with gale
force. I still do not fully understand why it
struck me so, but I think you said it well when
ou commented that the "themes of dedica-
on, compassion, and salvation are truths
at touch our very lives." I'd like to thank
aniel for sharing his and Dr. Garside's story.
At the end of my freshman year, I briefly

considered the possibility of majoring in his-
tory instead of architecture. I had taken one class from Dr. Garside on the
Reformation, and while I only had a glimpse of the man, I knew from the very
first day that he was a lecturer and scholar of unique ability. I never did study
much history, but to this day I have an abiding interest in the subject, which
I can trace to my freshman year with him and others in the history
department.

I was reminded that true learning does not depend only upon great
teaching but is available to those who have great capacity for learning. While
it is true that Dr. Garside was a great teacher, it is also true that Daniel was
a great student. This article made me wonder again, what makes for a great
.education? Is it simply intelligence? Is it attending the right schools? Is it great
caching? Is it a collection of good study habits? Or is it more than that? I
ink it is; it is a collaboration of many factors. The relationship between
aniel and Dr. Garside is an example of what happens when teachers and

tudents combine faith with compassion for people and dedication to
learning.
The relationship between teacher and student is one that has fallen on hard

times these days. That's why! hope Daniel will consider writing a book about

Ottis friendship with Dr. Garside. It is a noble story set in modern times and
reminds us again of what happens when a person begins to search for truth
and finds friendship, compassion, and faith on the way.

STEVEN BANDVIG '73

, —111,4lifliato,',44,Okso 

I, too, will miss the Southwest Conference, but Theis and Wilson's
article [ Spring '96] makes the situation in the new conference
sound somewhat worse than necessary by assuming that the San
Diego university included is the University of San Diego, a small
Catholic school that doesn't play major college football. Since we
have three universities here with San Diego in the name, they

could have also mistaken the conference school to
be the University of California at San Diego,
which plays only intramural football. The real
WAC school is, of course, San Diego State Uni-
versity, the Division I-A school in town. As a Rice
alum (B.A. 1966) and a professor at San Diego
State University, I know that this is an important
difference.
San Diego State has a long tradition of exciting

football. In the last ten years, while I have had
Aztec season tickets, it has had the NCAA record
for career passing yards by a quarterback (Todd
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Santos), freshman-year rushing yards, and single-game
individual rushing yards (both rushing records by Marshall
Faulk, who later became rookie of the year in the NFL).
George Jones, the current tailback, has broken Marshall's
single-season rushing records, and Aztec wide receivers
have appeared several times on ESPN's plays of the week.
The coaching staff is headed by Ted Tollner, who has
been both a nationally ranked college head coach and an
NFL offensive coordinator.
A number of us from the local Rice alumni club

attended an Owls—Aztec baseball game a couple of years
ago—we had a terrific time in the rain and enjoyed
meeting the parents traveling with the team. We look
forward to seeing many more Rice—SDSU games in the
future and wish we didn't have to wait so long for a
football game!

DR. GRETCHEN N. VIK

San Diego, California
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Nobel Achievement

Only the rarest of announcements can set the entire univer-
sity community abuzz. Yet, when news went out at 8:00 A.M.
on October 9 that Rice scientists Richard Smalley
and Robert Curl '54 had been selected to
receive an award, within a mere two
hours it seemed that everybody knew.
But then, the Nobel Prize is the
rarest of achievements.
The Royal Swedish Academy

ot•Sciences recognized Smalley,
the Gene and Norman Hack-
erman Professor of Chemistry,
Curl, professor of chemistry,
and Harold }Coto of the Uni-
versity of Sussex in Brighton,
England, with the 1996 Nobel
Prize in Chemistry for their
1985 discovery of Carbon 60, or
buckminsterfullerene. Their re-
search touched off a virtual revolu-
tion in organic chemistry because the
molecules were a hitherto unknown third
form of carbon and provided a base for the
development of new types of materials. The other
known carbon forms are graphite and diamond.
Carbon 60 consists of sixty atoms of carbon arranged in

a structure of hexagons and pentagons that resembles a
soccer ball or a geodesic dome. Buckminsterfullerenes are
extraordinarily stable and almost impervious to radiation

BUCK Y-BALLYHOI3

If you think winning the Nobel Prize is tough, try surviving the
celebration that follows.

"It's like having a seven-course meal, getting up and having
another seven-course meal, getting up and having another
seven-course meal. It does strain one's capacity," says Robert
Curl. But the Nobel laureate is not complaining. "Ifyou ask me
to choose between the situation I am in now and having
someone else get the prize, I assure you I much prefer to be
where I am now."

Rick Smalley isn't complaining, either, even though his
voice is almost gone from nonstop talking, his eyes practically
blind from TV camera lights, and his feet sore from standing
and dancing in public. Smalley is having the time of his life, and
those around him are, too. His sister, for example, a develop-
ment officer at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, was given a reception by the president of the clinic. And
when Smalley dined at a Columbus restaurant during a visit to Ohio State University, the owner of the eatery noted
that this was the first time a Nobel Prize winner had been in the room. "One of the hallmarks of winning this prize,"
notes Smalley, "is how universal the sense of joy is even among people who are anywhere close to it."
For Smalley, the celebration began inconspicuously on Wednesday, October 9. He was talking to a group of

physicists at the University of Connecticut in Storrs when a secretary interrupted the meeting to tell Smalley he
had an important telephone call. At the other end was Mike Cinelli, director of Rice University News Office, calling
from Houston.

and chemical destruction and may provide the basis for a wide
range of new applications, including superstrong yet
lightweight materials, semiconductors for computers,

drug delivery systems, affordable solar cells, and
superconductors.

A university-wide reception honoring
the two scientists was held on October
16 in the Grand Hall of the Rice
Memorial Center.

More information about
Smalley is on the World Wide
Web at <http://cnst.rice.edu/
reshome.html>, information
about Curl is at <http://
pchemI.rice.edu/FacultyStaff/
Curl.html>, and information
about the new Center for
Nanoscale Science and Technol-
ogy is at <http://cnstrice.edu/>.

.011

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Richard E. Smalley

Richard E. Smalley, the Gene and Norman Hackerman
Professor of Chemistry, was born June 6, 1943, in
Akron, Ohio. He received his B.S. degree in 1965 from
the University of Michigan and Ph.D. from Princeton
in 1973, with an intervening four-year span in industry
as a research chemist with Shell.
During an unusually productive postdoctoral period

with Lennard Wharton and Donald Levy at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, Smalley pioneered what has be-
come one of the most powerful techniques in chemical
physics: supersonic-beam laser spectroscopy.

After coming to Rice University in 1976, Smalley
rose rapidly through the academic ranks and was
named the Gene and Norman Hackerman Professor of
Chemistry in 1982. One of the founders of the inter-
disciplinary Rice Quantum Institute in 1979, he served
as its director from 1986 to 1996. Since January 1990,
he has also been a professor in the Department of
Physics and, in 1996, was appointed director of Rice's
new Center for Nanoscale Science and Technology.

Smalley's research at Rice has made pioneering
advances in the development of several new experi
mental techniques and has applied these techniques to
a broad range of vital questions in chemical physics. He
is most widely known for the discovery and character
ization of bucluninsterfullerene, and his group was thc
first to generate fullerenes with metals trapped inside

Smalley's current research focuses on the produc-
tion of continuous carbon fibers, which are, essentially,
single-fullerene molecules that are just a few nanom
eters in width but many centimeters in length. These
fifflerene fibers are expected to be not only the stron-
gest fibers ever made—a hundred times stronger than
steel—but highly conductive.
In 1990 Smalley was elected to the National Acad-

emy of Sciences and in 1991 to the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences. He is the recipient of many other
honors, including the 1991 Irving Langmuir Prize in
Chemical Physics, the 1992 International Prize for
New Materials (which he shares with his colleagues
Robert Curl and Harold Kroto), the 1992 E. 0
Lawrence Award of the U.S. Department of Energy,
the 1992 Robert A. Welch Award in Chemistry, the
1994 Europhysics Prize, and the 1996 Franklin Medal.

CONTINUED PROM PAGE 5

Cinelli told Smalley he had won the Nobel
Prize and had to go to Hartford for a press
conference. Smalley was reluctant to go be-
cause, he told Cinelli, he had an obligation to
the people of the University of Connecticut.
"But this is the Nobel Prize," Cinelli pleaded.
"So you think this is real important?" Smalley

replied. He returned to his meeting and casually
announced the big news. "Everyone applauded and then
we went on talking about what we were talking about." After
the meeting, he went to the press conference.
By the time the press conference was over and Smalley had

returned to the UC campus, word had gotten around that a
Nobel Prize winner was present. The campus "went ballistic,"
Smalley says. He gave a seminar that was filled beyond capacitY
with people who wanted to hear and see a Nobel laureate.
In Houston, Curl got his wake-up call at 7:30 A.M. from a

CBS Radio reporter asking if he had heard the good news. "I
said no," says Curl. "Then I listened very carefully to see if
anybody was giggling in the background."

Later that morning, Curl attended a press conference in the
Gardiner Symonds Teaching Laboratory in Fondren Library•
He held a model of a buckyball while he spoke to reporters. On
a video screen behind him, looming like a giant ghost, was
Smalley, whose image was being transmitted from Hartford.
The two professors, in their unpretentious manners, answered
questions and spoke about their discovery. The lab was crowded
with faculty, staff, and students. Champagne was served, and
Rice University president Malcolm Gillis toasted the recipients.
Smalley returned to Houston on Saturday morning after a

scheduled two-day visit to Ohio State University. When he
arrived at the airport, Curl, the media, three busloads of faculty,
staff, and students, and the Marching Owl Band gave him a
rousing welcome. Before Smalley knew it, gate IAB5 had
become a circus arena. Somebody put a Charlie Brown balloon
in his hand, TV reporters interviewed him, then he and Curl
joined a conga line led by chemistry professor Vicki Colvin, who
was bobbing to the MOB's Latin tune.
"I assure you I will never pass gate IAB5 in quite the same

manner," Smalley says.
Asked what he will do after winning the highest award

bestowed in the field, Smalley answers: "I don't by any means
feel tired or done with my business. I am in this field because I
feel a deep sense of fulfillment in doing what I do, and I intend
to keep on doing it."

EP After the hoopla dies down, which Smalley thinks will be by
December, he plans to teach freshman chemistry and live by his

oh_ ground rule of not leaving town while teaching this course. "I
Mr hope my life goes back to the steady roar that it has been going

through for the past fifteen years."
Curl thinks the demand on his time will last halfa year. "It has

taken complete control of my life," he says. "Eventually, I plan
to go back to doing research and teaching. I really do."

—DAVID D. MEDINA
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, V4 Sean C. O'Brien '88 was in Dallas, on his wayI
to work, when his car radio announced the
winners of this year's Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
"I screamed," says O'Brien. "I lifted my fist in

1111144144 , weir the air and felt like my favorite team had just won1141
r the World Series."

Jim Heath '88 was asleep in Los Angeles when
his mother-in-law called from Houston to tell him the

good news. "I was pleasantly surprised," says Heath,
adding that after waiting for five years he had given up hope that
anyone from Rice would win the big prize.
O'Brien and Heath spent three and a half years studying

under Smalley and Curl. Part of their job as graduate students
was to run the App Two machine that eventually produced the
soccer ball-shaped cluster of sixty carbon atoms known as the
buckyball. Although O'Brien and Heath didn't receive the
Prize along with Robert Curl, Richard Smalley, and Harold
Kroto, they were recognized by the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences and credited by the winners for performing much of
the daily drudgery involved in discovering bucluninsterfullerene.
"Sean and Jim were great students," says Curl. "Their

contributions were just as significant as those of any of the rest
of us."

"It's a crying shame that not all five could have been
recipients of the prize," says Smalley. "Everyone had a vital
contribution. It was very much a joint effort."
Smalley remembers O'Brien as a "good, calm thinker" who

was critically involved in the early stages of the discovery and
disproved an incorrect hypothesis of what made C60 special.
. Heath, according to Smalley, has the gift of working very
intensely and "getting science out of the machine." He credits
Heath with systematically showing how C60 was fifty times
bigger than any other cluster of carbon atoms.

O'Brien's favorite moment during the discovery was when
Robert Curl threw his hands over a model of a buckyball and
shouted, "I believe." That was a critical moment because Curl
was the insurance man. "Bob is a methodical and careful
thinker," Heath explains, "and was good at telling you why you
were wrong. If Bob agreed with you, you were pretty sure you
were right."
. Heath received his B.S. in chemistry from Baylor University
in 1984 and his Ph.D. from Rice in 1988. He is now an associate
Professor of chemistry at the University of California at Los
Angeles. For Heath, working with Smalley was an experience
h. e will never forget. "Rick is the most intense and focused
individual in science I have ever met."
O'Brien received his B.S. in chemistry from the University of

Illinois in 1984 and his Ph.D. from Rice in 1988. He currently
,orks at Texas Instruments in Dallas and has become an expert
in chemical surface preparations for advanced semiconductor
arid contamination removal. "I'm pretty happy where I am,"
0 Brien says. "And now I'm really famous."

NA

GRADUATE GLORY

-DAVID D. MEDINA

Robert E Curl, Jr.

Robert F. Curl, Jr., Rice professor of chemistry, was
born August 23, 1933, in Alice, Texas. The son of a
Methodist minister, he lived in various towns in south
and southwest Texas during his childhood. His interest
in chemistry was aroused by a chemistry set received as
a Christmas present at age nine.

Influenced by the exploits of its legendary football
team, Curl chose to attend Rice Institute and received
a B.A. in 1954. In his undergraduate natural products
course, he heard about Kenneth Pitzer's discovery of
barriers to internal rotation about single bonds and
decided to go to the University of California at Berkeley
and work with Pitzer.

After receiving his Ph.D. from Berkeley in 1957 and
still fascinated by internal rotation, Curl went to Harvard
for a year to work with E. B. Wilson in microwave
spectroscopy. In 1958 Curl joined Rice as an assistant
professor and, except for various sabbaticals, has been at
Rice since. In 1967 he became a full professor and
served as chair of the chemistry department from 1992
to 1996.
Highly regarded for his codiscovery of buck-

minsterfullerene, he is currently involved in research
that studies molecules and reactions involved in com-
bustion processes. The research is expected, among
other possibilities, to provide capabilities for monitor-
ing emissions from a variety of environmental sources
such as automobiles, chemical plants, forest fires, and
volcanoes.

Curl is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Lambda
Upsilon, and Sigma Xi. He has been an NSF predoctoral
fellow, a NATO postdoctoral fellow, and a Humboldt
senior awardee. Jointly with Pitzer, Curl received the
Clayton Prize of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers
in 1957, and jointly with Richard Smalley and Harold
ICroto, he received the American Physical Society Inter-
national Prize for New Materials in 1992.

Curl is a fellow of the Optical Society of America and
has been visiting research officer at the National Re-
search Council of Canada and visiting scientist at the
Institute for Molecular Science in Okazaki, Japan, the
National Institute for Standards and Technology in
Boulder, Colorado, the University of Bonn in Ger-
many, and the University of Canterbury in Christchurch,
New Zealand.
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Learning the
Territory

There's a new player in the tourist
industry, but Houston-area tour guides
don't have anything to fear. Just yet.
For the time being, this new guide,
which resembles a bathroom scale on
three wheels, will confine its activities
to ushering visitors through Rice's new
Computational Engineering Building
(CEB).
The three-wheeled guide is a robot,

and if Devika Subramanian has her
wish, it and its kin will be as common
in the future as personal computers are
now. Subramanian, an associate pro-
fessor of computer science, foresees

JAMAILS DONATE $5 MILLION TO RICE

In an outstanding display of support for higher education in Texas,
Lee and Joseph D. Jamail have presented a $17 million philanthropic
gift package to seven institutions in Houston and Austin. Rice
University will receive $5 million over five years. Also receiving
support are the University of Texas at Austin, the University of Texas
Health Science Center at Houston, the University of Texas M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center, the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston,
Baylor Medical School, and the Jamail Foundation.
The first beneficiaries at Rice will be the Center for Nanoscale

Science and Technology and computational engineering; each pro-
gram is to receive $500,000. During the next four years, the Jamails
will consult with university officials to determine where the remain-
ing $4 million should be applied.
Lee Jamail serves as a trustee of the Rice Board of Governors. She

is a long-time supporter of higher education and served on the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board from 1983 to 1989. Joseph
D. Jamail is recognized as one of the nation's leading trial lawyers.

THE NEWEST RICE TOUR GUIDE—A ROBOT—GETS A SHOVE OF ENCOURAGE-

MENT FROM DEVIKA SUBRAMANIAN, LEFT, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF

COMPUTER SCIENCE, WHILE STEPHANIE WEIRICH 96 LOOKS ON.

smart machines that will unobtrusively
perform tasks ranging from vacuum-
ing carpets to operating elevators, all
with a minimum of human assistance.
And, as any model guide should, her
little programmable CEB tour guide is
leading the way.

Subramanian's robot, frequently re-
ferred to as "the Beast" when it fails to
operate properly, is a modified com-
mercial model. "I really want a low-
cost robot," Subramanian says. "I want
to add hardware slowly rather than
bring all the science fiction gadgets on
it. The advantage of having a low-cost
[robot] is that we can have many of

them. That would be nice,
especially if they are go-
ing to be of this size. An-
other advantage of this
size is using it in a class
where people can pro-
gram it to do interesting
things. With lots of [ro-
bots], students can get
hands-on experience."
Planned improvements

include adding infrared
sensors and a camera be-
cause maneuvering in the
world is easier with more
than one sensor. Right
now, though, the Beast's
navigation system consists
ofseven sonar devices, five

on the front and two on the sides, and
a sophisticated software package for
digesting the sonar data as the robot
maneuvers down halls and through
doorways. "You have to really under-
stand the environment the robot is
going to move in and take that into
account when you program it,"
Subramanian says. "You have to see
the world as a robot sees the world."
For the Beast, even a short trip down
the hall is an odyssey complete with
hazards and frequent shifts of fortune.
Last spring, during trial runs,

Subramanian and her assistant,
Stephanie Weirich '96, sent the two-

week-old robot down a corridor,
around a corner, and into the office of
a coworker. A baby taking its first steps
couldn't have gotten more attention.
The little robot was emitting dolphin-
like sonar clicks while the laptop speaker
blared the theme music from Star Wars.
"This creature is limited," Subramanian
said over the refrain of the space opera.
"It doesn't see the world in all its glory
like we do, because it only has sonar
information."
The robot can decide to turn or

move forward depending on sonar data
bounced back each millisecond front
obstacles around it. The robot man-
aged to swerve nicely past a potted
plant, but its map, displayed on the
laptop screen, did not match the actual
hallway, and the Beast began acting
erratically. "It's so confused," Weirich
commiserated as the robot halted at a
glass partition and door. "It went
through the door many times yester-
day," said Subramanian who then
leaned over, waved her arms, and said
to the robot, "Hey, what's up with
you?" After one more attempt, the
robot negotiated the glass partition
and turned into the office of the col-
league.

That's a modest start for a tour guide,
but after all, it has to learn the territory.

—PHILIP MONTGOMER Y
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A Gift for Teaching

This year marks the inauguration of a new faculty award at
Rice University, the Julia Mile Chance Prize for Excellence
In Teaching. Jane Chance, a professor of English, estab-
lished the award in memory of her mother, Julia Mile
Chance.
The purpose of the new teaching prize is to enhance and

facilitate gender-sensitive faculty leadership on campus by
making an annual award to an associate or full professor who
has provided students with special aid above and beyond the
intellectual challenge and stimulation of teaching courses—
aid such as mentoring, extraordinary support of student
research and career interests, and innovative teaching or
teaching that has changed or had an impact on students'
lives.

"This teaching prize looks for excellent teaching outside
the usual venues, that is, large undergraduate classes,"
explains Chance. "Often excellent teaching can be found in
small classes, in graduate seminars, and in ways difficult to
measure quantitatively."
Nominations for the Julia Mile Chance Prize for Excel-

lence in Teaching are based on teaching evaluations, recom-
mendations from undergraduates, graduate students, and
alumni, and other criteria. The prize, which carries a $1,500
award, is presented with other teaching awards at Com-
mencement.
"I wished in particular to name this prize in memory of my

mother, whose interrupted life, I like to think, finds sym-
bolic continuation in this celebration of innovative excel-
lence in the classroom," Chance says.

Karin Broker, a professor of art and art history, is the first
recipient of the Chance Prize. "Karin is truly a wonderful
and dedicated teacher, as well as an inspiring mentor," wrote

11111111=16,‘

PICTURED, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, ARE

EUCKY AND CYNTHIA ALLSHOUSE,

ELIZABETH AND MALCOLM GILLIS, ANNE

AND CHARLES DUNCAN, AND LINDA AND

WALTER MCREYNOLDS.

senior Jennifer Dobrovvolski in nominating
Broker. "She is a warm and giving professor,
nurturing each ofher students but demanding
the best work they have within them."
A group of students from two art classes

also nominated Broker. They stated: "She is
completely involved in the art-making pro-
cess, both in the classroom and in her own
personal life—Karin lives the processes she
teaches and is completely steeped in the devel-
opment of new techniques. Offering every-
thing that she knows and is currently learning,
Karin strives to find newer, better, and safer
printmaking means."

Printing and drawing are Broker's passions,
passions she imparts to the students taking the
courses she teaches. "My job is to teach stu-
dents how to make good prints—good art,"
she says. In addition to her teaching, Broker is
also an accomplished artist whose etchings
appear in numerous exhibits around the world.
Her works will show in the city of Yekaterinburg, in the
Russian Urals, as part of an exhibit of three Texas artists of
the year. In 1994 Broker was named Texas Artist of the Year
by the Art League of Houston. She is also doing a series of
prints, Notes of a Mad Girl, for a solo exhibition in November
at the Gerhard Wurzer Gallery in Houston.
On winning the award, Broker stressed that gender sensi-

tivity goes beyond the Chance Prize. "Any professor who
does not fit the criteria, who cannot be nominated for this
award, should not be at Rice."

-DAVID D. MEDINA

AN EVENING IN RICE'S HONOR

Charles Duncan, recently retired chairman of the Rice
Board of Governors, and Malcolm Gillis, president of the
university, were presented with the coveted Owl Club
Awards on October 15. The ceremony took place at a
black-tie dinner for 375 guests in the ballroom of Houston
Country Club. The Owl Club Awards, founded in 1984,
are presented every other year. Former recipients include
H. Malcolm Lovett, Wendel Ley, John L. Cox, J. Evans
Attwell, Ralph S. O'Connor, George R. Miner, and the late
Theodore N. Law.

Proceeds from the evening, expected to exceed $200,000,
benefit Rice University athletics. Cochairmen for the evening
were attorney J. D. Bucky Allshouse and Dr. G. Walter
McReynolds. Since 1984, this event has raised over $1.25
million for Rice athletics.
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NI TING THE INANIMATE

Building a better robot by studying animal
movement may be a heretical approach to
some in the field, but to Ian Walker, there's
nothing more natural.
Walker, an associate professor in electrical

and computer engineering, is studying the
behaviors of animals to gain insight into
simpler ways for robots to handle objects.
While a robot is a whiz at zipping across
distances accurately, stopping on a pinhead,
and generally behaving well on its own, when
it comes to humanlike grasping, robots are
all thumbs. Modeling the physics of move-
ment involved in picking up a cup of coffee,
for example, is so complex that much of it has
to be left out of the robot's controller "brain,"
resulting in slow, unnatural motions.
Walker wants to find a bridge from this

"static" manipulation to the more fluid, dy-
namic manipulation that living creatures are
capable of. A sea otter is able to lie on its back,
balance a flat rock on its belly, and use
another rock as a tool to smash shellfish.
Beavers, elephants, armadillos, and worms
all have simple but effective means to get jobs
done. By studying the ways a variety of living
creatures move, Walker hopes to adapt those
natural movements to facilitate more fluid
robotic movements.
During the first part of their research,

funded in part by grants from the National
Science Foundation and the United States
Navy, Walker and graduate student Vincent
Ernst will do theoretical groundwork, mod-
eling the math and physics involved in animal
manipulation of objects. Then they will cre-
ate computer programs and begin initial
transitional experiments to apply animal
movements to robotic movements. Finally,
they will conduct full experiments, working
to improve the mechanisms.

"I'd like to think that by the end of this
project we will have robots that can go off on
their own and perform more complicated
tasks," Walker says. He anticipates that the
research will be applied to robots assigned to
making repairs in space, cleaning up toxic
waste, and • erformin her duties hazard-
ous to hu

-LIA UNRAU

Musical Affair
aul and Martha Katz, longtime mem-

bers of the internationally renowned
Cleveland Quartet, have joined The
Shepherd School of Music faculty. He
s professor of cello and chamber mu-
sic; she is professor of viola. The Katzs
elped found the Cleveland Quartet

in 1969. Since 1976, they also had
,been teacher—performers at The
astman School of Music in Roches-
er, New York.
"We had good jobs at Eastman but
e were so attracted to what was go-
g on down here that we decided to
ake the move," Martha Katz says.
There's a wonderful spirit. I think it
tems from [ Shepherd School dean]
ichael Hammond. The faculty mem-
ers he has attracted are very special
eople with whom we felt we could
elate. Both faculty and students have
genuine enthusiasm." Paul Katz says,
We were both completely taken by
e school, from the moment we
alked in the building. It's one of the
est music schools in the country."
everal of the Katzs' Eastman students

have followed them to Rice, as well.
Hammond says he considers the

Katzs to be "a tremendous addition to
- the faculty. They represent the very

1a

ighest standard of string playing and
hamber music. Their contributions
ve laid the groundwork for the tre-
endous renaissance of chamber mu-

sic among American string players.
- On top of that, they're very devoted
1eachers."

During the past twenty-six years,
e Cleveland Quartet performed more
an 2,500 concerts throughout the
orld and won "Best of Year" awards
om Time magazine and Stereo Re-
' ew, as well as seven Grammy Award
ominations. In 1980 they were pro-

filed in the New York Times Magazine.
Martha Katz performed with the group
from 1969 to 1980; Paul Katz re-

"pained with the string quartet until it
rrdisbanded this year.

Their music has not only given the
Katzs a celebrated livelihood, it has
been the foundation of their relation-
ship. Making music together has added

"a very enriching dimension" and has,
from the beginning, been "the way

we've always known each other," Paul

Katz says. "It's something basic that

we've shared in a very natural way."
The pair met and first began playing

together as students at the Manhattan

School of Music. A particular piece

they performed made a powerful im-

pression on Paul Katz: "The Debussy

Quartet has some huge viola solos iP

the third movement. When Martha

played those solos, that's when I fell in

love with her."
"It's always been much harder for

us when we weren't playing together

regularly," says Martha Katz, who

notes that in their Cleveland Quartet

days they performed as many as 110

concerts a year. She left the quartet to

raise their first child, Michelle, who is

now seventeen. They also have an
eleven-year-old daughter, Elana.

-DAVID KAPLAN

LIFE INSIDE A VIOLA CASE

Most musicians use their instrument
cases to protect their instruments from

the world. The viola case of Martha

Katz, on the other hand, brings the
world in.
Wherever her viola goes, it is sur-

rounded by the things in Katz's life
that matter most to her. Her instru-
ment case has become a personal time
capsule, containing keepsakes, memen-
tos, letters from best friends, snap-
shots of her daughters, brochures from
her favorite religious sites, strands of
hay from a haystack in France (to

remind her of her grandmother who

gave them to her), and notes on the I

Ching. Sometimes it's where she keeps
her wedding ring.
Each item can elicit a story. For

example, she pulls out photographs of
impressive artwork she painted while

still a teen. For years Katz has been
torn between her art and music as a

10 SALLYPORT
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career. The decision to become a musician came in a
dream, she notes.
She shows a clever birth announcement for her daught

Michelle. It perfectly duplicates the style of a concert
flyer: "First American Appearance! . . . A Stando
Among Recent Releases. . . Newsweek."
Katz seems to have cultivated a very informal relation-

ship with her instrument, a beautiful Italian 1800 Storio
She treats it like a friend. "I love it and it's there for me'
and we create together, but I don't want to isolate or
idealize it," she says. Which may explain the cluttered
viola case. If great music comes from the heart, then it's
only logical that her Storioni would reside among the
treasured moments of her life.
When her husband, Paul, says he's surprised there's still
room for the viola, Martha replies, "They seem to all get
along quite well."
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KILLER CLOTHES

After surviving a crisis, some people buy a new
outfit to give themselves a lift, and the Marching Owl Band

is no different.
The Rice band has had more than its share of upheaval lately.

The April 1995 Rice Memorial Center fire destroyed just about
everything the MOB owned—uniforms, instruments, record-
ings, and archives. They also lost much of their audience—
the fans of their former Southwest Conference rivals—
when Rice entered the Western Athletic Conference.
But, though they've suffered loss and are heading

into the unknown, they're stepping ahead in style in
new uniforms that make them the best-dressed MOB
in history. The Rice MOB has always been unique; it
may be the only college band that doesn't march
but "scatters" from one formation to the next. It
also has an existential cheer and a string section,
and now it can make another claim, boasts Melissa
Ratner, the MOB's program coordinator. "No
band has ever worn pinstripes before."
The band looks every bit like dapper 1930s Chi-

cago gangsters in their pinstriped dark-blue three-
piece suits, white button-down oxford shirts, and, of
course, gray fedoras. "It's the same Mafia image," says
Ratner, "just a little classier." The band debuted the
spiffy duds at Rice's first home game of the season,
played against Kansas State. In the past, the band
has been known as a scruffy lot, but apparently
today's MOBsters don't mind dressing up—as
long as they're making the right statement.
Notes junior trumpet player Andy Hickl, "We
wanted suits, but we didn't want to look like
SMU with their Century 21 blazers."

Last year's uniform—blue pants, white shirt,
vest, and fedora—was an interim ensemble thrown
together after the fire, and, in the view of some, un-
inspired. "It's really like we're MOBsters again," ob-
serves Mike Tremoulet, saxophone section leader.
"We're back in character."

After the fire in the student center base-
ment, the band set up new headquarters in
the basement of the Central Kitchen. They
soon formed a committee charged with the
design of new uniforms. MOB band director
Ken Dye says he was initially concerned the
committee's idea of a dark three-piece suit
might be too snazzy for the MOB image, but
he eventually came around.
Any remaining skeptics who believe the
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new threads are too conservative for the MOB may be comforted to know the
band will be sporting bold neckwear: MOBsters have been encouraged to
track down the loudest and most outrageous ties they can find. MOB trumpet
player John "Grungy" Gladu, owner of a bright purple and yellow tie, is con-
fident that MOBsters will meet the challenge of finding "really, really strange
and hideous" neckties.
Gladu, who has been in the MOB for a whopping twenty-four years, offers

a nutshell history of the MOB uniform: From 1969 to 1975, it was the "owl
tail" look, perhaps the oddest looking MOB apparel ever—tuxedo tails with
giant owls embroidered on the backs, and tall fuzzy white hats. Former
MOBster Les Biffle, who marched during that era, says he was quite fond of
the owl tails, but, then, Biffle wore a kilt in his high school band.
From 1976 to 1981, it was the blue denim look: blue jeans, blue work

shirts, vests, and denim quilt caps. "It wasn't pretty, but it was comfortable,"
Gladu recalls. The Houston Chronicle once noted that the denim look served a
useful purpose: It allowed MOBsters "to blend in with the crowd after the
game, thus reducing the possibility of hostile ambush." This was a reference
to that famous day in 1973 when MOB members were forced to hide for sev-
eral hours under Rice Stadium after angering the Texas Aggies during the
halftime show.
The year 1982 saw the arrival of blue pants and vests made of a poly—wool

blend. Gladu describes those pants as "one size fits none." More importantly,
that era marked the introduction of the fedora. The fedora is what first gave
the MOB its gangster identity. Originally the "MOB" acronym referred to
"an unruly bunch of people." The fedora has since become the band's trade-
mark. The highest honor a MOB member can achieve is the Black Fedora
award.
. And now there's a gangland-style suit to go with the fedora. Gladu wonders
if spats may someday complete the ensemble. Gladu says he likes the new out-
fits but is concerned that they might be too hot in September. "I've spent a
healthy part of my life in MOB uniforms, so comfort is a big factor. Ordinarily
I wouldn't sit in the stands facing the sun wearing a three-piece dark suit.
That's not logical."
. Not to worry. When it's hot, Dye says, the band will only wear the relatively
lightweight jackets while performing at halftime.
. This fall, at the MOB's first meeting of the school year, freshmen came to
sign up and meet the band. In his welcoming speech, Dye told the students
that in their academic lives they may strive to achieve perfection, but in the
MOB they don't have to worry about hitting an occasional wrong note. "You
can be yourself here," he promised. Then word got out that MOB drum ma-
jor Jennifer Ngo was about to model the new uniforms, and a spontaneous
double line formed. Most band members had never seen the outfit on a per-
son.

When she entered, the response was overwhelmingly positive from almost
everyone, including the model: "This doesn't look like a band uniform. This
looks cool!" Ngo said.
"They're awesome!" said first-year graduate student Angela Ballavance, who

Plays French horn. Ballavance, who worked on the uniform committee re-
searching fabric suppliers, was among those who pushed hard for pinstripes.
Hickl is equally pleased. "Even before the fire, we started sketching what we
thought would be the ideal MOB uniform—a sort of gangster Al Capone
Style. We fought over all the details: the color, the weight, and the thickness
of the pinstripe."
And the end result? "Beyond my wildest dreams," Hickl affirms.
Despite the sharp-looking duds, the musicians maintain that underneath

they will remain the same unruly old MOB. Quips senior Jeremy Mills, "Is
there a law against being irreverent and well-dressed?"

-DAVID KAPLAN

A GATHERING OF THE ERAS. SEATED FROM LEFT

TO RIGHT: SOPHOMORE ALLISON ZUMBRO,

MADELINE GLADU AND HER FATHER JOHN, AND

JOANNA BECK. STANDING: JUNIOR RYAN

MCMULLAN, SENIOR JENNIFER NGO, JUNIOR ANDY

HICKL, AND ERIC WEIMER '93.
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From the day they walk through the Sallyport, freshmen have

opportunities to become involved in serious research, scientific

and otherwise, and to seek the excitement of discovery. For some,

it's as easy as just asking the person sitting across the lunch table.
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Student portraits by Tommy LaVergne
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The ice creaked in protest as the Nathaniel B. Palmer
research vessel broke its way through the frozen Ant-,
arctic Ocean. Below deck, a Rice geologist analyzed
Clues brought up in a recent core sample. Her research

' Would confirm the location of faster flowing ice, impor-
tant information for predicting the future of the West
Antarctic ice sheet. There is nothing unusual about a
research scientist helping make a valuable discovery,
but there was something unusual about this research
scientist. At the time of the discovery,
Elke Jahns was an undergraduate.
Jahns is just one of many undergradu-

ate students at Rice who have been or are
currently involved in research projects
that include tasks as diverse as developing
computer software that can predict space
Weather, growing tissue-engineered bone,
compiling American southern history,
and evaluating results of the fifteen-year
sociological Houston Area Survey.
Although the total number of under-

graduate students collaborating univer-
saY-wide with faculty in advanced re-
search is unknown, deans, department
Chairs, and faculty not only recognize the
important contributions undergraduates

make but see them as vital to the essence of Rice . "When
an undergraduate goes into a lab and begins doing
original science," says Seiichi Matsuda, assistant profes-
sor of chemistry and of biochemistry and cell biology,
"it's like the difference between someone who can
listen to a record and someone who can make music."

Research is equally important in developing all stu-
dents, from the humanities and social sciences to the
sciences and engineering, even those who may not

"I was premed, but this

research showed me what

I'd rather be doing."

-'0aiima. &ennui.
Senior
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choose a research career. "We want students to under-
stand the research process," says Fred Rudolph, ex-
ecutive director of the Institute of Biosciences and
Bioengineering and professor of biochemistry and cell
biology, "to understand how science operates, and to
expose them to the excitement of scientific discovery."
Because a rapidly changing technological society makes
it increasingly important for students to cultivate
learning strategies and the ability to filter vast amounts
of information and garner meaning, across all disci-
plines, undergraduate involvement in research is criti-
cal in teaching the cognitive skills that will enable
students to "make music," no matter what their
eventual goals may be.
An internship or real-world experience in political

science, for example, is greatly enhanced by the tools
learned from research experience. "The research expe-
rience can hook a student into doing something
beyond the classroom where they can draw from the
real world," says Robert Stein, dean of the School of
Social Sciences. Stein finds that Rice undergraduates

EXPERIMEN

are both capable and motivated to do graduate-level
research, many in 400- and 500-level courses. "These
students are doing serious, quality, publishable re-
search," he says.
"At Rice, greater involvement of undergraduates ir

all fields will prepare them for the future whether or
not they elect to go on to graduate school in prepara- •
tion for a lifetime of formal research," says Rice
University president Malcolm Gillis. "It is clear that,

"I like the sharing of ideas, learning how to

communicate with classmates, learning how

to help each other solve problems. It is just a

really awesome experience at Rice."

—gailinlOang
Senior
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ate-level for the coming century, well-honed cognitive skills
"These will be indispensable for a high proportion of the most
able re- satisfying and challenging jobs. A strong research

experience will help all Rice students effectively deal
uates in with the twenty-first century."
ether or The educational process at Rice includes opportuni-
)repara- ties for students to get involved at many levels, through
ys Rice classes, work experience, independent research, sum-
ar that, , tiler projects, and senior research. "Rice is an excellent

Place for undergraduate research because Rice is ex-
Addy committed both to forefront research and to
undergraduate education," says James Kinsey, dean of
the Wiess School of Natural Sciences. He also notes
that the average size of the research groups at Rice is

a smaller than would be found at most other major
research universities, so faculty have more time to
interact with students. "We have really bright students
Who are capable of independent thought and action,"
Kinsey says, "and the faculty respect and trust the
undergraduates and are genuinely interested in giving
them this valuable experience."
In fact some students choose Rice specifically be-

cause of the undergraduate research opportunities
Offered by the university. One example is freshman
Saumya Sivaram, who was born in Delhi, India, but
moved to the United States when she was a year old.
After graduating from Clear Lake High School, Sivaram
Closely compared biomedical engineering programs at
MIT, Johns Hopkins, and Rice. When she was done,
she easily selected Rice. "I realized the opportunities
for doing serious research were so much better at Rice,
With the Texas Medical Center and NASA nearby and
professors who invited me into the lab to do real
research," she says. "The level of involvement is
greater. Rice has the best opportunities possible be-
cause the professors are so open to letting under-
graduates do research."
From the day they walk through the Sallyport,

freshmen have opportunities to become involved in
serious research, scientific and otherwise, and to seek
th. c excitement of discovery. For some, it's as easy as
signing up for a class or walking into a professor's
office and asking for work. For others, it's just asking
the person sitting across the lunch table.
During lunch one day at Wiess College, then-

. freshman Vanessa Ezenwa asked Wiess associate Joan
trassmann if anyone ever hired freshmen in research

. labs. When Strassmann, professor of ecology and
evolutionary biology and an expert in the evolution-
arY behavior of wasps, found out it was DNA research
Ezenwa wanted to do, Ezenwa was hired that very day.
With help from the National Science Foundation's

kesearch Experiences for Undergraduates funding,
Ezenwa's freshman laboratory career began with a
Project involving DNA, studying how broadly certain
Primers, tools for extracting DNA, functioned among

genomes in the social wasps. Now other students are
continuing this research. "This work is classic and will
be published in a good journal," says Strassmann.
Strassmann always has four or five undergraduates in

her lab and likes to get them in early so they have more
years to do research and explore different aspects of it.
"I like undergraduates, and they contribute large
amounts of work to my research program," she says.
"In the research environment, they learn more deeply,
quickly, and effectively because they are pursuing ques-
tions they help design and they're looking for answers
and clues wherever they can be found."
When Ezenwa came to Rice after graduating from

Houston's High School for Health Professions, she
thought she was headed for medical school. Doing
research as a freshman changed her mind. "I was
premed, but this research showed me what I'd rather be
doing," she laughs. Through research, she has discov-
ered she enjoys watching animals interact with each
other and with nature. And she likes the variety and
balance of spending time in the field and in the lab.
Now a senior biology major, she has developed a love
of animal behavior.
"Vanessa is among the brightest students I've ever

worked with," Strassmann says. "She can see things
other people don't see." In fieldwork done on campus,
she was the first ofStrassmann's students to individually
distinguish the different brightly colored male house
finches in the quadrangle. Watching the monogamous
birds with their mates, she even found that one pair had
another male sharing their tree and protecting the
couple's nest—highly unusual behavior that is contra-
dictory to the research she had read. "I like working for
Dr. Strassmann," says Ezenwa. "She gives you a chance
to work on a whole project or parts of a project so
you're not limited to a narrow focus."
In her latest project, which will become her senior

thesis, Ezenwa is trying to determine which wasps are
responsible for breaking away from a nest to found a
new colony, and why. In the world of wasps, whoever
passes on the most genes to the next generation wins,
and, perhaps, forming a new nest increases the odds.
Last spring and summer, Ezenwa observed five nests on
videotape, each with about one thousand wasps tagged
for identification, looking for a specific behavior called
buzz running, in which a few wasps run around the nest
in preswarming activity, something like a pep rally
before the secession.
She then studied all of the actual wasps. By identify-

ing four or five specific buzz runners from each nest,
her work has proved a hypothesis that it is the old
worker wasps, or foragers, who are doing the buzz
running. The old foragers know the area well and are
best able to lead the others, the theory goes. Next,
Ezenwa will compile statistics about the nests with buzz
runners and those without and will look for insights.
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Ezenwa plans to go on to graduate school, majoring
in biology and continuing her studies in animal behav-
ior. "I hope my students leave Rice knowing how to
ask and pursue questions," says Strassmann, "and I
hope they learn how to choose questions worthy of
their efforts. I hope they learn to love the natural
world."
While some students study the natural world itself,

others study how they can mimic Mother Nature.
From the time Justin Wong was able to hook up
speakers in his car using a can opener and some
ingenuity, he has contemplated pursuing a career that
makes use of his mechanical abilities. Since those
junior high days, Wong has restored old fishing reels,
fixed lawn mowers, and wired car alarms. He designed
and built a front porch for his house. The Brown
College senior says he has "always planned to go to
medical school," so now he is looking into ways to
combine his love of mechanical tinkering with medi-
cine.
This year Wong, a Houston native majoring in

mechanical engineering, is getting his first chance to
explore the marriage of engineering and medicine
through a design project offered to engineering se-
niors. The students are striving to design a prosthetic
hand that will allow anyone who has lost the use of a
limb to perform key movements, such as picking up an
object. They are also working to make the prosthetic
hand as like a human hand as possible.
The project, which was started in 1991, is supported

by the Limbs of Love Foundation, Muilenburg Pros-
thetics, Inc., Baylor College of Medicine, The Insti-
tute for Rehabilitation and Research, NASA's Johnson
Space Center, Oceaneering Space Systems, and
McDonnell Douglas Space & Defense Systems. The
research has always involved undergraduates, who
work during a two-semester-long class to design a
prototype. Wong chose the project not only because it
involved a medical application, but because "it seemed
really challenging."
Through the senior engineering design class, Wong

is getting experience with the interdisciplinary nature
of research. Wong and his teammates in mechanical
engineering are working to solve the tough problems
of how to make a robotic hand lightweight and useful.
Their electrical engineering counterparts are building
electronic and computer systems small but powerful
enough to control the hand movements, and research-
ers in the Computer and Information Technology
Institute (CITI) are developing computer programs
that will send commands to the hand. "I like the
sharing of ideas, learning how to communicate with
classmates, learning how to help each other solve
problems," says Wong. "It is just a really awesome
experience at Rice."
Each year roughly one new prototype is created,

each one venturing into new design areas and becom
ing more practical. Presented on the first day of class
as an open-ended problem, the mechanical challenge
can be solved by the students in any way they like. The
team is researching anatomy to try to come up with
solutions that are similar to Mother Nature's own
design. Wong says most prototypes seem more robotlike
than humanlike, but he hopes to change that. "There
are a good number of motors in the existing prow'
types, one for each finger," Wong says, "and that
increases the weight, making it awkward for a perso'1.
to walk down the hall with more weight on one side of
the body. We're going to look at ways to use fewer
motors but still have a large number of movements
possible."
"We are hoping to come up with a procedure or

system that perhaps uses just one motor to control all
the fingers," says class adviser Robert Cunningham,.3
lecturer on mechanical engineering and materials sci-
ence. Wong and the others on the mechanical engi-
neering team will also look at using tendonlike mate-
rials to move the fingers in the hand. "I'm really glad
Rice has this design project class," says Wong. "De-.
signing and building this hand is going to be a lot ot
fun."
Don Johnson, professor of electrical and computer

engineering and executive director of CITI, expects

the prosthetic hand prototypes may someday be used
in limited clinical trials as a preliminary step toward
more advanced designs.
For evolution of technology to take place, research-

ers must look carefully at what works, and what needs
to be improved upon. The same procedure applies to

the realm of ideas.
Benjamin Glassman noticed something strange about

what he was reading in a class in Old English literature.
Nothing had been written since 1950 about the tenth

century's Aethelflaed, last ruler of Mercia. And once
he started reading about the woman leader, he found
he had quite a different interpretation of her actions
than did previous researchers. As a freshman, Glassman
wrote a research paper about his observations. But his
research didn't stop there.
Jane Chance, a professor of English, encouraged

Glassman, now a senior medieval studies, history, and
French major from Cincinnati, Ohio, to use the Rice
Undergraduate Scholars Program, which prepares
students for graduate school, to develop the paper into

a publishable form. As a junior, Glassman amplified
the paper he had written as a freshman for the course
"Gender and Power in Old English Literature." Por-
ing over chronicles and documents, he followed foot-
notes, retrieved texts through interlibrary loan, and
delved into the motivations behind Aethelflaed's mili-
tary strategy and castle building.
"Dr. Chance encouraged me to come up with an
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"I don't think a lot of people

realize how easy it is to do re-

search at Rice. A lot of people

write a paper for a class and

that's the end of it. But if it

is well thought-out and your

professor thinks it's a good

paper, to me there's no

reason why you can't pursue

it on an academic level."

—g3enia rn in t:11 a maw
Senior

idea that is not what the current standard is," he says.
Glassman's paper argues that Aethelflaed was not
stniply a pawn in her younger brother's scheme to take
over the country, as has been the prevailing thought,
but rather she was pursuing her own independent
Policies. He successfully proposed and delivered two
different conference papers this summer, one at the
International Congress on Medieval Studies at West-
ern Michigan University, explaining why the prevail-
ing view was accepted, and another at the Interna-
tional Conference on Medieval Studies in Leeds,
England, detailing evidence that supports his idea that

•

Aethelflaed was acting in her own interests.
Glassman has already been invited to present a new

paper on three other medieval women at next year's
International Congress on Medieval Studies. When
the National Endowment for the Humanities' Insti-
tute on Medieval Women is held at Rice next summer,
Glassman will serve as assistant to Chance, director of
the institute.
"I don't think a lot of people realize how easy it is to

do research at Rice," says Glassman. "A lot of people
write a paper for a class and that's the end of it. But if
it is well thought-out and your professor thinks it's a
good paper, to me there's no reason why you can't
pursue it on an academic level." Any student who takes
a class can become involved in research, Chance
agrees, but a student must take on the responsibility to
do original research. "A student has to have the desire
to learn more and must be willing to take risks to
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"This job is already helping

me because it taught me a lot

about organization. I learned a

variety of things that I could

apply not only to class, but it

helped me get an internship in

Washington, D.C., and be a

part of an American Studies

program at Georgetown

University last summer."

—.11Iaretta g.nlaitte
Sophomore

become a part of something larger." Chance points out
that mentoring is involved, and a willingness to be
mentored is an important element. Glassman echoes
her point. "You just need to find a professor who's
willing to work with you to show you how it's done,"
he says. "You may also have to be willing to do some
additional work that's not for credit."

Next spring, Glassman plans to apply to both gradu-
ate school and law school. He's attracted to law school
because in some ways law is similar to academia, he
says, in researching cases and structuring arguments.
"In doing research, you learn how to fully think out
questions, especially if there are already ideas out there
that you don't necessarily agree with." Conducting
research gives students a useful tool for far more than
graduate-level study. In many fields, such as law,
medicine, and the stock market, having the skills to do
exhaustive research is pivotal to success. This includes
knowing how to use available resources, how much
research is enough, and the difference between deriva-
tive thinking and original thinking. "As teachers, we
train students to use a sieve," Chance says, "and filter
out which ideas are new and which critical problems
still need to be addressed. That methodology can be
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In a field such as political science, sifting through

information, conducting research, and learning from
the past can help shape the future. Within a week after
school started in 1995, freshman Marcela Infante was
getting familiar with the names of state legislators and
Which legislative committees they served on, from the
turn ofthe century to the late 1980s, as part of a project
funded by the National Science Foundation. She had
responded to a sign posted in the financial aid office
advertising a work-study job in the political science
department.
With a triple major in political science or policy

studies (she is still deciding), economics, and French,
Infante, now a sophomore with an Emma McGree
Scholarship, is working toward a career in international
relations or international business. After graduating
from Rice, she has her sights set on a competitive three-
year M.B.A./M.A. joint program at Johns Hopkins's

8ISE School of International Relations and the Univer-
Slty of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Business.
Originally from Lima, Peru, Infante moved to Hous-

ton when she was four years old. While working on a
Paper for a world history class at Bellaire High School,
Infante visited the Rice library and fell in love with the
campus. After discovering the new James A. Baker III
Institute for Public Policy, she stopped considering
Harvard, Yale, and Notre Dame and knew that Rice was
the place for her.
Infante is laying the foundation for her future by

working for professor of political science and political
science department chair Keith Hamm on a
groundbreaking study that will result in a series of
books on state legislatures and public policy. The study,
started in September 1995, is a two- to three-year NSF
Project focusing on the development of committees in
the House and Senate in forty state legislatures during
the twentieth century.

Efficiency in legislative committees is increased if
committee members have expertise or specialization
through previous employment, interests, and continu-
ous legislative service, explains Hamm. "A working
hypothesis is that as legislatures become more profes-
sional, particularly in the 1970s and 1980s, we are
going to see committee members with higher levels of
specialization in various policy areas."
This study is especially timely when considering the

recently signed welfare bill and other initiatives devel-
°Ping in Congress for turning, with few restrictions,
some of the responsibility for domestic programs back
to the states. States face the problem of designing
Policies to meet their own objectives and stay within
budget, a task that may begin in state legislative com-
m. ittees. At the same time, term limits have been adopted
In a number of states, making it difficult for legislators
to rise to "expert" status before they are out of office.

Responsibilities have increased, and experience is lower.
"The question always comes up: do states have the
capacity to develop policies?" Hamm says. "What
we're trying to do is identify what factors are most
conducive to developing specialization. And does that
make any difference in the performance of these insti-
tutions?"
For students interested in political science, research

is one of the best ways to prepare. "It's hard work, it
requires attention to detail, and accuracy is impor-
tant," Hamm says of social science research, but his
comments are true for any field. Infante feels the
benefits even now. "This job is already helping me
because it taught me a lot about organization," she
says. "I learned a variety of things that I could apply not
only to class, but it helped me get an internship in
Washington, D.C., and be a part of an American
Studies program at Georgetown University last sum-
mer."
For a young woman who spoke only Spanish when

she came to the United States and once thought
attending Rice was a long shot, Infante, who now
speaks English, French, and beginning German, is
shaping her education to fit her aspirations and con-
tributing to significant research. How does she see it?
"I'm doing a hobby; I do what I love."
While conducting research is considered the realm of

graduate students at many institutions, the quality of
Rice's students and the intimate size of the institution
allow undergraduates to get involved in serious re-
search and collaborate with eminent professors. "One
reason faculty are willing to involve undergraduates is
that they are so good," Hamm says. "Students have the
opportunity to actually work with scholars, undertak-
ing research in a fashion that's both useful to faculty
and that has pedagogical value to the student."
Although research experience generally comes at the

end of a college career, at Rice students can begin
preparing, through courses and work study, from the
time they step foot in the quadrangle. Throughout the
research process, from acquiring information, organiz-
ing it, developing a hypothesis, testing, and then going
back to compare their findings with existing literature,
students at Rice are able to see how the entire research
process works, which results in exceptionally well-
trained graduates. And, adding icing on the cake,
undergraduate involvement in research does more
than train a new generation in research methodol-
ogy—it positively affects the research itself and its
future. Having capable hands to do the work is only
one of the major benefits; having fresh minds offer up
new ideas and perspectives is another.
No matter how you slice it, the many opportunities

for research at the undergraduate level make the
educational experience at Rice a valuable voyage of
discovery. •
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LINGUA
TARAHUMARA

Children of the Sun God

-
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A
s dusk falls deep in the Sierra Madre mountains of northern Mexico,

James Copeland is looking at goat bones and hides that dangle from

a pine tree. The Rice University linguist asks Remehio, a Tarahumara

patriarch, if the animal parts are remnants of a rain dance. Remehio answers

yes, that his people have recently sacrificed a pair of goats in the hope that

the Great Father, OnorUame, will brcak the devastating drought that has

parched their land. The bones and hides swing as the strong winds blow an

occasional whiff of decay toward the men. The animal remains, the

Tarahumaras believe, serve to protect the household from evil spirits.

This is the way of the Tarahumaras, an indigenous group of people

who live in almost total isolation in the state of Chihuahua, Mexico. Aside

from owning cooking utensils and simple farming tools, the Tarahumaras

exist much as they did before the Spanish conquistadors arrived in the late

sixteenth century. They dwell in caves or in huts made of stone and wood,

and they eat what little they can grow on the dry, rugged land.

Ten years ago, Copeland entered the sparse world ofthe Tarahumaras

to study their language and culture. Since then, he has visited the Tarahumaras

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TOMMY LAVERGNE
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PART OF COPELAND'S STRATEGY WHIN HE eMBA ED ON THIS LIFETIME PROJECT WAS Toi—

LEARN TO SPEAK TARAHUMARA SO THAT HE COULD DEAL DIRECTLY WITH THE PEOPLE.

LEARNING TARAHUMARA IS NO EASY TASK SINCE IT IS NOT A WRITTEN LANGUAGE, AND THE

FORMS VARY WIDELY. "THERE ARE NO LANGUAGE POLICE. NO LINGUISTIC CATECHISMS."

COPELAND EXPLAINS. "CHILDREN ARE SELDOM CORRECTED BY THEIR PARENTS. THEY LEARN

BY OBSERVATION OF SPEECH IN CONTEXT AND BY IMITATION."
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three or four times a year, sometimes spending as
much as a month with them. "I share their food and
living spaces with them," says Copeland.

He also speaks their language. Part of his strategy
When he embarked on this lifetime project was to
learn to speak Tarahumara so that he could deal di-
rectly with the people. Learning Tarahumara is no
easy task since it is not a written language, and the
forms vary widely. "There are no language police, no
linguistic catechisms," Copeland explains. "Children
are seldom corrected by their parents. They learn by
observation of speech in context and by imitation."
Copeland acquired the language through his frequent
exposure to it and by analyzing the grammar, though
his linguistic skills and knowledge of some twenty
languages—Spanish, in particular—also helped.

Initially, his fieldwork consisted of eliciting and
transcribing short utterances in Tarahumara using
Spanish as a language of contact. As the work pro-
gressed, the focus gradually shifted to the analysis of
Spoken texts transcribed phonetically and to other,
more contextualized, cultural data. Drawing on his
research, Copeland plans to produce a Tarahumara
grammar book in English and, perhaps, one in Span-
ish. Work on the language is a major focus of his re-
search and he regularly publishes his findings in
scholarly venues. He has also lectured widely on the
language and culture.

Copeland is also currently putting together a bib-
liography of all the linguistic research conducted so
far on the Uto-Aztecan languages, the group of thirty
indigenous tongues to which Tarahumara belongs.
The languages of the Uto-Aztecan family all de-
scended from a common protolanguage that was
sPoken some five thousand years ago. The family tree
is comprised of eight subphyla beginning with the
Numic branch in the northwestern United States
and including, to the south, Hopic, Tabatulabalic,
Luisenic, Pimic, Taracahitic, Coric, and, finally,
Aztelcic in central Mexico. Tarahumara belongs to the
Taracahitic subphylum, which consists of eight lan-
guage unities, including some that are attested but
now extinct. "If you are doing work on one Uto-Az-
tecan language," says Copeland, "you need to know
as much as you can about the family, because there
are patterns of similarity within the family." Rice Uni-
versity will put Copeland's bibliography on-line this
Year, and scholars from around the country will peri-
odically update it.

In addition, Copeland is collecting Tarahumara
stories and myths that have been passed down from
One generation to the next. "Many of these stories, I
Can tell, are being lost because they are not as well re-
Membered," says Copeland. One story he has re-
corded is about a figure very much like the legendary
1346.-foot, or Sasquatch, of the northwestern United
States.

In the Tarahumara version, the central character
is either a big bear or a large, hairy man who de-
scends on a valley and steals an unmarried young
woman. He hides her in a cave, and they have a baby
who is half human and half bear. The Tarahumaras
eventually kill the bear by tricking him into eating
poisonous vegetables. They also kill the centaur-like
baby and rescue the woman.

A second story explains how the deer came to
have antlers. At one time, the legend goes, only rab-
bits had them. But there was once a deer who be-
lieved himself such a magnificent animal that he de-
served the horned crown, and he challenged a rabbit
to a kickball race. Knowing that he could outjump
the rabbit, the deer picked a mountain for the course
and easily reached the top, while the rabbit got his
antlers tangled in the underbrush and lost. As a re-
sult, all the rabbits of the world had to relinquish
their antlers to the deer. "What I suspect is that the
jackalope story in Texas did not really come from Eu-
ropeans but is an indigenous story that became popu-
lar with the immigrants," Copeland suggests.

In addition to his research, Copeland is consult-
ing with a group of government officials from the
state of Chihuahua about producing a literacy pro-
gram for the Tarahumaras. Most of the sixty thou-
sand Tarahumaras are not literate, and many, to vary-
ing degrees, are bilingual in their native tongue and
Spanish. Copeland hopes to convince the officials that
Tarahumara literacy should be taught up to the sixth
grade along with Spanish.

"They need to maintain that pride in the cul-
ture," he explains. The Tarahumaras, unlike other in-
digenous peoples, are not in danger of extinction, but
Copeland is not sure what effect the literacy program
will have on their culture.

In the seventeenth century, contact with the liter-
ate world caused some immediate changes in Tara-
humara culture, not the least of which was the very
name of the tribe. Since the Spaniards could not pro-
nounce the tribe's real name, Raramuri, they called
the people Tarahumaras. Raramuri means "children
of the Sun God," says Copeland, and not "footracer"
as some scholars have suggested. Footraces are an old
tradition in the Tarahumara culture, dating as far
back as the fourteenth century. Some Tarahumara
myths say the races were created by God.

In their version of how the universe was created,
the Tarahumaras believe that Onoruame made the
Tarahumara people and the devil made "the others."
The devil, however, was jealous that his people were
not the children of God but the people of the Earth.
So he called for a footrace between the two groups.
The devil's children won the race and the wager that
went with it and, thus, became rich. This is the rea-
son, the Tarahumaras believe, they are very poor.

The idea to study the Tarahumaras came to
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Copeland in 1984 when he discovered that only in-
complete research had been done on their language.
He made contact with a tribal member through a so-
cial worker who worked with Tarahumaras in the bor-
der town of Juarez, Mexico.

At first the Tarahumara man, who had taken the
Spanish name of Lorenzo Gonzalez, was very reluc-
tant to cooperate. He told Copeland that no amount
of money could buy his language. But after Copeland
explained what he intended to do with his research
and how it would benefit the Tarahumaras, Gonzalez
agreed to help. He took Copeland to Tuciaci, a rug-
ged valley in the Sierra Madre, and served as an inter-
mediary. "Over a period of a year, our relationship
became more intense and warmer," says Copeland.
"Thanks to him, the Tarahumaras started trusting us
and understood what our purpose was."

Entering the world of the Tarahumaras to do re-
search is an arduous project for Copeland. A trip last
May is typical of the linguist's twelve-hundred-mile
trip to Tuciaci Valley. He leaves Houston at dawn,
drives through West Texas, spends the night at
Presidio, and continues for another three hundred
miles on a sinuous highway that takes him past the
city of Chihuahua to the small town of Cuauhtemoc.
There, he loads his Nissan Pathfinder with sacks of
flour, onions, jalapelios, oranges, sugar, tomatoes, po-
tatoes, coffee, macaroni, soap, candy, vegetable oil,
and tortillas. The goods are for the Tarahumaras as a
gesture of friendship and for helping him with his re-
search.

On the last leg of the trip, Copeland must ma-
neuver a seventeen-mile stretch of rocky road that
leads into Tarahumara Canyon, a region that has of-
ten been compared to the Grand Canyon because of
its spectacular beauty. He puts his vehicle into four-
wheel drive and slips in a CD of Beethoven's Fiir Elise
"to smooth out the ride," he says as his head jostles
to the rhythm of the boulders in the terrain.

Up ahead, a mountain lion scrambles into the
trees. Copeland stops momentarily at a pile of rocks
along the side of the road. The pile, called a rihpu, is
a sacred mount, and, following the custom of the
Tarahumaras, Copeland tosses a stone at it for good
luck. He continues. The road finally descends into the
Tuciaci Valley, where "his people" live. Copeland cus-
tomarily refers to his informants as family.

The land is brown, barren, and dusty, a victim of
drought. Even the hardy live oak brush and pines are
dying. The stream that normally runs through the val-
ley is bone dry. "I can't believe it," Copeland la-
ments. "This is generally so green." He approaches a
hut made of stone and loose boards that is sur-
rounded by a brush corral to keep wild animals away.
Pots and pans are strewn on the dirt floor, and chick-
ens and dogs ramble freely. Five children eye
Copeland.
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"Kwira ba," (hello in Tarahumara) he shouts at
woman grinding corn. Copeland, in the Tarahumara
custom, keeps his distance from the woman. Later,
old man arrives and gives Copeland a hearty wel-
come. It is Remehio Hernandez, the patriarch of thi
Tarahumara family. Remehio believes he is about
eighty years old, but he is not sure because there are
no records of his birth. He and Copeland sit next to
campfire and Copeland gives him some pictures tak
of the Tarahumara family during his last visit. Reme-
hio examines them over and over. "The Tarahuma
believe in general that photographs steal their soul,
Copeland later explains. "They are not used to seemn
images of themselves."

Masilina Gonzalez, Remehio's daughter, shows
up and shakes Copeland's hand. The Tarahumaras
shy, quiet people, and though they don't openly
show their affection for Copeland, they have a deep
appreciation of him. "He's a very good friend," says
Remehio in Spanish. "He has been coming here for
long time, and he knows our language." While
Remehio tries out a stone grinding wheel that
Copeland has given him, tattered children play with
balloons, also a gift from the professor. The
Tarahumara children have never seen balloons and
consider them a source of infinite pleasure.

Masilina and her daughter, Tosantos, prepare
dinner. They make one corn tortilla after another, us.
ing their bare hands to pull them off the fire. The
cooking pot lies directly on the logs, and Masilina,
with smoke in her eyes, occasionally grabs the black-
ened utensil to stir the slices of potatoes, onions, and
jalapenos—a feast for them, thanks to Copeland.
They pass around the few plates they have and the
one spoon, which everyone uses.

When dinner is over, the family members throw
blankets around the fire and sleep under the bright
stars. Coyotes howl. The cold wind lashes the trees.
Copeland sleeps in his Nissan Pathfinder. "I hope
you have sweet dreams," one of the children tells
him. According to Copeland, the Tarahumaras be-
lieve that dreams are the activity of a person's soul,
and they place great importance on them. "Family
members or visitors can expect to be asked at break-
fast around the fire about the dreams they experi-
enced during the night," says Copeland. "The
Rarimuri that dream well are respected as being ven'
good thinkers and very wise."

The next morning, Copeland and other visitors
are startled by what appears to be a rock that has
landed near the hut. It is a wooden ball the size of ail
orange, and following it is Migueri Medina, one of
the best kickball runners in the area. Migueri is
dressed in the traditional Tarahumara men's garb: a
white tunic, a loincloth, sandals made of tire treads.
He dons a gimme cap, which many of the men opt tc
use instead of the traditional headband. Women weal
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WHEN DINNER IS OVER, THE FAMILY MEMBERS THROW

BLANKETS AROUND THE FIRE AND SLEEP UNDER THE BRIGHT

STARS. COYOTES HOWL. THE COLD WIND LASHES THE

TREES. COPELAND SLEEPS IN HIS NISSAN PATHFINDER. "I

HOPE YOU HAVE SWEET DREAMS," ONE OF THE CHILDREN

TELLS HIM. ACCORDING TO COPELAND, THE TARAHUMARAS

BELIEVE THAT DREAMS ARE THE ACTIVITY OF A PERSON'S

SOUL, AND THEY 1'1 ACE GREAT IMPORTANCE ON THEM.



layers of colorful skirts and a white blouse. They cover
their hair with a bandanna or, for special occasions,
wear a headdress.

Migueri has dark, thick hair, a slim body, and the
sinewy legs of a seasoned long-distance runner. He
has come to invite the family to a communal planting
of the corn, which will be followed by an all-night
drinking party. For religious and social ceremonies,
the Tarahumaras drink batari, a thick alcoholic bever-
age made of corn. Drinking is a source of pride for
them, and, during ceremonies such as the rain dance,
the rather reserved Tarahumara becomes talkative,
loud, and even belligerent. In the seventeenth cen-
tury, the Tarahumaras massacred a group of Catholic
priests when the missionaries tried to stop them from
imbibing.

After delivering the invitation, Migueri continues
on his way across the valley to another household. He
lifts the ball with his right foot, throws it about thirty
yards, runs after it, and throws it again. Very soon he
is a white speck in the dusty terrain. The Tarahumaras
are known for their prowess as runners. They hunt
deer by running them to exhaustion. Much of their
training comes from a race called rarahipa in which
the men kick a wooden ball for stretches of fifty to
one hundred miles, crossing mountains and valleys
through day and night. The race is a major social
event, and the people wager cows, horses, and food.

Copeland can attest to the runners' endurance.
One day a group of Tarahumaras took him on a forty-
mile walk to see some rock art hidden among the can-
yons. On the way, they drank spring water and a corn-
based beverage called cobisi that the Tarahumaras
claim retains body moisture, thus preventing heat ex-
haustion. Copeland swears he has never seen them
sweat. The Tarahumara running skills are enhanced by
the landscape; it is so rough that the Tarahumaras are
forced to live in dispersed hamlets and the only way
they keep in touch with each other is by traveling
along the footpaths that crisscross the terrain for miles
and miles.

On one of these paths, Remehio is walking at a
crisp pace. He is leading Copeland on a visit to other
houses. Old but vigorous, he is hard to keep up with.
At each hut, Remehio gives the children an orange
and then invites the adults to drop by his home to
partake of the goods that Copeland brought.
Tarahumaras don't believe in accumulating wealth,
and they share what they have.

Remehio and Copeland come to a streambed that
is the source of water for the area, though the
drought has now sucked the streambed completely
dry. Remehio shows Copeland how they have dug a
hole to get to the underground water. The
Tarahumaras customarily use large gourds for drink-
ing liquids, but the ubiquitous plastic bottles and jugs
have become more practical.

praise of God before he quaffs the soupy concoction

shovel and begins to make small craters. With each

vats, and buckets—a total of about fifty liters—are

slowly swings it around to the four compass points in

communal planting of the corn. Remehio leads

across the length of the field. Copeland grabs a

Tarahumara beer, that is. The corn-based batari

filled to the brim. Twenty Tarahumaras will finish
the alcoholic blend in two days.

soup, and the sour taste usually leaves chabochis (oi
siders) grimacing. Luckily for Copeland, the lack of 
corn in the area has produced a rather weak brew.

humara, chugs it down. Remehio takes his beer and

Copeland over more mountains to a valley, where a
group of men and women toil in a dusty field.
Remehio takes a makeshift wooden plow and pulls it

rocks down the slope.

must ferment for about four days before it is ready

ues to ferment in your stomach," says Copeland, g _,
adding that batari can quickly get you drunk. To
to the brew,
into a valley, where, in the woods, Maria Dolores  cmwrioiimiluneTgdbthil(',
Gonzalez is straining the corn. White plastic barrelust,-

He takes a plastic pint container and, like a Tara-

down a mountain. Masilina and her husband,

steep incline. "I have to do what they do in order for
me to learn their culture and their language,"
Copeland says. Remehio uses his feet to push the

be consumed. "When you drink it, the liquid cont

Enrique, are making a stone fence to keep the don
keys out of the cornfields. Copeland grabs a pick iron
and begins to dislodge beachball-size rocks from the '

To continue drinking they must help in the

At noon Remehio announces it's time for beer 5,

Farther along the path, big rocks are rolling

Batari has a strong smell and looks like pea

they must trek around a mountain and 
. 
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lifting of the shovel, Copeland grunts in Tarahumara ,
Pthat the soil is too hard. The Tarahumara men laugh 

horn
It is an odd sight: a six-foot-three man of Germanic

Withancestry with gray hair and beard talking Tarahumara
trip tand working the fields with primitive tools alongside the Ithe much smaller, brown-skinned people.

During a break, Migueri arrives. He has a pair of been
his ii,

five-gallon containers of corn juice on his back that
he has carried for about a mile up and down a mot 11' a vet

tam. The Tarahumaras drink batari while they plant notic

corn or while doing any other communal work. One em t

after another they take turns guzzling the beer. itY oi
able

Copeland politely declines and sits next to Remehi
sens(on the plow. He pulls a small notebook from his h

pocket and begins to question Remehio about the I
!

syntactic details of an expression he has just heard 
stop

,
the first time. 

stop

finchAmong the men drinking is Martin Medina. He,
like his brother Migueri, is a runner. Martin lives in a tra

another section of the canyon but has come to help Way

with the planting. "If we don't drink too much to-

to
•

for

•P
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ling night," he says in broken Spanish, "we might have a
l, race tomorrow morning." Copeland knows that will
le don- ' not happen—a bacchanalia will soon begin. To
pickro avoid any problems, he decides to hike up to a cave
iom

 
t
i
he

ll
' he knows was once inhabited by people. It lies high

3rder for In a mountain nearby, and getting there in the
H midafternoon heat could be exhausting.
1 the The cave nestles in a mountainside, a brush

, fence surrounding the opening. The walls are black
r beer. from years of campfire smoke. Inside, clothes and
rani Pots hang from sticks—signs that people have reoc-
ready to Copied the cave. Copeland continues on the steep
contin- climb above the cave to the mountaintop, from
ind, which he can see Tuciaci Valley, brown and rolling
. To gel and expansive. He breaks off a branch from a dying
in and tree, and he drags the ten-foot limb for more than a
ores mile to his people's house. "They need campfire
barrels, wood," he explains. Copeland's chabochi compan-
-are ions from the Rice University publications office
tnish straggle behind, astonished at his endurance.

Upon returning to the hut, Copeland finds that
ea all the adults have gone to the drinking party. Ten-
/is (out- Year-old Tosantos cares for the four children. She
ack of Cooks and feeds them and puts them to bed on the
rew. rough ground near the campfire. The coyotes and
ira- wind and the drunken Tarahumaras occasionally in-

terer and rupt the silence of the starry night. About a mile
oints in away, they howl like the Apaches on TV. As they get
oction• drunker, the shouts become more intense.
le In the morning, many of the Tarahumaras, who
[s were up all night celebrating, straggle to the hut.
iere a TheY have come for breakfast and to say good-bye

tn their friend Copeland. Tosantos cooks eggs in hish

Dulls it °nor and makes coffee. Enrique plays the clown
a and proclaims Copeland half Tarahumara. They
each gather for pictures and give Copeland a warm hand-
umara , shake and wave at him as he drives away.
laugh. h As Copeland embarks on his long trip back
nanic ome to Houston, he seems completely content
iumara ' with the short visit. It has been another successful
igside trip to Tarahumara Canyon. For him, working with

the Tarahumaras over the last ten years has not only
3air of ,been academically satisfying, but it also has enriched
that nis life. "I see people rejecting technology and living
mull- a very hard, traditional life, which offers me another
plant notion about the meaning of progress in the West-
One ern tradition," he reflects. "I experience the simplic-

ity of living in nature that I would otherwise only be
iehio able to read about. I see a lot of beauty in their
is hip sense of sharing and concern for each other."
the Before he leaves the Tarahumaras, Copeland
[rd for st°Ps at the rihpu, the sacred mount, and tosses a

' stone for good luck. Then he gets in his red Path-
He, finder and continues across the rough terrain,

!s in ' a trail of dust behind him obscuring an ancient
help way of life. •
to-

FOR COPELAND, WORKING WITH THE

HUMARAS OVER THE LAST TEN

YEARS HAS NOT ONLY BEEN ACADEMI-

CALLY SATISFYING, BUT IT ALSO HAS

ENRICHED HIS LIFE. "I SEE PEOPLE

REJECTING TECHNOLOGY AND LIVING A

VERY HARD, TRADITIONAL LIFE, WHICH

OFFERS ME ANOTHER NOTION ABOUT

THE MEANING OF PROGRESS IN THE

WESTERN TRADITION."
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IT IS NOT AT ALL FAR-FETCHED TO BEGIN THINKING NO
W OF

VERSION OF SILICON VALLEY, CENTERED NOT ON PALO A

BY MALCOLM GILAPRESI

• Every two years for the past fifty, computers have become twice as fast, while th
eir components

have become twice as small.' By 1994, circuits as small as one-hundredth the 
width of a human

, hair were in use. Thus, in electronics, as in other fields, there is now truly more 
room at the

bottom than ever before. Until the twentieth century, there was little call for units o
f measure

smaller than a millimeter. Only over the past few decades have we become accustomed 
to hearing

medical researchers discuss viruses a few microns wide, where a micron is one mil
lionth of a

meter. Also in recent decades, researchers in academia and the electronics industry have
 become

accustomed to references to the angstrom, measuring one ten-millionth of a millim
eter. More

recently, the nanometer—one- billionth of a meter—has become the preferred unit of meas
ure

among scientists working at the atomic scale in biology, electronics, and materials 
science.

The most enthusiastic researchers in nanoscale science and nanotechnology have held ou
t the

Prospect of revolutionary future discoveries involving remarkable applications in bi
omedicine,

agnculture, computing, materials science, and many other fields. It is difficult to kn
ow what to

make of these predictions and forecasts. On the one hand, forecasts of the future of nano
scale

science are likely to be more accurate than the forecasts of economists, members of
 a discipline

said to have predicted seven of the last three recessions. On the other hand, the econom
ists are

not alone in error; no discipline has a very strong track record on prediction. In partic
ular, nearly

all of the most memorable postwar forecasts of society's scientific and technological fut
ure have

°een consistently wide of the mark.
For example, consider the barrage of forecasts between 1945 and 1977 predicting,

 by 1990,

wondrous and growing applications of nuclear fission in transportation and industry.
 Moreover,

the sixties generated dozens of predictions that fusion energy would be readily avail
able by the

Year 2000. On the other hand, over the same period an unheralded electronic revolution 
caught

Unawares most scientists and laymen and all government officials. Ebullient foreca
sts on the

Imminent spread of robotics were common in the fifties and sixties, but very few predicted tha
t

°Y 1985 lasers would have widespread application in commerce and industry, as
 well as in

Science. And, of course, no one foresaw the rise of the Internet, nor the stunni
ng biomedical

implications of the unraveling of the mystery of the double helix, nor th
e agricultural

Implications of the green revolutions of the sixties.

. In light of this experience, society has tended to discount inflated claims fr
om forecasts of

impending technological revolutions and to look for change where it is least expected. But there

is also the danger of learning too much from the checkered history of technological f
orecasts.

ir is all too easy to draw the wrong lessons from the unfulfilled predictions of 
the past.

Visions of, and for, our technological future are still very much needed. But the
y need to be

Much more strongly grounded in scientific and economic reality than has been 
common in the

Past. And no matter how highly touted the technology, only those meeting these
 requirements

are likely to be rewarding to investors in the short or the longer term. Nanotec
hnology seems

to he a plausible candidate to satisfy these conditions.

APPLYING THE SCIENCE

The economic and commercial implications of nanoscale science and techn
ology promise to

reverberate throughout our society for decades to come. Successful 
nanotechnology may

revolutionize communications and computing. It will enable ever more p
owerful computers to

keep shrinking in size and cost. It will enable computer firms to fabricate 
three-dimensional

Integrated circuits, replacing the present two-dimensional technology and va
stly expanding the

range of electronic products available to society. In power generation, 
nanotechnology can

Make solar cells immensely more efficient and cheap solar power a reality, as it 
holds out the

Possibility of revolutionary new solar devices that mimic photosynthesis
. Nanotechnology

Could clearly transform materials science through the resourceful use of
 buckminsterfullerene

A NANOTECHNOLOGY

TO BUT ON HOUSTON.

DENT OF RICE UNIVERSITY



RICE IS THE FIRST UNIVERSITY TO PURPOSEFULLY FOCUS ON THE NANOFRONTIER NOT ONLY IN ITS BUILDING

RECRUITMENT, INSTRUMENTATION PURCHASES, AND COLLABORATIVE SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT.

molecules, or buckyballs (discovered at Rice in 1985), to fabricate fibers far
stronger than any earthly metal.

Potential applications in biomedicine are truly astounding.
Nanoscale technology could open an unusually wide range of
opportunities for harnessing molecular structures for biomedical
purposes, including the production of rationally engineered phar-
maceutical products. There are reasons to believe that buckyballs
can be used as vehicles to carry drugs for destroying cancer and
viruses that our immune systems miss. Nanoscale science faculty at
Rice are even now working on genetically engineered hemoglobin.
Nanometer-sized biosensors can already be injected in the blood-
stream; ever more advanced nanoscale sensors could eventually
monitor all critical bodily functions. Even scientists who are ordi-
narily quite cautious foresee significant applications of
nanotechnology in reversing environmental damages and in engi-
neering of artificial human tissue.

INVESTING IN NANOSCALE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Challenges and opportunities in nanoscale science and technology
are emerging from several centers around the world, in Palo Alto,
Ithaca, Champaign—Urbana, and, increasingly, in Japan. In Hous-
ton, institutions focusing on science and technology at the nano-
meter scale include the campus of Rice University, the Johnson
Space Center, the University of Houston, Baylor College of Medi-
cine, M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, and a few large electronics firms.
The new field has been taking shape at the sites only over the past

decade. It encompasses a world of the almost unimaginably small
scale, a world where even in the past months scales have been
shrinking to points well below that at which the laws of classical
physics intersect the forbidding domains of quantum mechanics. It
is a world that thirty years ago was foreseen only by the most
unfettered and eerie intellects. One such person was, of course, the
physicist Richard Feynman, who invited scientists to look through
the wrong end of the telescope to a world with "plenty of room at
the bottom," a world wherein humans manipulate matter atom by
atom to construct useful devices of a size measured in billionths of
meters.
The world of nanoscale science and technology defines the

nanofrontier. This is a scientific frontier where we find quantum
dots, quantum computers, quantum wells, buckyballs, supercon-
ducting fullerenes, epitaxys, nanotubes, nanowires, nanomachines,
replicators, and, finally, Bose—Einstein condensates, identified only
in 1995 in labs at Rice and Colorado. A small number of centers of
research and development have geared up to explore some subfields
of the nanofrontier; a few of these have invested in nanoscale fabrication
facilities. None has embraced nanoscale science and technology on a front
as broad as Rice.
Rice is the first university to purposefully focus on the nanofrontier not

only in its building plans but also in faculty recruitment, instrumentation
purchases, and collaborative scientific development. The university's new
investments in this field will total approximately $32 million during the next
four years, a large amount for a small private institution that, by charter,
cannot utilize debt finance. This figure includes funds for a new building for
chemistry and nanoscale science, with state-of-the-art research and teaching
labs, sophisticated new instrumentation required for work at the atomic
scale, and nearly a dozen new faculty positions for the new Rice University
Center for Nanoscale Science and Technology.

PLANS BUT ALSO IN FACULTY

SCALE SCIENCE ENCOMPASSES

A WORLD OF THE ALMOST

UNIMAGINABLY SMALL SCALE, A

WORLD WHERE EVEN IN THE PAST

MONTHS SCALES HAVE BEEN

SHRINKING TO POINTS WELL BELOW

THAT AT WHICH THE LAWS OF

CLASSICAL PHYSICS INTERSECT THE

FORBIDDING DOMAINS OF QUANTUM

MECHANICS.
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WHY RICE UNIVERSITY

Several reasons account for the fact that Rice has
been among those institutions making major early
)mmitments to explore this potentially boundless

frontier. First, our expectations were incited by high-
Impact successes in research in nanoscale science at
Rice over the past decade. The initial discovery in
1985 of Carbon 60, buckminsterfullerene, on our
campus by Professors Rick Smalley and Bob Curl led
a number of scientists and engineers at Rice to also
turn their attention to nanoscale science and technol-
ogy. (Please see the article on Curl and Smalley's
Nobel Prize for this discovery on page 5.) Other
notable results followed, the most recent being a
strikingly successful nanoscale experiment in July 1995
in Professor Randy Hulet's lab. His work yielded
strong evidence of a new form of matter, the Bose—
Einstein condensate, predicted seventy years ago by
Albert Einstein utilizing mathematics developed by
Indian theoretician Satyendranath Bose.
Second, strong interdisciplinary traditions in sci-

ence have been nurtured at Rice for decades; interdis-
ciplinary collaboration is the norm rather than the
exception in science and engineering at Rice. The
university is therefore an ideal locus for research in a
field that itself is an outgrowth of a synthesis between
Physics, chemistry, microelectronics, electrical engi-
neering, chemical engineering, materials science, and
molecular biology. As it happens, several interdiscipli-
nary institutes on campus will have a major bearing on
future research in nanoscale science. These include the
Rice Quantum Institute, where buckyballs were first
Identified, and the Institute of Biosciences and Bioengi-
neering, where seminal work in tissue engineering is
under way in collaboration with institutions in the
l'exas Medical Center. They also include the Center
for Research on Parallel Computation as well as the
(:9mputer and Information Technology Institute.
l'he highly successful activities of the latter two insti-
tutes led to a major new Rice undertaking in compu-
tational engineering, already recognized as one of the
World's leading programs in this field.
Investment in nanoscale science at Rice strongly

complements the university's prior investments in
c(mnputational engineering. The ultimate success of
nanotechnology will depend, in a large part, on ad-
vances in computational engineering, because, from
the outset, nanotechnology will be faced with truly
formidable design problems. The number of possible
design configurations for an infinitesimally small
nanostructure is itselfessentially infinite. Because com-
Putational engineering renders possible testing and
ev
aluation through construction of computer models

rather than actual structures, it is ideally suited to the
design of nanostructures. And in later stages of

nanotechnology, as we design nanocomputers, the
computational engineering area of software design in
general will be of critical importance.
A third reason for the university's early commit-

ments to mastering this new field stems from past
success in attracting a highly talented group of scien-
tists and engineers with strong interests in nanoscale
science and technology: fully one-fourth of our sci-
ence and engineering faculty are doing or planning
research in this field in addition to the dozen new
positions allocated to it.

WHY HOUSTON AND TEXAS

Another extremely important reason behind confi-
dence in the future of nanoscale science at Rice is the
presence of several other nearby institutions and enti-
ties with capacities that complement and augment our
own. These include the institutions of the Texas
Medical Center, just across Main Street from Rice, the
University of Houston, across town, and the Johnson
Space Center, just down the road. Particularly impor-
tant are Professor Paul Chu's research program and
the joint Houston—NASA Space Vacuum Epitaxy
Center, both at the University of Houston. In addi-
tion, forward-looking electronics firms in Houston
and Dallas exhibit growing capacities and interests in
nanotechnology and seem increasingly prepared to
work closely with universities across the state in ex-
ploring the vast possibilities of this field.
Although Rice has no medical school, it benefits

immeasurably from the very close proximity with one
of the world's leading medical centers, incorporating
Baylor College of Medicine, M. D. Anderson Cancer
Center, and the University of Texas—Houston Health
Science Center. Indeed, considering that the medical
schools and centers of other top-echelon universities
usually lie considerable distances across town (or even
across the state) from the rest of the university, Rice
science and engineering faculty have better opportuni-
ties for collaboration with biomedical scientists from
a leading medical center than is the case for nonmedi-
cal faculty at such institutions as Harvard, Hopkins,
Tufts, Chicago, and Michigan. Proximity to, and
interactions with, the institutions of the Texas Medical
Center are of immense significance, especially in the
"wet" side of nanotechnology, the study of biological
systems that exist in a water environment.
These interconnections are well illustrated by the W.

M. Keck Center for Computational Biology, a joint
endeavor of Rice, Baylor College of Medicine, and the
University of Houston. By combining advances in
computing, molecular biology, and investigative tech-
nology, the Keck Center has become one of the
nation's premier organizations for the exploration and
design of biomolecular structures.
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NASA's presence at the Johnson Space Center is
another highly important factor that augurs well for
Houston's future in nanoscale science and technol-
ogy. This is most obvious in NASA's involvement,
with the University of Houston, in the atom-by-atom
fabrication of thin films in vacuums. NASA's orbiting
spacecraft provide ideal venues for research and devel-
opment in this area of nanotechnology. And space and
space vehicles are increasingly seen as elemental in the
development of integrated microtechnology, a topic
amply covered by the fifty-plus papers presented at a
fall 1995 NASA conference on integrated
microtechnology for space applications.
Growing private-sector interest in nanotechnology

also bodes extremely well for all the aforementioned
centers of research and development. For example,
Texas Instruments already has a first-class
nanofabrication installation in Dallas. Placement of a
similar facility in Houston would provide a powerful
boost to strong momentum in nanotechnology ef-
forts already much in evidence in the region.

IMPLICATIONS

A-decision to commit scarce investment resources to
new and challenging fields with uncertain rewards
involves notable risks. Rice University, in moving
ahead strongly in nanoscale science and technology,
accepts these risks with only minor trepidations. We
have done so out of a conviction that very sizable
potential returns may accrue not only to the region's
universities but also to Houston, the Johnson Space
Center, the rest of Texas, and our entire society.
The returns to Rice University will come primarily

in the form of benefits to our students, both graduate
and undergraduate, as we try to ensure that science
and engineering at Rice will remain on the leading
edge for decades to come. The research and teaching
activities surrounding nanoscale science and technol-
ogy are of particularly critical significance to our
inquisitive and energetic undergraduates. The pace of
technological change, in information technology, in
biomedicine, and in molecular sciences generally, will
necessitate major changes in the way we prepare our
brightest youth for the future. Increasingly, the best
undergraduate scientific and engineering education
will be that which involves undergraduates most heavily
in research. For this reason, even the very architecture
of the university's new nanoscale sciences facility is
designed to draw our undergraduates, as well as our
graduate students, into the workings of the research
enterprise of the university. There we expect that they
will interact not only with our faculty but also with
researchers from the Johnson Space Center, the Uni-
versity of Houston, M. D. Anderson Cancer Center of
the University of Texas, Baylor College of Medicine,

and other institutions of the Texas Medical Center
well as with nanotechnologists from industry.
The nation, the city of Houston, and Texas citize

in general, also have very significant stakes in th
development of nanoscale science and technology
Rice and other nearby centers. All humanity would
benefit from the economic and commercial applica-
tions depicted earlier, but the local implications are
especially intriguing. The natural resource base of the
region has served us extremely well for more than
three-quarters of a century. Natural resource indus-
tries and their associated technologies doubtless will
continue to be vital to our local economy for decades
to come. Even so, in the coming century we will .111
increasingly have to make a living with our brain,
Nanotechnology requires abundant, superbly well'
trained gray matter because it involves nothing less
than the attempt to milk the always forbidding and
often counterintuitive field of quantum mechanics to
make infinitesimally small devices useful to humans. .A
critical mass of brain power is being assembled here ill
Houston, not only at Rice but at the Texas MediL
Center, the Johnson Space Center, the University of
Houston, and in leading-edge electronics firms based
in Texas. To harness together all these assets is to help
assure a prosperous future for Houston and for Texas.
Indeed, it is not at all far-fetched to begin thinking of
a nanotech version of Silicon Valley in Texas, centered
on the institutions cited.

THE PAST AS PROLOGUE

There is no question that nanoscale science is a com'
pelling field of study holding remarkable promise for
the future. But there are those who argue that much
of nanotechnology suffers from an excess of imagina-
tion and a deficiency of accomplishment, with limited
prospects for widespread applications over the next
twenty years. It is necessary to address these doubts.
Having earlier stressed the need for caution in inter-
preting claims about our technological future, I feel
enabled to sketch a more optimistic view of that
future, grounded in realism.

It is probably true that for much of the postwar era
society has displayed a peculiar kind of myopia wherei
we have tended to overestimate what science an
technology can do in two years, while grossly under
estimating what might be done in twenty years. Tw
decades past, the artificial engineering of human tissu
seemed feasible only to a few science fiction writers.
quarter of a century ago, the size of transistors w
measured in centimeters or fractions of the same; quite
soon transistors will be measured in nanometers or
multiples of same. Who among us would have dared
predict in 1970 that by 1995 we would be using
handheld computers with computing powers far sur-
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GRADUATES, AS WELL

ITECTURE OF THE UNIVERSITY'S NEW NANOSCALE SCIENCES FACILITY IS DESIGNED TO DRAW OUR UNDER

WE MOVE AHEAD STRONGLY IN

NANOSCALE SCIENCE OUT OF A

AS OUR GRADUATE STUDENTS, INTO THE WORKINGS OF THE RESEARCH ENTERPRISE OF THE UNIVERSITY.

CONVICTION THAT VERY SIZABLE

POTENTIAL RETURNS MAY ACCR

NOT ONLY TO THE REGION'S UNI-

VERSITIES BUT ALSO TO HOUS-

TON, THE JOHNSON SPACE CE

TER, THE REST OF TEXAS, AND

OUR ENTIRE SOCIETY.

passing creaky old mainframes taking up roomsful of space? Neither gene
therapy nor magnetic resonance imaging were even glints in the eyes of
clinicians two decades ago. And no one claims to have predicted in 1975 that

within twenty years biology would be transformed from a discipline
involving the passive studyoflife to a discipline able to alter life, with
the thickets of ethical questions created by this capacity.

Applications of nanoscale science may easily lead to transforma-
tions in science and engineering that dwarf all of the above innova-
tions combined. In any case, mastery of nanotechnology holds out
the promise of truly monumental economic implications. Even by
1991, the economic impact of science at the atomic and molecular
level was quite sizable. According to estimates of the National
Research Council, this science significantly affected about 20 per-
cent of the 1991 GNP, not counting peripheral effects.' The largest
1991 impacts were in telecommunications, semiconductor devices,
computing equipment, data processing services, and health care,
including NMR and x-ray tomography. Clearly the mavens of
technology in the Japanese government believe that future eco-
nomic impacts of nanoapplications will be very large. The Japanese
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) has already
identified nanotechnology as a basic industrial technology for the
twenty-first century and has allocated funds in support of it.
The potential benefits of bringing nanotechnology to society are

therefore great. The costs, while sizable, pale before that paid by
Prometheus in stealing from the gods fire for humans. For his
daring, Prometheus was sentenced to spend an eternity as the
permanent dinner host for vultures. Our costs will, thankfully, be
measured in more prosaic units: in hours expended in labs, in dollars
spent on equipment, and in experiments. For once, a few academic
institutions are ready; we ask that industry and government also
begin to focus strongly on these challenges.
We have, between Rice, the institutions of the Texas Medical

Center, Johnson Space Center, the University of Houston, and
several private firms, a truly ample basis for acting rather than
dithering. At Rice, we are prepared to think truly small and to
collaborate immediately with other local actors in nanoscale science
and technology. Let us seriously consider the prospects for a
nanotechnology version of Silicon Valley, here in Houston.

Versions of this article have appeared in Houston Business Review and in
Technology Houston: 1996/97 Guide to the Technology Industry, a publica-
tion of the Greater Houston Partnership.

FOOTNOTES

'Seth Lloyd, "Quantum Mechanical Computers." Scientific American. (October
1995) p. 140.
2 National Research Council, Atomic Molecular and Optical Science: An Investment
in the Future (Washington, 1995).
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Constantine "Dino" Nicandros, immediate past chairman, president, and chief
executive officer of Conoco, Inc., was named a trustee of the Rice University
Board of Governors. He supports the Owl Club, The Shepherd Society, and the
annual gifts program at Rice and provided the funds to establish the Constantine
S. Nicandros Public Policy Internships at the James A. Baker III Institute for
Public Policy. Nicandros, chairman of CSN and Company and a consultant for
DuPont and Conoco, previously served as a term governor on the Rice Board.
C. Robert O'Dell, Andrew Hays Buchanan Professor ofAstrophysics, received

the Humboldt Research Award for Senior U.S. Scientists and will spend a year at
the Max Planck Institute in Heidelberg, Germany. While conducting research at
the Heidelberg institute, O'Dell hopes to complete preparation of several articles
and to learn more about European work on star formations.

President Clinton announced his intention to nominate Richard A. Tapia,
Noah Harding Professor of Computational and Applied Mathematics, to the
National Science Board, the governing body of the National Science Foundation.
As a member, Tapia will recommend broad national policies for promoting basic
research and education in the sciences and engineering. Hispanic Engineer
Magazine selected Tapia from 225 national nominees for Engineer of the Year,
making the Rice professor the first academician to receive the award.
As vice provost and university librarian, Charles Henry fills a position created

by last year's realignment of several administrative operations. Henry was director
of libraries at Vassar, served on the Steering Committee of Vassar's Group for
Research in Electronically Digitized Libraries, and is an international research
fellow at London Guildhall University's Centre for Information Management and
Advanced Technology in Scholarship.
Jordan Konisky was named vice provost for research and graduate studies. He

will work with faculty to identify resources to support their research and graduate
training activities, especially in those areas that lend themselves to multidisciplinary
approaches, and to respond quickly to new funding initiatives and opportunities.
Konisky, formerly director of the University of Illinois Biotechnology Center, will
also assist departments in competing with the top ten universities in the country
to attract the very best graduate students nationwide.
Roland B. Smith Jr. was named to the newly created post of associate provost.

His duties include supporting the activities of faculty and staff outreach efforts
targeted to K-12 education and recruiting and retaining a diverse student body
by interacting with various campus offices and groups. Smith comes to Rice from
Notre Dame, where he held several academic and administrative positions.
Scott Biddy '86, previously director of alumni affairs and university events, was

promoted to associate vice president for development and alumni affairs in
University Advancement. Biddy joined the Rice staff in 1992 as executive director
of the Association of Rice Alumni after serving as vice president for regulatory
affairs at MNC Financial, Inc. in Baltimore. As an undergraduate at Rice, he
organized the Rice Student Volunteer Program (RSVP), chaired the Student
Admission Council, and earned the Sallyport Award and Rice University Service.
Award.
Janet McNeill joined the University Advancement staff as assistant vice

president for public affairs. McNeill, who will coordinate activities of Rice's News,
Publications, and University Relations staff, worked for the past four years as a
consultant in the former Soviet Union. She has directed public relations programs
for the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, Smith College, and the University of
Redlands in California, and she was director of public relations at Stanford
University.
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CENTERING EDUCATION

The Rice University Center for Educa-
tion has received a $1.5 million Brown
Foundation grant and Rice challenge
match that will enable it to continue as
a catalyst for school reform by increas-
ing teachers' knowledge and their ac-
cess to teaching resources.
The Center for Education was es-

tablished in 1988 with initial funding
from the Brown Foundation. Houston
Endowment gave the center several
gifts, including the $100,000 capping
grant, and was instrumental in meet-
ing the match. Houston Endowment
president Joe Nelson says his philan-
thropic organization is impressed by
the center's creative and technologi-
cally savvy approaches to problem-
solving. "The biggest crisis facing the
country today is the condition of pub-
lic schools," Nelson says. "The Center

for Education is focused on so many
wonderful, hands-on ways of improv-
ing the quality of education. We think
they're making a real difference."

1

WAYS OF GIVING TO

RICE UNIVERSITY

Since 1891, when William Marsh Rice '
pledged his fortune to establish a new
institute, Rice University has relied on
private gifts to maintain our excellence
and affordability. Private contributions
provide a significant portion of Rice's
operating budget and will continue to
be critical as Rice strives to meet its
educational mission despite increasing
costs.

Rice University offers a variety of
alternatives to support the university
and to match the giving objectives of
individual contributors. Even better,
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GIFTS AND GIVING
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gifts to Rice can offer personal finan-
cial planning advantages, including
charitable income tax deductions,
avoidance of capital gains taxes on the
transfers of appreciated assets, in-
creased income, and plans that can
benefit your estate.
While gifts of cash remain the sim-

plest way to make a gift to Rice, other
charitable gift alternatives are avail-
able:

* Gifts of stocks and bonds that you
have owned for more than one year
Provide even greater tax benefits than
giving cash and often enable a donor
to make a larger gift while preserving
their cash.

* Endowed gifts perpetuate a do-
nor's support of Rice. The gift is left
intact while returns from the invest-
ment of the gift provide permanent
support for university programs or
scholarships.

* Gifts of real estate and tangible
Property are unique assets and can be
valuable tools for giving purposes. All
contributions of this nature are care-
fully reviewed on an individual basis
by the university.

* Gifts with income retained for
life are excellent planning vehicles.
Included among these gift alternatives
are charitable gift annuities, charitable
trusts, and Rice's pooled-income fund.

* Bequests continue to be vitally im-
portant to the future of the university.
A bequest to Rice can be included in
the body of your will or as an addition
to it (a codicil).

Thoughtful giving requires careful
Planning. Because each gift is unique,
Rice encourages all donors to carefully
review plans with their financial and
legal advisers. The Office of Planned
Giving welcomes the opportunity to
assist donors in achieving their philan-
thropic goals. For assistance or infor-
mation related to the charitable giving
techniques, please call Ann Jungmeyer
or Leigh Krause at (713) 527-4610.

Campaign Begins to Establish
Rabin Fellow in Peace, Security

A campaign is under way to raise $1.75 million to establish the Yitzhak
Rabin Fellow in Peace and Security at Rice University's James A. Baker III
Institute for Public Policy.
"We can think of no better way to honor Rabin's memory than to create

an endowed position dedicated to realizing the ideals he pursued so
tirelessly throughout his life," said Baker Institute director Edward P.
Djerejian. "The Rabin Fellow will be an integral part of the programs at the
Baker Institute, concentrating on issues related to Middle East peacPJ
security as part of its global agenda."
As prime minister of Israel, Rabin began to fashion an enduring p

the Middle East. His efforts earned him the 1994 Nobel Peace Prize. Before
he was felled by an assassin's bullet in 1995, he worked closely with James
A. Baker, III, sixty-first secretary of state and the institute's honorary chair, .
to achieve tangible progress toward a comprehensive peace settlement in
the region. The Rabin Fellow will help the Baker Institute realize Secretary
Baker's vision of uniting the worlds of ideas and action to promote realistic
policy options that transcend conventional thinking on major iss
peace and security.

For more infbrmation on the Rabin Fellow, call or write the Jam s
Baker III Institute fbr Public Policy at Rice University, 6100 Main St.,
Houston, Texas 77005-1892; (713) 527-4683; (713) 285-5993 (fax);
e-mail at <bipp@ruffice.edu>.
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ON THE HOOK SHELF

With God on Our Side

One former high-level member of the Republican Party
establishment will never forget the first time he encountered
"guerrilla-trained" Religious Right activists during a 1988
Michigan GOP primary battle. "It was like The Invasion of
the Ants," Peter Secchia says. "These people were coming
after us, and they were everywhere."

Rice professor of sociology William Martin's riveting and
insightful new book With God on Our Side: The Rise of the
Religious Right in America (New York: Broadway Books,
1996) documents the "invasion," and provides an inside
look at increasingly powerful conservative religious groups
such as the Christian Coalition. By taking on the subject of
the Religious Right, Martin says he expects to get com-

plaints from all sides:
some will criticize
him for being too
hard on Christian
conservatives, while
others will say just the
opposite.

Neither an attack
nor an endorsement
of Martin's subject,
With God on Our Side
is, instead, a thor-
ough and intriguing
history of an impor-
tant social movement
as it traces the rise of
the Religious Right
from its virtual ob-
scurity in the 1960s
to its current posi-

tion of great influence. It weaves together what Martin
describes as "the paradigmatic episodes of [ the Religious
Right's] history," which include battles over public educa-
tion, abortion, "family values," and homosexuality and the
rise of the Moral Majority and the Christian Coalition.
While he was writing the book, Martin heard some people

make remarks along the lines of, "I hope you're going to
expose those morons." "But it would be a bit of a stretch to
call Ralph Reed a moron," Martin says. "Morons don't
conquer one third of a major political party."
The release of With God on Our Side coincided with a six-

hour PBS television series of the same name. Martin's book
is actually an offspring of the television documentary. In
spring 1995 Calvin Skaggs, executive producer of the series,
approached Martin and asked if he'd write the companion
book. Although the book and the documentary share the
same title and subject, they are far from identical in content;
rather, they are two separate products based on the same set
of research materials. The book covers the subject more

fully, and Martin does not appear in the documentary.
In addition to his own research, Martin had access to

Skaggs's videotaped interviews with more than one hundred
important figures within the Religious Right as well as
extensive archival materials gathered by the documentary
team. For Martin, drawing from the numerous videotaped
interviews was a wonderful advantage. "It made me want to
have a research institute working for me," he quips. Calling
the videotape archive "extraordinarily valuable," he has
helped acquire it for Rice's James A. Baker III Institute for
Public Policy and Fondren Library.

Rice's Department of Sociology chair Chandler Davidson
is not surprised that Skaggs solicited Bill Martin. "He is one
of the leading experts on Protestant Fundamentalism in
America," says Davidson, who notes that Martin received
bachelor of divinity and doctoral degrees from Harvard.
"Bill was an ordained minister," Davidson says, "and has a
unique perspective on current religious trends. In addition,
he is highly skilled as a sociological researcher. That combi-
nation makes him extraordinary." Martin has written exten-
sively on religious subjects for The Atlantic, Harper's, Es-
quire, and Texas Monthly as well as scholarly journals. He is
also the author of Prophet with Honor: The Billy Grahast
Story (New York: William Morrow, 1991).

Martin says he came away from his research for With God
on Our Side convinced that groups such as the Christian
Coalition will be around for a long time. Evangelical Chris-
tians make up about a quarter of the total electorate, Martin
says, "but they work harder and they're better mobilized, so
they have an impact beyond their numbers." He also finds
some cause for concern. Within some elements of the
movement, he sees a disturbing disregard for the fine balance
of church and state in America. "One of the reasons religion
in America is more vital than it is in any other modern society
is directly and indirectly traceable to the separation of churc h
and state," Martin says. The blurring of that line poses a
double threat—to a free society as well as to religion, Martin
observes.

Martin is by no means finished with his study of the
Religious Right in America. He plans to write a magazine
article about the funding of conservative Christian groups,
and he is also about to begin another book on the Religious
Right, this time focusing on education. He'll cover topics

such as school board control, school prayer, vouchers,
censorship, and home schooling.
Beyond that, William Martin says he has in mind more

projects than a person could ever get done. "People ask if I'm
going to retire soon. My general comment is, 'To what?' I
feel really energized by this."

-DAVID K APL AN
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THE EQUIVALENCY OF ART AND ECONOMY

"Was it purely by chance that the crisis of realism in the novel
and in painting coincided with the end of gold money?" asks
Jean-Joseph Goux in the opening paragraph of The Coiners
of Language (Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1994). "Or that the birth of 'abstract' art coincided
With the shocking invention of inconvertible monetary signs,
now in general use?"
Propelled by these questions, Goux launches into an examination of the content

and form of artistic expression in relation to the political and economic milieu
Within which that art is created. A close reading of Andre Gide's The Counterfeiters
provides the perfect example and amplification of Goux's premise. "The 'counter-
feiting' of the title reaches beyond monetary fraudulence to broach the question
of the ground upon which values and meaning are based: counterfeiting becomes
the central metaphor for calling into question the role ofgeneral equivalents. "And
these equivalents reach beyond the economic and linguistic, into the realm of
cultural symbolism.
Goux combines his analysis of Gide's book with an examination of the writings

of Gide's uncle, Charles Gide, a political economist, revealing the manner in which
the "regime of 'gold-language,' so richly illustrated by Hugo, Zola, and others at
the triumphant height of the nineteenth century, . . . has been succeeded by the
Present age of 'token-language' with its vanishing frames of reference and floating
signifiers." Goux then moves through the work of Stephane Mallarme, Paul
Valery, and other French writers. In each he discovers confirmation of the
connection between the floating signifier in political economy and abstract
symbolism in artistic endeavor.
Although The Coiners of Language concentrates on French authors, its artistic

theory is international in scope and will be noteworthy for anyone interested either
in the historical and cultural circumstances that produced the modernist and
postmodernist sensibilities or in the connections between art and political culture.

Jean-Joseph Goux holds a Ph.D. from the Sorbonne and is currently chairman
of the Department of French Studies at Rice University. The Coiners of Language,
Originally published in French as Les monnayeurs du language (Paris: Editions
Galilee, 1984), was translated into English by Jennifer Curtiss Gage.

-CHRISTOPHER DOW

GUILTY PLEASURES

Much-maligned soap opera fans can now
take relief. They are not, as most people
make them out to be, depressed house-
wives seeking an escape from lonely lives.
"Soap viewers and fans do not live on the
margin of society but are fully integrated
into it," write C. Lee Harrington '86 and
Denise D. Bielby in their new book, Soap
Fans: Pursuing Pleasure and Making

Meaning in Everyday Life ( Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1995). "They are men and women from all social
backgrounds, retired couples and young children, profes-
sional workers and blue-collar laborers, Ph.D.s and high
school dropouts," the authors explain. "In short soap fans
are as diverse as the culture in which they live."
Harrington and Bielby are proof of what they've discov-

ered. Harrington is an assistant professor of sociology at
Miami University in Ohio. Bielby is a professor of sociology
at the University of California at Santa Barbara. Both watch
soap operas.

Part of the reason they undertook this project was to

BOOKNOTES
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POLITICAL SCIENCE AND DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF

SOCIAL SCIENCES AT RICE, AND KENNETH N.
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PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AT RICE,

RONALD FAGIN, JOSEPH Y. HALPERN, AND

YORAM MOSES.

dispel the negative stereotype of soap opera fans created by
the media. Also, scholars have not made much of an
attempt to understand fan behavior, Harrington and Bielby
say, adding that they wanted to find out not just what fans
do but who they are. "Being a fan is more than engaging in
publicly visible activities," they write. "It includes a won-
derfully rich private realm of meaning and experience that
has yet to be fully examined."
The authors conducted their research through question-

naires, in-depth interviews with fans, and information
culled from fan magazines, letters, electronic bulletin boards,
and personal observations. Harrington and Bielby also
interviewed actors, writers, directors, and producers of
soap operas, journalists and photographers who cover
soaps, and fan club staff members.

In addition to gathering facts and viewpoints, the au-
thors analyzed how the narrative structure and aspects of
soap opera production shape fan cultures. "Fan behavior is
not haphazard, accidental, or spontaneous," they say. "It
reflects the cultural object or text it addresses."

-DAVID D. MEDINA
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A Man in Two Worlds

He is quite likely the only Rice student
who dreams of becoming an Indian
chief.
Ken Masters is a man living in two

worlds: He is a second-year under-
graduate who hopes to earn a Ph.D. in
psychology, while, at the same time, he
lives and breathes ancient Cherokee
culture. His life goal is to become chief
of the Cherokee Nation, whose popu-
lation is about 200,000.
Most Cherokees his age and younger

have lost touch with their heritage.
Masters, however, still speaks the
Cherokee language and still sees his life
through the world of American Indian
mythology. "From the time I was very
small, I had a desire to know the old
ways, learn the old songs, and hear the
stories," Masters says. "I always had a
thirst. I knew I wasn't Biff America
from anywhere U.S.A. I was Chero-
kee."

Masters is also a gifted potter who
works in the traditional Cherokee style.
His work is well known in the Chero-
kee community. When Cherokee Chief
Wilma Mankiller met Queen Elizabeth
five years ago, she presented the queen
a single gift from the Cherokee
people—one of Masters's works of pot-
tery.
At Rice, he says, he's a quiet student

who keeps to himself. Last year almost
no one at the university learned of his
American Indian heritage, except in
the rare instance when someone might
ask him where he got the Hopi bracelet
he wears. His reply: "I traded it for a
Cherokee pot I made."

Masters, thirty-one, spent much of
his childhood in a "tiny" but "beauti-
ful" circa 1920s stone farmhouse that's
propped against a mountain in Jay,
Oklahoma. During his earliest years,
he lived with his extended family: his
great-grandmother, grandmother and
grandfather, mother, and four broth-
ers and sisters.
The experience of growing up near

his great-grandmother—"of being able
to know and hear and see" her—is
what first drew him to Cherokee tradi-
tions. "She was a very powerful
woman," he says. "She was a clan

mother and medicine woman and mid-
wife. She lived through the dissolution
of the Cherokee Nation. She went
from the old days to watching a man
walk on the moon on television and
was somehow able to maintain a sense
of perspective."
On a recent summer visit to his

hometown, Masters met with some of
his tribal elders and recorded them
singing traditional songs. "I video-
taped it just so I could bring part of the
Cherokee Nation with me to Hous-
ton."

Mozelle Blevins, an elder in the
Cherokee Tribe and a neighbor in
nearby Grove, Oklahoma, has known
Masters all his life. She describes him as
"a very special person who has this
burning desire to preserve Cherokee
culture. His life is devoted to it."

Masters says other elders have rec-
ognized his passion for Cherokee lore
and customs. "One of the great thrills
was when they asked me to sing for
them," he says. "I had tears running
down my face. That was a huge honor.
Usually it's only the older people who
sing. I told them, one day I want to
come back and give at least part of
what they've given me."

Ideally, he'd like to give back as
leader of his people. Becoming chief is
not something Ken Masters can count
on, but it is what he is preparing him-
self for. Cherokee chief is an elected
position, and Masters says it could be
twenty years before he seeks office.
Whether or not he wins depends on a
variety of factors, including the other
candidates and how much campaign
money he raises. "You can't say he's
definitely going to be chief some day,
but I'd say he probably has as good a
chance as anybody," Blevins says. She
notes that he has become quite well
known among the Cherokees for his
community work and his pottery. He's
also been active in Cherokee politics
the past eight years.
In Houston, he stays close to his

roots through his works of pottery,
which include masks and statuettes. At
a home he shares in northwest Hous-
ton, Masters creates his art at an old

wooden table, using tools similar to
those used by the ancient Cherokee
potters. For Masters, working with
clay he transported from Oklahoma is
therapeutic. "Getting my hands into it
and feeling the squish between my
fingers, it brings me back home."
Almost all of his pottery relates to

Cherokee myth and lore. Observes
Blevins, "He doesn't go out and say,
'Today I'm going to make a pot.' He
has to feel it and be inspired. The
Cherokee philosophy holds that ev-
erything is created for a purpose,
whether it's living things or art. His
work has to say something."

Masters is an expert teller of Chero-
kee myths, which, he says, have guided
his life. He recites the fantastic tales as
if he were recounting actual history
but, in fact, believes the stories are to
be taken symbolically.
He also finds comfort in the Chero-

kee customs he has known all his life.
For example, he notes how his family
keeps little bowls of food on their table
for the "little people that live in the
woods. They're just like the Cherokee
people, but they're tiny." The little
people can become your allies, Mas-
ters explains. For example, if you're
lost in the woods, they can help you
find your way out. The small bowls of
food are meant to appease the little
people, because they also can be mis-
chievous and "get you in trouble, like
make you lose your car keys."

Masters decided to attend Rice, in
part, because he'd heard it was a good
school and Houston was a friendly
city, but also because he admired the
trees he saw when visiting the campus.
That was important, for Masters feels
a closeness to nature that began in
childhood. "I can describe each tree I
pass on the way to my classes," he says,
"There's one little squirrel outside
Sewall Hall. Every day he'll run across
the sidewalk in front of me. I can
almost count on it." Masters says he
was raised to believe that human be-
ings are not far removed from other
living things.
At Rice last year, Masters made a

strong impression on his African reli-
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MOST CHEROKEES HIS AGE AND YOUNGER HAVE LOST TOUCH

WITH THEIR HERITAGE. MASTERS, HOWEVER, STILL SPEAKS

THE CHEROKEE LANGUAGE AND STILL SEES HIS LIFE THROUGH

THE WORLD OF AMERICAN INDIAN MYTHOLOGY. "FROM THE

TIME I WAS VERY SMALL, I HAD A DESIRE TO KNOW THE OLD

WAYS, LEARN THE OLD SONGS, AND HEAR THE STORIES'

gions teacher, assistant professor of
religious studies Elias Bongmba, who
observes, "Some of the most insight-
ful comments about how Africans per-
ceived the world were made by him.
He could always relate the African
stories to his own Cherokee stories.
He resonated with the African stories
that had to do with spiritual being. . . .
He's a very gifted person who carries
himself with a sense of dignity and a
sense of pride as a Cherokee."

Masters recently had the opportu-
nity to spend time in Africa. In 1993
and 1994, on behalf of the Youth
Development Institute, he worked

with tribal children in Zimbabwe. From
1991 to 1993, he was director of
youth at-risk programs for Oklahoma
State University, counseling Ameri-
can Indian youth on issues such as teen
pregnancy, drug and alcohol abuse,
and self-esteem. He plans to work
again with the Oklahoma Cherokees
after completing his degree program
at Rice. Says Masters, "I already un-
derstand the basic pain and anger a lot
of American Indians feel. I want to be
able to help develop programs and a
sense of self-worth."
Bongmba says he is struck by

Masters's "balanced" vision for the

Cherokees: "He wants to remind them
of their heritage, but the very fact that
he is at Rice shows he also wants to
move with them into the future."

-DAVID KAPLAN
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RICE ATHLETICS ENTERS A NEW ERA

The fall of 1996 signals the start of a
new era for Rice athletics as the Owls
begin play in the Western Athletic
Conference, the largest collegiate ath-
letic conference in the nation.
The newly expanded WAC consists

of sixteen schools and spans nine states
and five time zones. Compared to the
compact, eight-school Southwest Con-
ference, the WAC offers
Rice athletics and fans a
completely new experience.

HISTORY OF THE WAC

Change has been the one
constant in the short his-
tory of the WAC. The
conference was formed in
1962 with six charter mem-
bers: Arizona, Arizona
State, Brigham Young, New
Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming. In 1967
the league expanded to eight schools
with the addition of Colorado State
and Texas—El Paso (UTEP).
The following decade brought a sig-

nificant shift in membership. Athletic
powerhouses Arizona and Arizona
State left in 1978 to join what became
the Pacific 10 Conference. This loss
was more than offset by the additions
of San Diego State that same year,
Hawaii in 1979, and the Air Force
Academy in 1980.
However, the league was only half

complete, offering competition only
in men's sports. The women's teams
of the WAC's member schools com-
peted in the High Country Athletic
Conference. In 1990 this conference
merged into the WAC, allowing both
men and women to compete under
the WAC name.
When the 1990s brought sweeping

league's structure is different for each
sport.
For football, volleyball, and basket-

ball, in which all sixteen member
schools compete, the WAC has
adopted an innovative quadrant struc-
ture. The sixteen schools are divided
into four four-school quadrants. Rice
is ideally placed in Quadrant One with

SMU, TCU, and Tulsa.
These four schools are not
only geographic rivals but

WESTERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE

changes to college athletic conferences,
the WAC capitalized on new opportu-
nities. Fresno State became the tenth
member in 1992. In 1996 the WAC
gained San Jose State and Nevada—Las
Vegas (UNLV) from the Big West
Conference; Tulsa, which had been
independent; and Rice, SMU, and
TCU from the now-defunct SWC.

THE NEW WAC

In addition to being the nation's
largest athletic conference, the WAC
is probably the most complicated. The

league offers compe-
tition in eleven men's
and ten women's
sports, with each
sport culminating in
a WAC champion-
ship. Because not ev-
ery school competes
in every sport, the

1996 RICE OWL FOOTBALL TEAM FINISHED AN

IMPRESSIVE SEASON GOING 7-4 FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE

1961. THEY ALSO HAD THE MOST CONFERENCE WINS (6)

IN FOR TY-SEVEN YEARS AND GAINED MORE YARDS ON THE

GROUND THEN ANY RICE SQUAD EVER!

also relatively small private
universities.

The other quadrants are
Quadrant Two (Air Force,
Colorado State, UNLV,
Wyoming), Three (Brig-
ham Young, New Mexico,
UTEP, Utah), and Four
(Fresno State, Hawaii, San

Diego State, San Jose State).
Two quadrants are paired to form a

division, but the pairing of quadrants
will rotate every two years in football
and every year in volleyball and men's
and women's basketball. The two di-
visions formed by the quadrant pair-
ings are designated the Mountain and
Pacific Divisions.
Thus, in 1996-97 Rice will com-

pete in the Mountain Division along
with the Quadrant Three schools. For
football only, this pairing will remain
in place for the 1997-98 season.

FOOTBALL

In football each team will play its
seven division rivals plus one team
from the other division, for a total of
eight conference games (four home,
four away). The winners of each divi-
sion will meet in the WAC Champion-
ship game in Las Vegas. The inaugural
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WAC Championship was Saturday,
December 7.
The WAC's ties to postseason bowl

games are equally complicated. If the
WAC champion is ranked among the
top six teams in the Associated Press
poll, it will earn a spot in one of the
three bowls that make up the Bowl
Alliance. Another WAC team will then
Play in either the Cotton Bowl in
Dallas or the Holiday Bowl in San
Diego.
If the WAC champion does not

qualify for an Alliance bowl, it will play
in either the Cotton or Holiday Bowl.
WAC teams are also eligible for the
Copper Bowl in Tucson, the Indepen-
dence Bowl in Shreveport, and the
Haka Bowl in Auckland, New Zealand.

VOLLEYBALL AND

BASKETBALL

In volleyball and men's and women's
basketball, each team will play two
games (one home, one away) against
each division rival plus two games
(one home, one away) against a team
from the other division, for a total of
sixteen conference matches. For 1996-
97, Rice's nondivision opponent is Air
Force in volleyball and Fresno State in
men's and women's basketball. The
WAC Championship volleyball tour-
naments were held in Las Vegas on
November 26-30. Men's and women's
basketball will be held March 3-8.

OTHER SPORTS

Because only eleven of the member
schools play baseball, the WAC in-
cludes Grand Canyon University in
Phoenix as an affiliate for that sport
only. With these twelve schools, the
WAC will be a three-division baseball
Conference.

Rice is in Division I with TCU, New
Mexico, and UNLV. The Owls will

0160A
deip
A

HALL OF FAME WELCOMES FOUR SPORTS STARS

THIS FALL, THE RICE ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME WELCOMED FOUR NEW MEMBERS: FOOTBALL GREATS

LEO RUCKA AND LARRY WHITMORE AND TRACK STARS BILL CHRISTOPHER AND ROSEY EDEH•

PUCKA WAS AN ALL-CONFERENCE CENTER ON THE 1953 COTTON BOWL_ CHAMPIONSHIP RICE

FOOTBALL TEAM. WHITMORE WAS AN ALL-SWC TACKLE ON RICE'S 1957 SQUAD, WHICH FINISHED

THE SEASON RANKED SEVENTH IN THE NATION.

CHRISTOPHER WON THE NCAA AND SWC LONG-JUMP TITLES IN 1943. EDEH, A 1990

GRADUATE WHO EARNED ALL-AMERICA RUNNING HONORS, HAS COMPETED FOR HER NATIVE CANADA

IN THE 400-METER HURDLES AT THE LAST THREE OLYMPIC GAMES. SHE FINISHED SIXTH IN THE

1996 OLYMPICS, BREAKING HER OWN CANADIAN RECORD.

RICE ALSO HONORED JOE FINGER, A FORMER OWL GOLFER AND COURSE ARCHITECT, AND

CHARLES STRAUS, AN ILLUSTRATOR AUG LONGTIME RICE SUPPORTER. FINGER WAS RECOGNIZED AS

THE DISTINGUISHED "R" RECIPIENT. STRAUB WAS NAMED THE HONORARY "R" LETTER WINNER.

play six games (three home, three away)
against each division opponent, three
games against each of two Division II
teams, and three games against each of
two Division III teams, for a total of
thirty conference games. The 1997
WAC Championship tournament will
be held in San Diego May 14-17.

Rice also competes in the WAC in
swimming, cross-country, track and
field, tennis, and golf. Each sport will
follow its own structure and schedule,
culminating in a WAC Championship
meet at the end of the season. Rice will
host the 1997 WAC Golf Champion-
ship at Columbia Lakes Golf Club
April 21-23.

CHALLENGES AHEAD

After years of battling uphill against
the giants of the SWC, Rice teams
expect to hit the ground running in
the new WAC. The Owls are likely
conference favorites in baseball and
men's and women's track and can look
forward to strong seasons in men's
and women's basketball and women's
tennis. Rice faced stiff challenges this
fall in football and volleyball, but hard
work served the football team well.

(See box on previous page.)
Although the WAC's vast size will

make long-distance travel a fact of life
for the league's easternmost team, con-
ference schedules are designed to mini-
mize this burden. For example, in vol-
leyball and basketball, a single road trip
typically includes a Thursday night game
at one WAC opponent followed by a
Saturday game at a second site. More-
over, the WAC Volleyball Champion-
ship was played during Thanksgiving
recess, while the men's and women's
basketball championships will be dur-
ing Rice's spring break.
Most important, the new conference

gives Rice an unparalleled opportunity
to compete on a truly national stage. In
its final years, the Texas-only SWC was
viewed by many as a narrow, parochial
league and received little exposure out-
side the state. The WAC, in contrast,
encompasses a combined population of
fifty million and has secured extensive
ESPN television coverage for the com-
ing year. The new WAC will enable Rice
to make its presence felt among new
groups of alumni, potential students,
and fans.

-GEORGE W. WEIRS III 'BEI
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Facilities Facelift

Since the construction of Rice Stadium in 1950, the best
thing to happen to any of Rice's athletic facilities was the
addition of air conditioning to Autry Court in 1991.

Until now.
This year, athletic facilities across the campus, from

fields and courts to exercise and locker rooms, have
received extensive facelifts.

Rice Stadium, the largest stadium in Houston and the
largest on-campus facility in the Western Athletic Confer-
ence, received the most dramatic upgrades. A new light-
ing system for night games had already been installed for
1995, and, beginning with the 1996 football season, Rice

4

fans are enjoying a new seventy- by twenty-eight-foot
digital scoreboard with state-of-the-art video capacity for
replays and messages. The message and video display
measures thirty feet by twenty-five feet and is on the right
side of the scoreboard, which is located in the south end
zone. A smaller scoreboard has been added to the north
end zone.
Things are different on the inside, as well. The Owl

Club area, a museum of sorts featuring memorabilia from
past Rice athletes and teams, has received a renovation,
but the most significant change was the completion last
December of the John L. Cox Fitness Center. This eight-
thousand-square-foot complex on the southeast corner of
the stadium is one of the premier collegiate facilities in the
country and includes top-quality weight machines, an

expansion of the Rice team locker room, and renovated
sports medicine and equipment areas.
At Cameron Field, home of the 1996 Southwest Confer-

ence tournament champion Rice baseball team, recent addi-
tions include permanent bleachers down the right-field line,
new storage sheds, a portable outdoor batting cage, a con-
crete walking area near the inner bleachers, and new metal
bleachers stretching from first to third base. Jake Hess Tennis
Stadium has seen the addition of a new scoreboard, a sixth
court, and lights to allow night play. Autry Court, home to
the women's volleyball and men's and women's basketball
teams, received four new scoreboards.
The entire Rice community—students, alumni, faculty,

and staff—will enjoy a major renovation to the Rice gymna-
sium weight room, completed this year. The old free weights
and machines have been replaced with new free weights and
Cybex nautilus equipment, and life cycles and rowing ma-
chines have been installed. Mirrors have been put on the
walls, and the room received a fresh coat of paint.
Now Rice fans can keep in good cheering shape while our

intercollegiate athletes stay in top form for their grueling
WAC matchups.

-CRAIG WILSON

THE JOHN L. COX FITNESS

CENTER IS ONE OF THE PREPAIE

COLLEGIATE FACILITIES IN THE

COUNTRY.
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Area Groups Keep Alums in Touch
Approximately one-third ofRice alumni
live in Houston, and, for those former
students, staying involved with Rice is
as easy as driving to campus. Numer-
ous university events are open to Rice
alumni and friends, offering a smorgas-
bord of options. But how can out-of-
town alumni keep in touch with
their alma mater? The Associa-
tion of Rice Alumni Area Group
program provides coast-to-coast
opportunities.
A viable area group generally

requires a local Rice commu-
nity of about three hundred,
and three or four events per year
in a given city is considered a
full slate. Cities with fewer than
three hundred alumni may be
able to plan activities once every
year or two. Area group events
fall into four broad categories
that reflect the primary goals of
the ARA mission: creating com-
munity, encouraging excellence,
supporting students, and life-
long learning. The goal in plan-
ning area activities is to have at
least one event per year that will
appeal to any given alum.
The area groups' annual

schedules typically kick off in
early August with student send-
off events. This year, new and
continuing students, parents,
and alumni in Denver and At-
lanta gathered for picnics in local parks.
Our Chicago group met for their an-
nual picnic and concert outing at
Ravinia, and Washington, D.C., alumni
and friends braved summer thunder-
showers for boxed dinners and classical
music at Wolf Trap. The San Antonio
Rice community kicked up their heels
at a barbecue dinner and dance, Los
Angeles-area alumni and friends met

for a brunch in Newport, and the Phila-
delphia and New York groups enlight-
ened new students and their families
with viewings of The Trust, the story of
William Marsh Rice's murder and the
university's founding.
Each fall, the ABA sponsors pre-

Major Alumni Concentrations

Outside of Houston

Dallas
Austin
Washington, D.C.
San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Antonio
New York Metro
Fort Worth
Atlanta
Chicago
Boston
Denver
Philadelphia/Delaware Valley
Seattle
New Orleans

441

Irk

1,680
1,485
1,156
896
819
776
764
480
477
473
439
429
350
340
28

game events for away football
matchups. These informal lunches or
dinners, set up as traditional tailgate
parties whenever possible, often in-
clude visits with the Rice cheerleaders
and MOB. September's Air Force pre-
game attracted more than 175 alumni
and friends from Colorado and be-
yond. The West Point tailgate last
season drew an unprecedented four

IAN

hundred Rice fans from throughout
the Northeast.

Receptions hosted by Rice president
Malcolm Gillis are another area group
highlight. The president's receptions
this academic year will be in Kansas
City, San Diego, Boston, New York,

Corpus Christi, Austin, Dallas,
Santa Fe/Albuquerque, Wash-
ington, D.C., and San Antonio.
Lectures by distinguished fac-
ulty members also provide a
means for alumni to stay in touch
with Rice. The D.C. area group
hosted sociology professor Wil-
liam Martin at the National Press
Club in October.

Service events, like last April's
Habitat for Humanity project by
the Seattle area group, are popu-
lar springtime activities. Area
groups generally coordinate their
efforts to coincide with the Rice
Student Volunteer Program's
Outreach Day, thus creating a
nationwide day of service for the
Rice community.
Area group activities also pro-

vide opportunities for profes-
sional development. The Dal-
las/Fort Worth metroplex
alums, Rice's largest area group,
organized a business network-
ing group, and the ABA and
Rice's Career Services Center
cohost an annual event in a dif-

ferent city each year to give students a
chance to mingle with and seek career
advice from local alums.

Invitations to area group activities
are mailed four to six weeks before an
event. To keep up with area group
activities throughout the United States,
visit the Area Groups Web site at
<http://www.ruf.rice.edu/-alumni/
area.html>.

—Ann Peterson
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ALUMNI COLLEGE: THE LUNCHEON SERIES

Beginning this fall, the Association of Rice Alumni presents
the most popular Alumni College lectures at monthly lun-
cheons downtown and around Houston. Lifelong learning is
one of the major missions of the ARA, and Alumni College:
The Luncheon Series provides Rice alumni a convenient and
efficient way to continue their Rice education. Not only that,
friends and colleagues are welcome! Call the alumni office at
(713) 527-4057 for more information.

Future Lectures
"What is Nariotechnology: An
Introduction to What We Can
Do at Atomic Dimensions," Dr.
Naomi Halas, electrical and com-
putational engineering

"Society in the Information
Age," Dr. G. Anthony Gorry,
vice president for Information
Technology

"The Past in China's Future,"
Dr. Richard Smith, history

"Healing Across Cultures," Dr.
Eugenia Georges, anthropology

"The Impact of the Personal
Computer and the Informa-
tion Superhighway," Dr.
Sidney Burrus, electrical and
computational engineering

"A Brave New World: Four
Visions of the Future," Dr.
Richard Stoll, political sci-
ence

"Millennialism: Biblical to
Digital," Dr. David
Nirenberg, history

ALUMNI COLLEGE 1997

Rice's next Alumni College will take place April 25-27,
1997. Chaired by Mary Julia (Arnette) and Don Macune
'78, the Alumni College will offer a host of stimulating and
enriching classes taught by some of Rice's best faculty
members. Call Pamela Behrend Buenker at (713) 527-4694
for additional information.

BUSINESS NETWORKING: THE RICE ALUMNI

CONNECTION

Alumni can pursue professional growth opportunities
through the Rice Business Network, which offers business-
related seminars, a newsletter, and a directory. The direc-
tory, published approximately once a year, is distributed to
alumni who submit information and who pay for the pub-
lication. This year's directory will be available in December.
The RBN newsletter is mailed to all RBN members and
highlights alumni across the country.

If you would like to join the Houston or Dallas RBN
committee, or if you would like to receive the RBN news-
letter or directory, e-mail Pamela Behrend Buenker at
<pambuerice.edu>.

STAYING INVOLVED

These are just some of the opportunities available to
Rice alumni. Call the alumni office at (713) 527-4057
for a complete list.

Owl Club, the official booster club of Rice University
athletics, raises funds for scholarships, improvements
in facilities and equipment, and team travel. Call (713)
520-0733 for additional information.

Black Alumni Association sponsors programs and
events for black alumni and students. Call the alumni
office at (713) 527-4057 for additional information.

Society of Rice University Women (SRUW) was
formed to promote interest in, and understanding of,
the university's resources and programs. SRUW has
helped provide student scholarships, an endowment
for Fondren Library, and contributions to The Shep-
herd School. Activities include day trips, tours, lun-
cheons, dinners, and lectures. For more information,
call (713) 527-4057.

Rice University Business and Professional Women
(RUBPW) sponsors monthly social dinners and lec-
tures on a variety of topics. Members participate in
community service projects and university events.
RUBPW is open to all interested alums. For more
information, call Patricia Ross at (713) 286-7008.

Rice Alumni Singles is open to all single alumni who
graduated in 1978 or earlier and would like to meet
and socialize with other alumni. If you are interested
in joining the group or would like to help plan future
events, contact the Alumni Office at (713) 527-4057.

The Rice Historical Society, dedicated to collecting
and preserving the history of Rice University, is plan-
ning a trip to Princeton in the spring of 1997 for an in-
depth look at the university that provided Rice's first
president. For information, contact Greg Marshall at
( 713) 666-RICE or by e-mail at <gmarshal@rice.edu>.

1 -800- RICE -ALU( M): The alumni office now has a
1-800 number. Feel free to call with any questions
regarding alumni activities.

The ARA Homepage features information on alumni
programs, groups, and events and has links to college
and departmental alumni pages and much more. Visit
us sometime at <http://www.ruf.rice.edu/-alumni>.
While you're surfing the Net, check out these Rice sites:
RiceInfo Home Page at <http://riceinfo.ricc.edu/>,
Rice Facts at <http://www.ruflrice.edu/-instresr/
ricefacts/>, the Gardiner Symonds Teaching Labora-
tory at <http://www.rice.edu/symonds>, and the
Twinkies Project at <http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/
-gouge/twirildes.html>. Ifyou don't have access to the
World Wide Web but do have e-mail, feel free to contact
the ARA at <alumni@rice.edu>.
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A

EXPLORING THE ART OF IMPERIAL CHINA

Join the Association of Rice Alumni for a rare peek into the essence of China's art and
civilization. During our March 19-23, 1997, trip to Washington, D.C., we will tour what
some consider to be the greatest show of Chinese art ever seen in the West—Splendors of
Imperial China: Treasures from the National Palace Museum, Taipei.
The National Palace Museum holds one of the finest collections of Chinese art, and a small

portion of that 640,000-piece collection will be on display at the renowned National Gallery
ofArt in Washington, D.C. Prior to touring the exhibit, we will join the D.C.-area Rice alumni

as they host Dr. Richard Smith, director of Asian studies at Rice, for a lecture on Chinese art.
Washington, D.C., is a city that even frequent visitors never seem to explore fully. Though

our trip next March will be brief, it will include guided tours and plenty of free time to sightsee.

For more information contact:
Rose Sundin
Office of Alumni Affairs—MS 520
Rice University
6100 Main Street
Houston, Texas 77005-1892
(713) 527-4678
1 -800-RICE-ALU(M)



[MUM
Classnotes has learned that Rachel
Waples Stevenson (B.A.) has been
honored with a Silver Circle Award
from the National Academy of Tele-
vision Arts and Sciences (NATAS).

Stevenson has had a distinguished sixty-year
career in radio and television and in film as a
producer, writer, and director. She was one of
the producers attic Quiz Kids for thirteen years
in radio and TV and helped put wrrw on the air
in 1955. She is considered to be the first woman
television director in Chicago, and she was the
first to produce programming for both deaf and
heating children and to use captioning and other
devices for the hearing-impaired. Stevenson has
written, produced, and directed educational films
since 1969 at the International Film Bureau
(IFB). She is also a member of the board at IFB
and still goes to work each week. Stevenson
received her award at the 1996 NATAS Silver
Circle Award luncheon this past May.

1930
Class Recorder:
Lucille Davis Rulfs
3304 Albans
Houston, TX 77005

Class recorder Lucille Davis Rulfs ( BA.) writes:
Can you believe it has been sixty-six years

since we graduated from Rice Institute! And
there are a good many of us still around and
going strong. Remember how the campus was
then? No student center. We gathered in the
Sallyport. Just east of the administration build-
ing was a large parking lot. We had either to
bring our lunch or go to the Autry House for
lunch before lab. When we looked west from the
Sallyport, we saw lawn—no buildings. There was
no library building. The library was in the admin-
istration building. There was not an Alice Pratt
Brown building. There were men's dorms but
none for girls. It only cost me $200 a year for lab
fees, books, and blanket tax! I lived at home.
Out-of-town girls had to find a boarding house.

When I went to the Faculty Club for lunch
last week, I couldn't believe all the building
going on!! Of course, we are proud to have
been—to be part of Rice University.

Some we have lost this year: Felide O'Brien
Robertson (B.A.), who had a busy life having
three children and serving as a volunteer in
several organizations, Planned Parenthood, and
Bayou Bend docent.

Also, Otto Woestemeyer (B.A.; B.S., 1932),
a handsome young man with a B.S. degree in
architecture. He specialized in church architec-
ture. He built numerous churches and residences
throughout Texas. He had a son and daughter
and two grandchildren.

H. Fletcher Brown (B.A.) died in June after
several years of illness. It was so good to sec him
and his wife Katherine Tsanoff Brown '38
(B.A.) at our sixty-fifth reunion. Fletcher was
quite active at Rice. He was Phi Beta Kappa and
active on the Rice Campanile. He became an
estate lawyer for many years in Houston.

I suppose you know that we write up the
classnotes and turn them in about four months
before the Sallyport comes out. So, on the lively

side, this Aug., John (B.S.) and Elsa Schneider
Holland '31 (B A.) are going to Rocky National
Park to the "Y" camp, which is quite lovely. Years
ago, they financed the building of a lovely bun-
galow on a hillside there, which they call the
Owls Nest. A few years back, David '34 (B.S.),
my husband, and I joined them there.

Many friends have enjoyed it. This Aug. they
will be joined by children, Elsa Jean Holland
Daniels '55 (B.A.), Ann Holland Pieper '66
(Brown; B.A.), and son Jack Holland '57 (B.A.;
B.S., 1958), and, perhaps, some grandchildren
ofwhich they have at least nine plus some "greats."
We are thankful to John for being such a pillar of
our 1930 class over the years. He has been part
of reunions and a supporter of Rice University
financially. John developed a fine business using
rologons in his John G. Holland Construction
Company. His son, Jack, now handles the com-
pany. John has received many honors for his
good works as a life member of the YMCA,
where he volunteered working with children. He
is proud of the lapel pin he received recently as a
distinctive member of the Assoc. of General
Contractors of America.

Elsa has been a supportive wife, and before
they moved to University Place Retirement Home
she managed their lovely home in Tanglewood.

1031
1033

Class Recorder:
Anne Cornelius McCulloch
2348 Shakespeare Rd.
Houston, TX 77030

Class Recorder:
Marjorie Arsht
P.O. Box 818
Bellaire, TX 77402-0818
(713) 660-9924 (home)
(713) 660-0172 (fax)
E-mail: mmarshteaol.com

The publications office received erroneous in-
formation regarding Jennie Sweeny Modesett
Clarke (B.A.). Ms. Clarke was incorrectly listed
in the In Memoriam section of the summer
Sallyport, and we are happy to report that she is
alive and well. We apologize for this mistake.

13111 

Class Recorder:
Elliott Flowers
3330 Del Monte
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 524-4404

Classnotcs has learned that Vas Hubert
Brogdon, Jr. (B.S.) died on June 1,1996, at the
age of eighty-two. A native of Houston, Mr.
Brogdon joined Freeport Sulphur Company in
1934 and remained there until his retirement in
1978. He has many patents to his credit. Among
them are the Nicaro Nickel Mining process, the
Frasch seawater heating process, and the sulphur
purification process. He was made assistant vice
president of Freeport Sulphur in 1954 and was
named vice president of Freeport Minerals, the
parent company, in 1974. After his retirement,

he and his family moved from Greenwich, Conn.,
to Slidell, La., where he was an active member of
the Slidell Masonic Lodge 311, F&AM (past I
Grand Master), the Slidell First Presbyterian.;
Church, Pinewood Country Club & Golf Asso-
ciation, and the National Square Dance Assoc.
He is survived by hfs wife of sixty-one years,
Vesta Grcnn Brogdon, two sons, two daughters,
fifteen grandchildren, and fifteen great-grand-
children.

R. Franklin Parker
(B.S.) writes: "Look-
ing at the last issue of
Sallyport in my pos-
session (I may have
lost a few, but this is
the last one I have
found), I find a card
asking for an update.
I'll send it as re-
quested, but here are
the significant en-
tries: Married to a
lovely lady, Carmon
Painter Simons, I'd
known for more than

fifty years. We were married on June 21, 1995;
no promotion. lam past that stage; I have moved
to 4340 E. Coronado, Phoenix, Ariz. 85008; no
new job, still a husband—but with a new boss;
took a two-week trip to Alaska, all the way to
Prudhoe Bay—one week on land (train and bus)
and one week on ship, the Regal Princess, with
1,600 passengers. It was a really fantastic trip;
not back in school; a new baby—a great-grand-
son, Steele Parker Mink, born July 2, 1996; I
haven't seen a classmate. I guess we're an endan-
gered species; other information—my wife, Berta
Mae, of fifty -nine years and seven months, passed
away last year. This item should properly be first
or second, but this is where it appears on the
questionnaire.

"Of course, I could go on and on about
several of thcsc items, but I'll just mention the
trip, briefly:

"We flew to Anchorage and spent two nights
and a day there. Saw a lot of the surroundings,
including some of the effects of the earthquake
of a few years back.

"We then went by train (in fabulous dome-
top cars) to Denali Park. At Denali we spent one
night in the lodge operated by Princess Cruises
(an affiliate of P. 8c 0. Lines). We were bused
around thc park, a very large park that contains,
among other things, Mt. McKinley, which I am
told has been renamed Mt. Denali. Because of
the almost ever-present clouds, we didn't sec the
mountain (we Saw lots of others).

"We then went on to Fairbanks, also by train.
In Fairbanks we stayed two nights at the Princess
Lodge, a very modern, up-to-date lodge. At the
lodge, one of our waiters revealed that he was a
Rice student working at the lodge for the sum-
mer. We took a boat trip from Fairbanks down a
river (the Cheena, I believe) to the Yukon River
and up the Yukon for a few miles. We visited an
Indian village on the Cheena. From Fairbanks
we also visited a working gold mine and were
even permitted to pan for gold. (We were guar-
anteed some gold, and, in fact, Carmon and I,
together, found a little more than $20 worth,
which we, of course, had encapsulated in a little
plastic locket.)

"Fairbanks is the home of the U. of Alaska.
Although I was accepted for a teaching position
there in 1941, I had never seen it. The war
interrupted my teaching career.

R. Franklin and
Carman Painter
Simons Parker
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"From Fairbanks we traveled by bus for two
days. Our first stop was Coldfoot, and our sec-
ond was Dead Horse. Coldfoot is slightly north
of the Arctic Circle, and on July 11 there was no
sunset, only a little darkening when the sun went
behind the mountains.

"Dead Horse is the town just outside the
Prudhoe Bay installation. We toured the oil field
installations at Prudhoe Bay but only got to sec
the outside.

"From Fairbanks to Dead Horse, we were
almost continually within sight of the Alycska oil
pipeline, about 50 percent of which is above
ground. For most of the distance from Fairbanks,
the road we traveled was built specifically for
construction of the pipeline, so it follows the
same route. At Coldfoot and Dead Horse, our
quarters were prefab or modular housing units,
Clean and comfortable but very simple.

"From Dead Horse we flew back to Anchor-
age, where we boarded buses for Seward.

"At Seward we boarded the Regal Princess
for a seven-day cruise down the inside passage to
Vancouver, B.C.

"On the cruise, we went into Glacier Bay,
Where we saw glaciers 'calving'—slabs of ice a
hundred or more feet high and from a few to
twenty or more feet thick falling off the face of
the glacier into the water.

"We stopped at Skagway and toured the
town a little then took the White Pass and Yukon
Route Railroad to the Canadian border
(Whitehorse is a few miles further). This is one of
the routes the gold miners traversed on foot to
Set to the Klondike. This is a very spectacular
ride—about four thousand feet up the pass.

"We next stopped at Juneau, Alaska's capital
City. There we visited the Mendenhall Glacier, a
salmon hatchery, and the city.

"We stopped in for several hours at K.etchikan.
This was the only place we encountered any rain
(but it always rains in Ketchikan). At Saxman,
near Ketchikan, we saw totem poles being carved
by native craftsmen.

"Our next stop for the cruise was Vancouver,
B.C., the end of thc cruise.

"From Vancouver, we were bused to Seattle,
Where we flew to San Francisco and from there to
Phoenix.

"The whole trip lasted from Sat., July 6, to Sat.,
July 20. Of course, wildlife is an important item on
Strip like this. I may not remember them all, but we
saw: humpback whales, moose, caribou, dall sheep,
arctic foxes, beaver, bald eagles, salmon, grizzly
bears, ground squirrels, swans, ptarmigans, ravens,
and other birds not identified."

1935
Class Recorder:
Margaret Elkins Carl
833 Jaquct
Bellaire, TX 77401
(713) 668-7487

Class recorder Margaret Elkins Carl (B.A.;
MA., 1937) writes:

On June 14, the Class of '35 lost Joe Lagow
(B.S.), who died at his home in Anahuac, Texas,
Where he had lived since 1944. Joe entered Rice
on a football scholarship and was an All-South-
west Conference guard. After graduation from
Rice, he received his master's degree at Colum-
bia U. Hc was a coach with the Conroe School
District and county commissioner of Chambers
County for twenty years, but his real distinction
W5 in the area of conservation. Joe Doggett,
sports writer for the Houston Chronicle, had a
Column called Outdoors following Joe's death

that featured all his outdoor accomplishments.
He was one of the founders of Ducks Unlimited
and for fifty years officiated at the Barrow Ranch
Hunting Preserve. In his column, Doggett char-
acterized Joe as "cheerful, pleasant, and optimis-
tic." Obviously, he had kept the qualities I had
known when he sat next tome in Dr. Altenburg's
Biology 100.

Shoyab Panchbhaya '96 (Brown; BA.), a
Texas resident and recipient of a Class of '35
scholarship for 1995-96, wrote expressing thanks
to the members of the Class of '35 for the
financial support for three years that made it
possible to "afford the Rice experience." His
degree was granted with honors in a double
major of biology and economics. This fall Shoyab
goes on to UT Health Science Center in San
Antonio and says, "Rice has prepared me well."

Several members of our class still manage to
be present at Rice functions. This year we en-
joyed sitting at the table with Kate Patton
O'Neill (BA.) and Haylett O'Neill '34 (B.S.)
at the final dinner meeting of the Friends of
Fondren Library, where Dr. Stephen Klineberg
was the speaker. Both Kate and Haylctt grew up
in Houston and related to the many changes Dr.
Klineberg mentioned in his address. Haylett
worked for Exxon until his retirement and served
on the Rice Board of Governors.

Also present at many Rice gatherings is
Mildred Selkirk Franklin (B.A.). Mildred's
husband Dr. Joe Franklin spent his later years as
a professor of chemistry at Rice.

Please send me news of yourselves and other
members of our class—either by phone or mail
(old-fashioned U.S. mail; I'm not wired for e-
mail). If you don't like to see this space vacant
and enjoy reading about your classmates, please
help. I need your input.

1936
Class Recorder:
Beulah Axclrad Yellen
9406 Cliffwood Dr,
Houston, TX 77096
(713) 723-7318

Class recorder Beulah Axelrad Yellen (B.A.)
reports:

Mary Bentley Arnold (BA.) was our class
recorder before I took over this job in 1991.
Mary was a great help to me. She passed away on
May 19, 1996. We attended a beautiful cer-
emony at the Rice Chapel to celebrate the mean-
ingful life of Mary. I am sure that it meant so
much to Kingsland ( BA.) and his family to see
so many friends of the family there. Kingsland
called to inform me that Henry Bollrnan (B.S.)
died on June 17,1996. Henry had recently sent
me a letter that! included in the summer Sallyport.
Also, Lawrence "Larry" J. O'Connor, Jr.
(BA.), died June 6, 1996.

I received a letter from V. Benner Dowe's
(B.S.) wife in Fort Worth, Texas, telling me that
Benner is retired. He is in a nursing home suffering
from Alzheimer's disease. He did, however, re-
quest that his complete set of Dietzgen engineer-
ing implements be given to our alumni group and
also a copy of his 1936 yearbook. I spoke with
Nancy Boothe, director of the Woodson Research
Center at Rice. She graciously accepted his dona-
tion, and the implements will be placed in the
archives at Rice. If you would like to reach Bcnncr
and his wife, their address is 1600 Texas, Apt.
1011, Fort Worth, Texas 76102-3473.

I had a phone call from Elizabeth Wilson.
She enthusiastically told me that she and Howard
(B.S.) have just returned from a trip to Europe.

They were accompanied by their son, Robert
(Bob) Howard Wilson, Jr. '69 ( Hanszen; B.A.,
1971), their daughter, Elizabeth Jeannette Wil-
son Carlson (Mrs. Norman), and their grand-
daughter, Claire. The most exciting part of the
trip for Claire was celebrating her tenth birthday
on top of the Eiffel Tower. Imagine celebrating
a birthday 984 ft. high in Paris, France! Con-
gratulations, Claire!

I had an enjoyable visit with Charles (BA.;
B.S., 1937) and Christine Hall Ladner (B.A.).
Christine celebrated her eightieth birthday on
July 31.

Following Mary's memorial service, we
checked out Alice Pratt Brown Hall, the location
where our sixtieth class reunion luncheon will be
held on Nov. 1. From there, we enjoyed a
morning being entertained with breakfast at the
Post Oak Pharmacy with Doris Poole Morris
'37 (B.A.), Harriet Allen Foukc (B.A.), and
various classmates of San Jacinto High School.
The big event was Carloss Morris's ( B ) eighty-
first birthday. Although the regular meetings are
typically all male, we were invited to be special
guests for the day. It was a real treat.

Look for the profile, featured in this issue of
Sallyport, on the Kaplan brothers. They all at-
tended and graduated from thc Rice Institute:
Isaac '27 (BA.), Solomon '31 (BA.), Harry
'33 (B.A.), and last, but certainly not least, in our
Class of '36, Myer ( B.A.). We are so very proud
of all of you.

Class Recorder:
Mary Jane Hale Rommel
504 Fairway Dr.—River Hill
Kerrville, TX 78028
(210) 896-4310

Members of the Class of 1937

Class recorder Mary Jane Hale Rommel ( B.A.)
writes:

It was a real treat to receive a long letter from
our own Jack Lynn ( B.A.), now a retired physi-
cian (urologist) living at 67 Eastfield Dr., Roll-
ing Hills, Calif. 90274. He says: "Dear Mary
Jane: At the Homecoming celebration at the
medical school in Galveston this March, it was
good to sec a number of the Rice cadre from the
Class of 1937. Incidentally, it was the fifty-fifth
gathering of the medical school Class of 1941.
Gad, that's a long time ago!

"One event was a luncheon hosted by the
school for those who had been graduated for
more than fifty years. I 'never saw so many
hearing aids under one roof before in my life!

"I am enclosing a snapshot to demonstrate
that at least some of us arc still on the right side
of the grass! Left to right they are: Mc, Lester
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A League of Their Own
"You notice the lamp?" Myer Kaplan
'36 points to the large ceramic owl
that is the base of a table lamp at the
end of the sofa. "Harry brought that
from home." Harry Kaplan '33 nods
and is joined by Isaac Kaplan '27 and
Solomon Kaplan '31. The owl lamp
is just one token of the pride the
Kaplan brothers feel about their years

at Rice. And that's a lot of
years. "From 1923 through
1936 there was always at
least one of us out there,"
says Myer.

It all started with Isaac.
"I finished high school, and

everybody else
was going to
Rice," he says.
"And Rice had
no tuition."
Myer agrees.
"None of us
could have at-
tended college
if Rice hadn't
been tuition
free because we
were financially
unable to do
so," he says.
"Three of the

four of us went to Rice during the
Great Depression."
Finances were a major factor for

the Kaplan brothers—sons of Rus-
sian immigrants who came to
America in 1904 to escape anti-
Semitism. Their parents settled in
Houston and opened a corner gro-
cery store near Navigation and Jensen
on the northeast corner of down-
town. The family, which also in-
cluded sisters Molly (now deceased),
Bessie, and Marsha, lived above the
store. "Most people who went to
Rice went on a shoestring," laughs
Solomon. "We didn't even have a
shoestring." But despite the finan-
cial hardship, there was never a ques-
tion that the brothers would attend
college. "Our parents came here with
no formal education," recalls Myer,
"but our father, always from the
time we could remember, preached
the importance of education."
To cut costs, the brothers lived at

ISAAC

home instead of on campus. They
worked in the family store after
school, and each morning they hitch-
hiked to campus. "We caught rides
at the 'Rice corner,'" says Myer,
giving the nickname for the corner
of Main and Lamar.
"All the Rice people
went there to catch a
ride. You'd go there,
and in no time at all
you'd have a ride."
"Especially if you

had a green [slime] cap
on," chuckles Isaac,
who recalls that, as a
slime, he had to roll
mothballs around on
the sidewalk with his
nose and constantly
keep matches in case
an upperclassman
asked for one.
"One morning I was on the Rice

corner," remembers Harry. "I was a
freshman and I had my slime cap on,
but it was a bit slow and! was getting
short. I was afraid I was going to be
late for class, when a fellow came by
on a motorcycle and offered me a
ride. So I got on the back end, held
my books and slime cap with one
arm, and held on with the other.
What a ride!" He laughs. "When I
got to school, I swore I'd never get
on another motorcycle."
He never did, and that's not the

only promise Harry has kept for more
than a half-century. While Harry was
still in high school and Solomon was
at Rice, both were heavily involved in
athletics, and the two of them signed
an agreement never to smoke or drink
coffee, tea, Cokes, or alcohol. Or eat
sour pickles. That agreement is still
in effect with one exception—
Solomon sometimes drinks caffeine-
free diet Coca-Colas.
Solomon and Harry went on to

play on six citywide championship
fast-pitch softball teams, but all the
brothers were involved in sports. In
fact, at one time the Kaplans made up
the entire outfield of a championship
fast-pitch softball team. But Solomon
was the Rice athletic star. It started
when the brothers were playing a

HARRY

game of
touch
football.
"Isaac was
always the
fastest,"
says
Solomon.
"One day
he grabbed
the ball

and in no time was ten
feet ahead of me." Isaac
chuckles and says, "He
caught up with me. I
said that anybody faster
than me has got to go
out for the Rice track
team."
That's just what
Solomon did. In track
he worked under famed

Rice coaches Claude Bracey, the
"World's Fastest Human," and Ernie
Hjertberg, a Swedish Olympic coach,
and in cross-country he worked un-
der Emmett Brunson. Solomon let-
tered in track and was a member of
the 1931 Southwest Conference
championship team. He is now a
member of the "R" Association and
the Owl Club.
Myer wasn't the athlete that his

brothers were, but he has always
been a proponent of athletics. He
organized and supervised the first
slow-pitch softball league in Hous-
ton and was director for the first
three tournaments. The new
scoreboard and press box at the Jew-
ish Community Center (J.C.C.) are
named in his honor for his outstand-
ing contributions to sports in Hous-
ton, and he was named to the J.C.C.
Hall of Fame for his work there as
assistant athletic director.

Myer's support of athletics at Rice
is equally strong—he has held sea-
son tickets to Rice football for sixty-
five years, and Solomon has held
them for a phenomenal seventy years,
though he admits he took time out
for World War II. The two of them
almost always attend home games in
Rice Stadium. "We have a twenty-
year option," says Myer. "We can get
the same seats every year." Do the
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brothers pick the fifty-yard line? "We
Picked our seats on the thirty-yard
line," says Solomon. "Some people
thought we were silly, but we fig-
ured we'd be twenty yards closer to
half the touchdowns." He laughs
then goes on, "People ask, 'How can
You stand losing so many games all
the time?' I think the reason Myer
and I go to all the games is the
integrity of the coaches and the en-
tire staff. We always said we'd rather
lose with Rice coaches than win with
some of the other coaches they have
in the conference."

After leaving Rice with a B.A. de-
gree, Isaac married Rebecca
Reichstein of Galveston. He moved
to the island city and, in 1930,
Opened a store known as the Blue
Heaven Store, where he sold grocer-
ies, drugs, and notions. The couple
had two daughters, Miriam Kaplan
Graber and Clara Kaplan
Gold, seven grandchil-
dren, and eight great-
grandchildren. Rebecca
Passed away in 1990, and
Isaac, who turned ninety
this November, moved
back to Houston to be
Closer to his family.
Solomon left Rice with

a B.A., did graduate work
at the National Recreation
School, a graduate school
for recreation executives, and
went to work for the city of
Houston as a district supervi-
sor of park playgrounds,
school playgrounds, and com-
inunity centers. When World
War II arrived, he served in
the army, and, although he
was not on the front lines, he
did receive a Bronze Medal
for scouting locations for land-
ing fields and recreation cen-
ters in areas plagued by enemy snip-
ers. On his return to the United
States, he was instrumental in orga-
nizing numerous sports and recre-
ation activities and was appointed
regional representative for the Na-
tional Recreation Association, for
Which he advised recreation execu-
tives and conducted seminars and

surveys. Solomon stays active with
volunteer work, and he walks an
average of five days per week, a habit
he started in 1949.
Like Solomon, Harry, who earned

a B.A. at Rice and also attended the
National Recreation School, was a
district supervisor for the City of
Houston Parks and Recreation De-
partment before the war. "Sol had all
of the recreation centers on one side
of Main Street, and I had all the
recreation centers on the other side,"
he laughs. During the war, Harry
was married—to Hester Grevsky—
and so he was not called to active
duty. Instead, he worked for the
Houston Shipbuilding Corporation,
which built liberty ships for the armed
forces. After the war, he ran a souve-
nir shop downtown then worked in
the accounting department of Ter-
minal Produce until his retirement.

Harry and Hester, who
passed away in 1992, had
two children: son
Chester, who graduated
from Rice with a B.S. in
1962 and an M.S. in
1965 but tragically died
of cancer in 1966, and

daughter, Rita
Kaplan. Harry
participates in
synagogue ac-
tivities, and he
stays fit
through swim-
ming and exer-
cise and health
classes at the
J.C.C. and by
gardening.
Myer, who

took every
Spanish course
Rice offered
and graduated

with a B.A., taught Spanish for the
Houston Independent School Dis-
trict. In 1938 he was appointed the
first executive director of the J.C.C.
Following World War II, Myer was a
staff officer for the G.I. Bill Educa-
tion Program until 1958. He went
on to earn an M.A. in educational
administration from the University

SOLOMON

of Houston, to assist in the organiza-
tion and administration of the
H.I.S.D. Free Lunch and Free Break-
fast Programs, and, of course, to
serve as assistant athletic director for
the J.C.C., organizing and
supervising men's athletics
and athletic activities for teen-
age girls. He also does volun-
teer work and walks an aver-
age of five times per week.

Despite the many events
of their lives since graduat-
ing from Rice, the
Kaplan brothers
retain strong and
fond memories of
the university they
all attended. They
recall classmates
who went on to
fame and fortune:
millionaire oilman
Glen McCarthy,
Houston mayor
Roy Hofheinz,
novelist David
Westheimer, and
billionaire indus-
trialist Howard
Hughes, with whom Isaac had a
passing acquaintance. And they re-
member the faculty. "You know,"
says Myer, "even after all these years,
we still remember the names of al-
most every professor we had because
they were so outstanding." The
brothers quickly reel off a list of
names like Stockton Axson, Edgar
Altenberg, Frank Pattie, John
Slaughter, and, of course, George
Williams. "The greatest educator I've
ever had was Professor Williams,"
says Myer, and Solomon agrees. "He
was not only a great professor, he
was a great person."
"I really liked Rice," says Isaac. "It

had great professors and staff, and
they were really helpful. And the
student body was very friendly." But
perhaps Harry best sums up the
brothers' feelings about their alma
mater and the years they spent there
when he says, "It was a tremendous
time."

MYER
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Scardino (B.A.), William Sawtelle (U.T. '37),
and Jack Tausend (B.A.). Others from our class
who were in attendance were S.P.R. Hutchins
( B .A. ) and Carson ( B .A. ) and Margaret Turner
Williams '38 (B.A.).

"One bit of trivia—of the thirteen premeds
of our class at Rice, five of us became urologists.
Figure that one out if you can.

"When next you sec Florence Corless
'Flossy' Shipley '39 (B.A.), please convey my
best regards. We had a couple of dates my senior
year at Rice—memorable events, at least from
my perspective! Sincerely, Jack Lynn."

Mary Jane continues: Jack, thanks for the
nice letter. Hope to sec you, Lester, and Jack at
our sixtieth reunion coming up in '97. I con-
veyed your message to Florence, who is a dear
friend whom I see often, and she was pleased to
hear your kind message. Incidentally, it's good
to see such a handsome and "trim" SENIOR you
have become!

1938
Class Recorder:
Phil Peden
2709 Essex Terrace
Houston, TX 77027-5211
(713) 623-6465

Class recorder Phil Peden (B.A.) writes:
On June 12 our esteemed Katherine Tsanoff

Brown (BA.) lost her husband, attorney H.
Fletcher Brown '30 (BA.). Our condolences.

In May a Rice travel group made a pleasant
cruise on the Danube River on the MS Mozart.
Scott Biddy '86 (Sid Rich; B.A.) accompanied
us and added immeasurably to our enjoyment.
Another charmer we met was Erich Letlunayer
'55 (M.Arch.) of Vienna; he couldn't have been
more hospitable.

Crossword puzzle fans were surprised to find
that while we were in Europe, both the English-
language newspapers (Herald Tribune and USA
Today) published puzzles calling for an answer of
"Rice" (University, that is). And within a couple
of weeks after our return home, a puzzle in the
L.A. Times Syndicate did the same thing. Ah,
fame!

1939
Class Recorder Coordinator:
Dorothy Zapp Forristall-Brown
1250 Oakcrest Cir.
Beaumont, TX 77706
(409) 892-1048

Class Recorders:
Bob and Evelyn Junkcr Purcell
5102 Valerie
Bellaire, TX 77401

Sam and Frances Flanagan Bethca
209 Burnet Dr.
Baytown, TX 77520

Floy King Rogde
7480 Beechnut #337
Houston, TX 77074

Class recorder coordinator Dorothy Zapp
Forristall-Brown (BA.) sends the following
news:

Time to let you know about plans for our '39
Homecoming luncheon. Can you believe it?
Here it is time to talk about Homecoming. I
have always heard that the older you get the
faster time goes. If that is the case, it is getting
rather scary. Frances (B.A.) and Evelyn (B.A.)

have been calling and talking to many about an
interesting place to meet for our yearly lun-
cheon. Last year we met at Vargo's. Bill and I
arrived late last year, and it was such a great
feeling to walk into the buzzing room filled with
good friends. I am not sure about how many
were at the luncheon, but it was between thirty
and forty. I just hope we make it this year and
that all of you do, too. It won't be at Vargo's, as
Vargo's is remodeling. Evelyn and Frances have
been wearing their phones and feet out trying to
find just the right place.

The date will be Fri., Nov. 1. When plans
have been finalized, you will be informed of the
time, place, and cost in a letter that Boyd Kilgore
(B.S.) will be sending to you.

I received a letter from Don Greer (B.S.) too
late for our last issue. Was delighted to hear from
him. As soon as! read his letter, I pulled out our
Golden Anniversary Class Reunion book to read
about Don. He was working with Accent May-
flower Moving Company as a corporate account
executive. He said he had traveled to China,
Russia, London, Scotland, Spain, and Portugal.
For recreational activities, he listed golf, photog-
raphy, and travel. He told us that he and Fern
send less-fortunate children to camp. A lodge
dedicated to their honor. He said he left Hous-
ton in 1939 and then served as a lieutenant in
WW II from 1941-45.

Now to the nice letter I received from Don
on June 7.

Don writes: "At the age of eighty, I enjoyed
lunch at Hooters Restaurant sponsored by my
fellow employees. April 17, 1996,1 reached the
young age of eighty years. Still working for
Accent Mayflower Moving and Storage Com-
pany after spending twenty-three years with the
YMCA of Tulsa.

"Fern, my wife, and I spend many hours each
day with grandchildren, totaling twelve and rang-
ing in age from two-year-old twins to a seven-
year-old requiring most of our free time.

"Imagine my final year at Rice in 1939, the
smallest basketball player to letter at Rice, 5 ft. 6
in.—most happy not to be the midget in today's
basketball competition.

"Keep up the good work."
It was really great hearing from you, Don! I

know all of you enjoyed reading Don's letter.
How about some of you sitting down and writ-
ing a letter—we miss hearing from you.

I also heard by the grapevine that Earl ( B.A.)
and Artelle Johnson Wallace (B.A.) met all
their family in Oreg. for their fifty-fifth wedding
anniversary. Happy anniversary from your Class
of '39 friends. Frances told me that the Kccks are
looking forward to a wonderful trip driving
through Italy.

When I talked to Boyd, he said that Pauline
had visited her family near Death Valley. Boyd
said it was mighty hot—the temperature was 120
degrees. It is hot in Texas, but that even beats us.

If you would like to write direct to Tracey,
her mailing and e-mail addresses are listed on
page seventy-one of this issue. I hope we all make
it to Rice Homecoming.

Class Recorders:
Julia Taylor Dill
7715 Hornwood
Houston, TX 77036
(713) 774-5208

Wanda Hoencke Spaw
5614 Inwood Dr.
Houston, TX 77056
(713) 622-9845

Class recorder Julia Taylor Dill (B.A.) reports
Classmates Dick (B.S.) and Mildred Danner

Ganchan (B.A.) are still busy with activities at
Browning Plantation, where they do "bed-and
breakfast," weddings, and receptions. In spite of
their busy lives, they still managed to enjoy one
of the Rice alumni tours last July. They flew to
Athens, where they boarded a ship and cruised
the Mediterranean, mainly around the Italian,
French, and Spanish coasts, stopping at many
interesting towns along the way.

Joe ( B .S. ) and Rosemary McKinney Meyer
'42 ( B A. ) also took advantage of the Rice tours.
Their trip through the northern Rockies in-
volved a three-day train trip in refurbished
coaches. The entire trip took them from Glacier
Park through Mont. and ended in Yellowstone
National Park. Their journey through Mont.
followed the Lewis and Clark trail, visiting many
historic places, such as the Battle of the Big
Horn. They thoroughly enjoyed seeing this part
of our country and familiarizing themselves with
this part of our history.

Barbara Ryman Degnan ( B.A.) still resides
in Tulsa, Okla., and makes many trips back and
forth to Texas to see her three children. We're
trying to get her back to Houston but, so far,
haven't been successful.

Emeronce Heyne Kennedy (BA., 1941) is
still living in Hempstead and enjoys her life
there. We wish we could see more of her, also.

Corccorder Wanda Hoencke Spew (B.A.)
writes: Louis (B.S.) and 1 have had a busy
summer. A Spaw family reunion was held at
Rockport, where sixty members gathered for
swimming, boating, and playing in the sun.
William J. Spaw '42, who lives there, was the
host for the affair. Since this is the year of our
fifty-fifth wedding anniversary, we celebrated by
taking fifteen of our children and grandchildren
with us on a sunset cruise at Port Aransas. Early
in Aug., we attended the opening of the Spaw-
Glass/Contractors Inc. new office building in
Selma near San Antonio. The enjoyable occasion
included ribbon-cutting, dedication, building
tour, and Mexican buffet, finished off with a trip
to the Rctama Horse Race Track, constructed by
the company. It was a real pleasure to visit with
employees and former business associates. Al-
though Louis has been retired for some time, it
is with personal pride we follow the company's
continued progress and quality work. Some re-
cent buildings you may recognize arc: Mickey
Leeland International Terminal at Houston Air-
port, Brenham High School, Capitol renova-
tion, Convention Center, UT Molecular Biol-
ogy Building, and Bergstram Airport Control
Tower in Austin.

Current plans are for a trip to Washington,
D.C., for an A.S.C.E. National Convention,
where Louis will be named as an honorary mem-
ber. This is due to the efforts of our dear friend,
Dr. James R. Sims '41 (B.S.), retired Rice
professor and chairman of the civil engineering
department and respected member of our wed-
ding party in 1941.

It is with deep regret we report the death of
Reinhart "Bull" Stanzel (B.S.) on June 22,
1996, in Schulenberg, Texas. He is survived by
his wife Jane Margaret Maroney Stanzel and
three children and six grandchildren. Funeral
services were held on June 24 in Schulenberg at
St. Rose Catholic Church, where he was a mem-
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ber. At Rice, he was a valuable tackle for the
football team. He's pictured with the team on
page 213 of our Campanile (Twenty-fifth Anni-
versary Edition). His many classmates will miss
him and extend sincere sympathy to his family.

Hope to see you at Homecoming, Nov. 1-2,
for your latest news.

I
Class Recorder:
Mary Austin
7230 Ridge Oak Dr.
Houston, TX 77088-5303
(713) 937-9040

Class recorder Mary Mine Earhart Austin
Writes:

I am sorry to report the death of Zylla
Swartz Cundiff (B.A.). She was a graduate of
San Jacinto High School and worked for Shell
Oil Company after earning her degree at Rice.
After her husband's death in 1962, she pursued
many interests. She was a member of the local
Herb Society and was treasurer of the National
Society. Shc was a member of the Houston
Heritage Society and of Great Books. She was a
member of Ransford Chapter of Eastern Star and
was a volunteer at the Looscan Library. She was
an accountant for Way Engineering Company
for many years until retirement several years ago.
She is survived by two sons and two daughters:
Roy E. Cundiff, III, of Boston, Mass.; Robert
Cundiff of San Antonio, Texas; Alcinda Cundiff-
Lewis of Boulder, Colo.; and Kevyn Cundiff-
Ropplin of Austin, Texas. She was a grand-
mother of eight. She was an active member of thc
Society of Rice U. Women and will be missed by
her friends in the society.

Ophthalmologist Louis Girard (BA.) has
been again honored. The Louis J. Girard, M.D.,
Distinguished Chair in Ophthalmology at the U.
of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston is being
created by the friends, classmates, and former
patients of Dr. Girard at the UT Medical Branch
St Galveston.

Dr. Girard has had a distinguished career as
Professor and chairman of the Dept. of Ophthal-
mology at Baylor U. School of Medicine in
Houston from 1957 to 1971. In 1971 he founded
the L. J. Girard Ophthalmologic Foundation.
He has received over 100 prestigious awards and
honors, written 464 scientific articles, 7 books,
72 teaching films, and made 1,342 scientific
presentations.

Currently, Girard's research has focused on
restoring sight to over eighteen million blind in
third world countries. He has made many contri-
butions as a teacher, clinician, researcher, inven-
tor, establishing the eye bank which is now the
Lions Eye Bank, and actively treating patients
here and in third world countries.

As a teacher, clinician, and researcher, he has
helped teach those who wanted to learn while
Skillfully treating countless patients and uncover-
ing many keys to restoring sight. The Louis J.
Girard, M.D., Distinguished Chair in Ophthal-
inology is a fitting way to honor an exemplary
educator, surgeon, and innovator. The income
from the chair will provide support for an ophthal-
mologist who has an investigative spirit and a
demonstrated commitment to patient well-being.
Congratulations, Dr. Girard!

Keep those letters coming, especially the
out-of-towners. Let's keep in touch.

1942
Class Recorder:
Oscar N. Hibler Jr.
10306 Sugar Hill Dr.
Houston, TX 77042-1546
(713) 782-4499

Class recorder Oscar N. Hibler. Jr. (B.A.) writes:
I am saddened to report thc death in June of

William L. Asper (B.A.) from complications
following cancer surgery.

Bill served the navy as communications of-
ficer and navigator aboard a minesweeper on
Atlantic convoy duty and earned a Purple Heart
at Normandy on D-Day plus 1. He held posi-
tions as hospital and medical clinic administrator
in his hometown of Fort Worth until retiring to
the good life of tennis and golf at Chula Vista,
Lake Chapala, Mexico. He was active in all
phases of the Lakeside Little Theatre there, the
oldest English- speaking theater group in Mexico.
At the time of his death, Bill and his wife Pauline
were living in Wimberley, Texas.

Our May minireunion was held at the Cantina
in Kemah with twenty attendees. In attendance
were: Clint ( B.A.) and Mary Frances "Morse
(B.A.), Art (B.S.) and Pat Goforth, Val '39
( BA.) and Tom Wier '40 ( B.S.; M.A., 1942;
Ph.D., 1943), Ruth Marsh ( B.A.), Gwen
"Jackie" Murphree (B.A.), Joyce (B.A.) and
Earl Wylie (B.A.), Marty and Tom Stovall '43
(BA.), Mary and Bob Kegg (B.A.), Neal ( B.S.)
and Billye Heaps, Harper '38 and Nell Poole
Leiper (B.A.), and John '40 (B.S.) and Marga-
ret Bickley Smith (BA.).

I regret I was unable to attend, as I was in the
hospital with a broken hip resulting from a fall.
Thanks for all of the "get well" cards and calls
that I received. I am progressing nicely now and
getting around with a cane.

Our Aug. meeting was held at Rudy Lcchncr's
Restaurant and was attended by Art and Pat
Goforth, Nell and Harper Leiper, Clint and
Mary Frances Morse, Earl Wylie, Margo '43
(B.A.), and myself.

Our next meeting will be held on campus on
Nov. 2,1996, at noon during Homecoming. We
will have tables in the Grand Foyer of The
Shepherd School of Music and should have a
good attendance in connection with Homecom-
ing. Mark your calendars and come!

1943
Class Recorder:
Elizabeth Land Kaderli
4693 Adra Way
Oceanside, CA 92056-5143

Classnotes would like to apologize to Ralph
Young (B.S.), his wife Marge Young, and Eliza-
beth Kaderli (BA.), for mistakenly printing
Marge as Mary Frances Dunnam '42 (B.A.) in
the summer Sallyport. We are sorry for any in-
convenience this may have caused.

Class recorder Elizabeth Land Kaderli (BA.)
sends the following news:

Of all the notices I've received about people
in our class from those of you who sent me news,
the one from which I have received the greatest
number was the death of Reginald "Regie"
Dugat (B.S.). The outpouring of praise for whom
and what he was was obviously deeply felt, and
his fellow engineers at Rice will surely be the
ones who miss him most. Once again, Wally
Chappell ( B.S.) gave the eulogy, and, in reading
a copy of it sent me, I am as affected as those who
gathered for Regic's funeral. lam told the church
was packed. It was a coronary that took him, and

he went quickly for which his friends and family
were most grateful.

On a more cheerful note, it has occurred to
me before, as it does now, how often last names
are especially appropriate to the lives of the
people who bear them, as in the case of Wally
Chappell, who, after sweating it through four
years of engineering at Rice, became a Methodist
minister. The word "Chappell" surely belongs to
a minister. To further underline my theory, I
remember a doctor in Midland, Texas, a derma-
tologist, whose name was Dr. Bugg. Recently,
Dr. Wails put shots in my back that hurt so much
that I did—you know—wail. But when I asked
him if he'd thought of changing his name, he
never changed expression. So much for that.

Lots of people took lots of trips this summer.
Traveling together in Canada were the Hannahs,
David '44 (B.A.) and Catherine Coburn
Hannah (B.A.) and the Racks, Hap '38 ( B.S.)
and Elizabeth Philbrook Rack (B.A.). The
Murphys, Walter '48 (B.S.; M.S., 1950) and
Evelyn Smith Murphy (B.A.), keep up with
their daughters by driving around the country to
visit Martha Murphy Folk '68 (Brown) and
Peggy. Son, Walter Murphy, Jr. '77 (Lovett;
B.A.; B.Arch., 1979), lives in Houston.

Other "sister" classes are hereby represented
because we all knew these people. Bette Jean
Reistle Pierce '44 and George '42 (B.A.; B.S.,
1943) went golfing in Ireland, and Joe '40
(B.S.) and Rosemary McKinney Meyer '42
(B.A.) took a great Rice train trip through Mont.
and Yellowstone. Mildred Dattner Ganchan
'40 (BA.) and Dick '40 ( B.S. ) went cruising the
Meditterancan, and Evelyn Simmons Cooper
went with good friend Vesta Vcach Eidmann to
Ireland and Scotland, while Betty Ruth Robbins
Tomfolirde and John (B.S.) headed for a car
trip through the Northwest. As for me, in about
two weeks I'm headed for Alaska.

I'll be on a special small cruise ship that
travels without all the Las Vegas glitter of danc-
ing girls, etc., aiming mainly at families and
people who want to learn something about the
land they are visiting. My knee is better, so I can
do this. (Aren't you glad? No more whining!)

Finally, John Leedom (B.S. ), without whose
name this column would be incomplete, sends
me word that, having left the Senate and having
time on his hands, he has founded what he titled
"N.F.A., Inc.," which stands for National Fans
Association, Inc. Reading the letterhead, I
thought he was surely into ceiling fans, but not
at all. I quote: "As all know, in the last many years
major professional sports have forgotten who
their customers are—the fans." He invites me to
join and gives me a number to call, 1-800-880-
9400 ext. 200—so give him a call if you're as
disturbed as he is about what's going on with
these people. "Change their rules and thcir poli-
cies!" his pamphlet declares. That's the goal.
Listen! Leedom knows about this stuff.

Finally, I'm going "home" for Ricc Home-
coming Nov. 1 and 2. I've been looking for a
good excuse to go to Houston, and this is the
best. I hope to see some of you there and will
report in the next issue if I do.

Carolyn Tomck Dessain writes: "You've heard
about the ROME0s—well, here come the
JULIETs—the newly formed group of ladies
who want to get together with their Rice friends
and old classmates just for fun.

"The first luncheon was held at the Ley
Student Center in Farnsworth Pavilion on Oct.
31 as part of the Homecoming festivities. Social
time was from 11:00-11:30 A.M., and lunch was
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served from 11:30 a.m.-12:30 P.m.
"The event was listed on the Homecoming

brochure if you missed it. Let us know if you are
interested in participating, as we will be meeting
again.

"JULIETs stands for 'Just Us Ladies Inter-
esting Entertaining Talk.' For information on
future meetings, you can contact me at 963-
9182, Ann Tuck Williams (B.A.) at 526-1789,
Elsa Jean Holland Daniels '55 (B.A.) at 464-
2267, or Marty Roessler '50 (B.A.) at 963-
8595. You can also see Class of 1950 for further
information."

1945

Class Recorder:
Larry Hermes
2028 Albans Rd
Houston, TX 77005
(713) 529-2009

Class Recorder:
Jack Joplin
150 Gessner Rd., PHI
Houston, TX 77024-6137
(713) 960-1582 (home)
(713) 498-6331 (office)

Jan Shapley, director of Annual Gifts in the
Office of Development, forwarded the following
letter from Joyce Hardy (B.A.). Joyce writes:
"My apologies to all of you for missing the work
session for class agents, but miracles will happen
and they did! You probably guessed where I was
if you read the sports page or saw the fireworks
going off over Lubbock. For our Rice to win the
last of the last Southwest Conference Baseball
Tournaments was the thrill of a lifetime.

"They had asked me to throw out the first
ball for Rice in the series—and the guys said I
brought them luck since we beat A&M, Texas
Tech, and Texas twice to sweep the tournament
and win a bid to regionals. Of course, the bubble
gum flew up with me.

"I was barely home long enough to unpack
and repack before I was off with the team for
Wichita, Kans., on the 21st. Naturally, I took my
backpack with seven hundred pieces of bubble
gum in it and thirty ostrich feathers, which is
their new gimmick for good luck. I checked my
bag on the flight, but I carried on the gum and
feathers. Couldn't afford to lose them. And Rice
just kept on winning. Amazingly, we played in
the championship game on Sat. against Wichita
State and just missed the World Series in Omaha,
or I still wouldn't be home.

"At least all that glory for my Owls made me
forget the fact that I'm looking at a total joint
replacement in my left knee (old athletes never
die, they just fall apart) soon, and I have really felt
lousy most of this year—really just mad at being
slowed down. I think you need to find a replace-
ment for me as class agent or class caller or
whatever, but you know how I hate to sit on the
bench, so I procrastinated. Hopefully, I'll have
two good legs next year and my old bounce
back." Signed, Joyce.

1D46
Class Recorder:
Doris Ehlinger Anderson
5556 Cranbrook
Houston, TX 77056
(713) 871-8099

Class recorder Doris Ehlinger Anderson ( B.A.)
writes:

We classmates of '46 have been receiving
congratulations on our fiftieth reunion from
classmates Frank '44 (B.A., 1946) and Ellyn
Barcus (3684 N. Skinner Lk. Rd., Albion, Ind.
46701): "Congratulations to the Class of 1946!
Hitting fifty years! More have graduated from
Rice since our time than did before us. So, Rice
has made a great contribution to life on this old
planet."

Brice (Pinky) Quarles (8929 Forestcliff,
Dallas, Texas 75228) writes: "I have always had
a large place in my heart for the first choice I had
in colleges. My subsequent schools were Texas.
Austin, Harvard, and Vanderbilt. If we have any
special plans for the fiftieth in 1996 or in an all-
Navy reunion anytime soon, I would like to be
informed and know what I can do to help either
situation. I have consistently contributed to fi-
nancial requests and voted in every alumni elec-
tion for many years. The 1944 class recorder,
Larry Hermes '44 (B.A.), was my roommate
during my freshman year. Sallyport reports men-
tion the names of persons I remember quite well,
but 1 doubt if my name conjures very many
memories for anyone. I retired from Dallas Inde-
pendent School District in 1992 as administra-
tive assistant to the superintendent. Thank you,
in advance, for your assistance and for your
excellent reports in Sallyport. I hope to hear from
you."

Pinky, great to hear from you!! will take this
opportunity to answer you about plans for the
big fifty. Mary Jane Goff ( B.A. ) will head up the
reunion with Jennifer Harding as event chairman
and has announced a dinner party at Cohen
House. So, do plan to attend. I chaired the
committee that planned the reunion five years
ago for the forty-fifth, so now we have a real party
planner. In connection therewith, the WW ll -
era reunion will be Nov. 2, when Rice plays
Utah. There will be a tent with a swing band and
twenty kegs of beer (is that all?). Flora Jean
Thomas McCaine '45 ( B A. ) (Mrs. John) is the
contact person at (713) 665-6993.

There will be additional lecture series and
tea. What started at Autry House is still going
strong in '96! Bridge groups! One of the Rice
bridge groups claims to be seventy years old and
took the cruise down the Miss. River on the
Delta Queen. They had a pleasant journey visit-
ing, playing bridge, and seeing the sights, in-
cluding Shadows on the Teche and other points
of i ntercst. The group included Camille Dockery
Simpson ( B.A.), Margie Scott Keeland (B.A.),
Sara Nan Snoddy Peterson (B.A.), Mary
Martha (Marfy) Headrick Clements, Louise
Levy (B.A.), Ann Martin Phenicie (BA.), Pat
Houck ( B A. ), Rosalie King (B.A.), and Carolyn
Hippard. In fact, they had groupies. Several
husbands accompanied the bridge players. It was
suggested that lAnliSC'S husband Joe Levy re-
ceive a commission. He expended so much en-
ergy and time arranging the tour, the company
thought he was their tour guide. Camille and
Ray Simpson '44 (BA.; C.Eng., 1947) are
sending up flares for their granddaughter, Camille
(IV) Vidal, who will matriculate at Rice, Class of
2000! Burdette and Margie Scott Keeland are
planning a trip for the Day of the Dead to
enhance Burdette's book on cemeteries around
the world.

Pat Houck ( B.A.) reports "finally being a
grandmother." Daughter, Patricia, the singer,
adopted a daughter named Reilly.

Mary Martha (Marfy) Headrick Clements
was at her very own family reunion. Marfy has
four children. There was a total of sixteen in
Busted Hill, N.Y, at her daughter, Carol's, farm-

house this past May.
Glimpsed at a Rice Historical Society meet-

ing listening to Harold Hyman share reasons for
Rice University's existence were Dr. Duncan and
Mumez Blades '45 (B.A.), Suzy Mercado
(B.A.), and Mary Kay Stiles '50 (BA.) and
Jerry Jaz '49 (B.S.).

Camille and Ray Simpson, who is the trea-
surer of the Historical Society, were instrumen-
tal in having the 1912 booklet republished, The
Rice Institute: Preliminary Announcement of the
First Academic Year.

Did we all read Cecile Sass Keeper's (B.A.)
article about her childhood on Father's Day in
the Chronicle. Her father took her to the ballgamc
at Buff Stadium. She had a schoolgirl crush on
Howie Pollet. That strikes a chord!

1947
Class Recorder:
Emily Butler Osborn
P.O. Box 537
54 Lake Rd.
Lake Jackson, TX 77566

Class Recorder:
Doris Ten Brink Tessieri
5506 Holly Springs Dr.
Houston, TX 77056-2024

Elleanor Graham Tyng (B.A.) sends her final
submission as class recorder for the Class of
1948:

Julie Allbritain Welsh sent a wonderful
snap of her family and news of her new home at
1907 N. Heliotrope Dr., Santa Ana, Calif. 92706-
2537. Julie writes: "Dear Ellie: I moved thirty-
five miles north to the neighborhood of Jim, my
son.

"Nothing exciting to report this year—just
lots of horror stories and headaches from fixing
up this house. Last year, I bought a van conver-
sion and spent three months and eleven thou-
sand miles driving to the East Coast and back by
myself. Took a cruise to Costa Rica in March (a
nature trip with MIT friends) and went to my
husband's fiftieth Annapolis class reunion in
June."

The letter was misplaced—sorry to be late
with this, Julie.

Henry (B.S.) and Becky Peebles moved
from Houston to beautiful Horseshoe Bay to be
near grandchildren and grand golf courses.

Paulic Abbey Carlson (B.A.), ever cheerful
and full of projects, is teaching quilting classes
and giving talks on this subject all around the
area. She also is busy with her interior design
business and her twelve grandchildren.

Talked with chatty, upbeat Bill Condon
(B.A.; B.S., 1949). He and Stella Sullivan '45
(B.A.) had dinner with Ken Smith (B.A.; B.S.,
1949), who was visiting in Houston. Ken has
been living in Munich, Germany. Write us and
give us your news, Ken. Bill mentioned Beverly
Taylor Maurice's '46 (B.A.) splendid article in
the River Oaks Times. She wrote of her visit to
Baron Portonova's fantastically majestic house
in Acapulco. What a delight.

Ray Loftin ( BA.) postcarding from his house
in Maine, where he spent the summer missing six
weeks of Houston heat, which was not all that
difficult for him.

Henry Armstrong (B.S.) spent some sum-
mertime in the hospital with hip surgery. Hope
you are fine now, Henry. Best wishes.

Leslie (B.A.) and Louise Fletcher Hogan
(B.A.) are always gracious hosts at their wonder-
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More summer notes. The Ed Jennings ( B.S.;
M.A., 1949), Joe Reillys (B.S.), and Larry
Chapmans (B.S.) toured the or sod in July on a
Rice-sponsored trip with other Rice grads and
had a most pleasant time. Herb and Ava Jean
McDaniel Mears '49 (B.A.) rented a charming
hrce-hundred- year oldhouse in Sienna and then
visited friends in Corsica in a four-hundred-year-
old house.

Walter Murphy (B.S.; M.S., 1950), his
Golden Anniversary Committee members, and
You, our class, are doing fabulous work raising
$400,000. Not there yet—but soon! As for me,
I still miss our dear classmate and anniversary
committee member, Bill Broyles (B.S.). We'll
do it for you, Bill, and for all our other greatly
missed classmates who have passed on.

Doris Ten Brink Tessieri (B.A.) reported
She held a Rice reunion—a mid-Hudson Valley
reunion—this summer at their home in
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. Thirty-eight people came.
It was the first Rice reunion in that area of N.Y.
Quite a success. Louise Loose Levy '46 (B.A.)
came from her N.Y. summer home.

Doris has agreed to take over Classnotes,
although she says she's done it before. Thanks so
much, Doris. Please write to her at the above
address. All the best to all of you.

049
950

Class Recorder:
Mary Jane Mondshine Abbey
8107 Leader
Houston, TX 77036-5615

Class Recorder:
Marty Gibson Roessler
4040 San Felipe #229
Houston, TX 77027-3944
(713) 963-8595

Class recorder Marty Gibson Roessler (B.A.)
sends the following news:

Among those having a fantastic time on the
Rice alumni-sponsored trip/cruise in July were:
Marlene and Van Ballard (B.S.), Ginger and
Ralph Murphy (B.S.), Star and Ralph Atmar
(I=R.S.), Riki '44 (B.S.) and Lee Mary Parker
.obayashi (B.A.) , Joan and Larry Katz (B.A.),
Margaret and Orville Gaithcr '49 (B.S.), and
Alward and Fofo Catsinas Lewis '51 (B.A.).

The group flew from Houston to Athens, where
they boarded the cruise ship Marco Polo. After
cruising the Greek Isles, other ports of call in-
cluded Crete, Sicily, Italy, France, and on to
Barcelona, where they disembarked and flew
home. What a fun experience!

The ROMEOs (Rice Old Men Eating Out)
are a group of Rice alumni males that get to-
gether quarterly for lunch. Calvin Clause' ( B.A.)
and four other men started the group in 1988.
There are no dues and invitation has been by
Word of mouth. The roster contains some 168
Males, including: Van Ballard, Martin Brown
(B.S.), Bill Byrd (BA.), Alva Carlton (B.S.),
Iton Conn (B.S.), San Edquist ( B.S. ), Thomas
Aord ( BA.), Joe Garrett ( B.S. ),Leonard Graves
(B.S.), Ed Keyser (B.S.), Bob Moore (B.A.),
Herb Stone (B.S.), Marvin Woskow (B.A.),
Barry Wood (B.A.), and Leo Wroten (B.S.).
The ROMEOs want all Rice men to feel wel-
come to their luncheons. The attached photo is
of Ken Hatfield, Rice Owls football coach, who
spoke at a recent luncheon, Calvin Clausel, and
Allan James '46 (B.A.; B.S., 1947), two founders

I.

of the ROMEO lunch club.
So, if the guys can have their ROMEOs, the

dolls can have their JULIETs (Just Us Ladies
Interesting Entertaining Talk). Ideas are still
being tossed around, but we are hoping many of
you will join us. Sec Classnotes for the Class of
1943 for more detail, but do feel free to call me
for information.

Many thanks to the 141 of you that sup-
Ported and contributed to our Golden Anniver-
sary Scholarship Fund. Our first-year's efforts
were simply wonderful, but remember, we have
four years left to meet our goal of $325,000, so
your continued support will be appreciated to
make dreams come true.

A fiftieth reunion of the Rice 1946 South-
west Conference cochampion football team that
played in the Orange Bowl is planned for Sept.
20 and 21. Many in our class played on that team.
A representative from the Orange Bowl is com-
ing to explain festivities being planned in Miami
for its fiftieth reunion that will be held there.

Several letters have been sent to me regard-
ing what you have done since our Rice days.
Eventually, I'll get the info in Sallyport.

Tom Cox (BS.) and wife Pat live in Dallas.
After Rice, Tom entered the M.B.A. program at
SMU and also attended Harvard Business School-
OPM and is a certified public accountant. He
was a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy from 1951-55.
He started his career at Wind Industries in 1971
as controller, later becoming chief operating
officer. He was due to retire in April of this year.
Golf continues to be a major challenge for him.
He says that after years of playing, he still cannot
improve his ten handicap. He states that his Rice
experience is unequaled and has learned that self-
satisfaction and contentment stem from ethics,
truthfulness, teamwork, and effort. To him Rice
brings to mind "pride of accomplishment!"

Also living in Dallas is Jack C. Cooper
(B.A.) and wife Nancy. They have five children
and five grandchildren. After Rice, Jack attended
Southwestern Medical School of the U. ofTexas,

I. Ken Hatfield, Calvin Clause!, and Allan
James 2. Patsy Maher Thorn still studying 3.
1,-R Ralph Murphy, Van and Marlene
Ballard, Ginger Murphy, J. J. Crowder.
Peggy McKinney, and Jean Crowder on the
Spanish Steps in Rome. Italy 4. Marty
haring fun in the sun

Parkland Hospital, and Johns Hopkins Hospital.
His job history includes ophthalmologist for the
U.S. Air Force from 1958-60; private practice
from 1960-94; full-time faculty UTSMCD from
1994 to the present; short-term medical mis-
sionary 1967, '69, '71, and '74; and he is in-
volved in church and civic organizations. His
many interests include Bible study, discipleship
training, helping others, music, ministry, family,
and friends. Enclosed in his letter to me was a
pamphlet, The Great Physcian, written by Jack
and presented in the banquet address at the
Symposium on Neuro-ophthalmology, Feb. 11,
1969, Miami, Fla. Also enclosed was a card he
had written explaining how he was so inspired,
while at Johns Hopkins, with the large marble
statue of Jesus of Nazareth, the Great Physician,
and how he appreciated His compassion and
concern for the sick and the suffering.

It's great hearing from all of you. Please send
photos, too. By the way, big plans are already
being made for our fiftieth reunion in the year
2000. Exciting news!

1951
Class Recorder:
Greg Davis
7815 Burgoyne
Houston, TX 77063
(713) 781-1996

Class recorder Greg Davis (B.A.; B.S., 1952)
Writes:

Remember our big forty-fifth reunion party
on Fri., Nov. 1, and the postgame reunion party
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on Sat. at the home of Mary Barden Worrell
( BA.). Geraldine Smith Priest ( B A.) has agreed
to chair our important Class of '51 Golden
Anniversary Endowed Scholarship Committee.
It is hoped that all of us will participate in this
five-year program to fund our Golden Anniver-
sary Scholarship Fund.

Our sophomore class president and All-
America tennis star, Jack Turpin (B.A.; B.S.,
1952), was recently featured in a Dallas Morning
News article. Jack was credited with being one of
the city's leading businessmen, the main driving
force behind Dallas's successful youth tennis
program, the chairman of the board of the Dallas
Theological Seminary, and the grandfather of
eleven grandchildren. In 1993 Jack sold his
successful Hall Mark Electronics company to
Avnet, a N.Y.-based electronics distribution com-
pany, but continues working as an adviser. Jack
started his company in 1965 with $500 and
credits his success with the application of biblical
principles in dealing with his employees and
business clients. Jack also serves on the board of
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes and is a
member of the Texas Tennis Hall of Fame.

S. G. Pappas (B.A.; B.S., 1952) writes that
after Rice he reported to the USS Achernar
stationed in Norfolk, where he met his wife Patt.
In 1955, he went to work for Monsanto in Texas
City, where he worked for thirty years before
retiring in 1985 as the Texas manager of envi-
ronmental and government affairs. S. G. re-
mained active in the navy reserve and advanced
to the rank of commanding officer of the USS H.
D. Crow, a destroyer escort stationed in Galveston,
before his retirement in 1985. The Pappases now
live in Baldwin County, Ala., on a "high eleva-
tion" overlooking Perdido Bay, which separates
Ala. and Fla. Sailing and tennis are their major
hobbies. They have two children, a daughter
working with ISP in Texas City and a son who
works for Monsanto in Pensacola. They invite
friends to visit when traveling east on 1-10.

From Camarillo, Calif., Dr. William F.
Burgos, M.D., writes that he fondly remembers
his two years in South Hall but was happy to
enter med school after two years at Rice. He is
now retired after thirty-four years as a commu-
nity pathologist—his only job after training, but
Bill admits his experience had several "twists and
turns." (Bill won't admit it, but my doctor
friends credit Bill with developing a nationally
recognized, computer-operated, analytical lab
that was eventually sold to 3-M.) Bill's interests
now include: "coed aerobics"—fun and good for
his heart; "travel"—they like Hawaii's beaches
and have a cottage there; "Alzheimer research"—
he visits USC Medical School one day per week
to help with these projects; "home carpentry
projects"; and entertaining his dog and cat. He
says, "Come sec us in Camarillo."

Classnotes has learned that Dr. R. Norris Keeler
(B.A.; B.S., 1952) has been inducted into the
International Eurasian Academy of Sciences as a
full academician. Keeler, director of technical
marketing for Kaman Diversified Technologies
Corp., was inducted during formal ceremonies
in Aug. at Moscow State U. of Geodesy and
Cartography. Members of the academy must be
prominent specialists in their field who have
enriched science by significant scientific labor.

Keeler joined Kaman, a diversified company
that provides high-technology products and ser-
vices to industrial, commercial, and defense mar-
kets, in 1987. He specializes in electrooptics,
weapons and communications platforms, explo-
sive applications, and undersea warfare. He is a

life member of the American Society of Naval
Engineers and was awarded its Gold Medal for
Engineering in 1992 and has served as both a
technical adviser and an associate director of the
Armed Forces Communications and Electronics
Association, through which he received the
Chairman's Award in 1992 and Gold Medal in
1993.

1151
Class Recorders:
Al Jensen
3030 Reba Dr.
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 524-2328 (home)
(713) 975-8990 (work)

Pat Moore
5251 Birdwood
Houston, TX 77096-2503
(713) 668-9044

Class recorder Al Jensen (BA.; B.S., 1953)
writes:

I had fully expected to receive several notices
about retirements or to hear from spouses who
weren't prepared for the close quarters of new,
full-time togetherness. Robert (Bob) Smythe
(BA.; B.S., 1953) has taken a different turn.
Bob, who has remained single, needed more
elbow room, so he recently moved from a two.
bedroom home to a three-bedroom plus office at
2010 Countryside Circle South, Orlando, Fla.
32804. His phone number is (407) 425-5209.
Bob is still going strong in his electronic compo-
nent manufacturing company, Piczo Technol-
ogy, and has 240 employees. How many remem-
ber "piezo-electrical" effect? No, it's not pizzas
baked in electric ovens but has something to do
with pressure (piezo in Greek) applied to crys-
tals. Bob is a member of the Rice Fund Council
and faithfully makes the meetings in Houston,
but he reports that he's only been to Epcot once,
and that was when Bill Fithian (B.A.; B.S.,
1953) came down from Kans.

We have heard about Rice losing a big part of
our Halliburton/Brown and Root connection.
Tom Cruikshank (B.A.) recently retired as chair-
man of Halliburton, and Bernard "Ber" Pieper
'53 (B.A.; B.S., 1954) retired as vice chairman.
Ann Coe Cruikshank (B.A.) and Adele
Hestwood Pieper '55 ( B.A.) can probably match
some of the "togetherness" stories I hear from
Elsie Crossman Moore '54 (B.A.) after Pat
Moore (B.A.; B.S., 1953) retired from Brown
and Root as chief financial officer. Pat's versions
are a little different, but all I know is I see a lot
of Pat in his office-away-from-home, two doors
from my office.

There's been a retirement of a different sort.
Paula Meredith Mosle (B.A.; M.A., 1959) re-
cently retired from the Rice Board of Governors
after serving multiple terms. Outgoing chair-
man, Charles Duncan '47 (B.S.), glowingly
recognized Paula's valuable service to Rice dur-
ing a huge dinner hosted by Charles and Anne.

You'll be receiving this after Homecoming.
I hope many of you were able to attend, but we
all need to be making plans for 1997, our forty-
fifth reunion. The date hasn't been set yet, but
start making plans to attend, whenever it hap-
pens. See you there, but in the meantime, let us
hear more class news!

1E3
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Class Recorder:
Jackie Darden Rundstein
10702 Willowisp Dr.
Houston, TX 77035-3522
(713) 723-5291

Class Recorder:
Mary Anne Mewhinney Collins
P.O. Box 271
Hunt, TX 78024

Class Recorder:
Bruce Laubach
4927 Firestone Dr.
College Station, TX 77845
(409) 690-7404

Class recorder Bruce Laubach (B.A.) sends the
following news:

Well wow! A veritable flood (three) ofletters
in response to my pitiful plea for news from my
classmates. I am beginning to see why our previ-
ous class recorder had problems. I do appreciate
the three letters I did get. Dr. David Hawtof
wrote from Fla. He apologizes for missing the
fortieth reunion but promises to make the one
hundredth! Don't they smoke slot of funny stuff
down there in Key West? They sailed from Mich.
through the St. Lawrence, Nova Scotia, and the
East Coast. (He said you can sail from Mich. to
Fla., and who am Ito argue?) He has gone back
to school studying diesel mechanics, scuba div-
ing, and art (watercolors). Don Henry (B.A.;
B.S., 1957) writes from El Paso that he retired in
Jan. and is annoying wife Joyce Gibson Henry
(B.A.) twenty-four hours a day, instead of just
eight or ten. He sends news of his "old" roomic,
Sander Frindell (BA.), who has now retired to
the Phoenix area. He also regrets his inability to
attend the fortieth but did not promise to make
the one hundredth! Don was the only one of the
correspondents who promised to come see us.
He has kin in these parts.

John Eads, D.D.S.
(BA.), wrote a letter
and sent a picture. He
really wants to see his
name in this rag! After
getting a B.S.M.E.
from that little church
school in Dallas, he
worked for Chance
Vought (later LTV),
designing
servomechanisms fora
variety of military air-

craft, and NASA. He decided that he really
wanted to be a dentist when he grew up and went
to Baylor Dental School and finished his training
in endodontics (root canals) in 1969. (I can
hardly write root canal without illegal pain medi-
cine.) He moved to El Paso and has been there
since 1969. He is past president of the Texas
Dental Association. He has been married to the
former Connie Esquivel for sixteen years. Thanks
for the .stuff, John. You don't have to wait
another forty years to bring us up to date, but
please, no details on your professional activities!

Now hear this. I am going to start making
stuff up if I don't hear some facts or at least
factoids. I will even settle for juicy rumors.
Loosen up, and let it fly. I will clean it up if
necessary. I don't think they will print really dirty
words, but maybe we will find out.

John Ea ds
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1957

Class Recorder:
Maurine Bell Bybee
3800 Chevy Chase
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 622-3705

Class Recorder:
Dixie Leggett
13411 Kingsride
Houston, TX 77079-3430
(713) 468-5929

Class recorder Dixie Leggett (BA.) writes:
My apologies for not being a more active

reporter these past months. Please help mc im-
prove. It would be wonderful to receive in my
mailbox letters and news from some of you—
better yet, from all of you!

Let me give an enthusiastic first call for our
fortieth class reunion coming in the fall of 1997.
Please ink "Rice Homecoming" into your calen-
dar. Our 1992 "unforgettable" thirty-fifth re-
union celebration gives promise for a great for-
tieth in 1997. Let's all be there!

As classmates with numerous things in com-
mon, I guess none of us is surprised that many of
US turned sixty (6-0) during the past year or two.
To celebrate this big birthday, Rita Miller Fason
(B.A.) told me that a few Class of '57 women got
together on the gulf at Freeport for an old-
fashioned slumber party. Along with Rita were
Florence Gray Helm (B.A.), Shirley Dittert
Grunert (B.A.), Anne Westerfield Brown
(BA.), LaNelle Ueckert McReynolds (B.A.),
and Elaine Schwinger England (B.A.). Their
expectations of staying awake through the night
laughing and talking—like old times—were shat-
tered when they all went to bed after the 10:00
P.M. newscast. But already they had clocked in
Plenty of good laughs.

Classnotes has learned that Dr. C. Wayne Bardin
(BA.) has received the Sidney H. Ingbar Distin-
guished Service Award from The Endocrine So-
ciety at the tenth International Congress of
Endocrinology. Bardin received the award for
his achievements in contraception research and
his efforts to develop effective fertility manage-
ment for the world population. A former vice
president of the Population Council and adjunct
professor at both Rockefeller Univ. and The
N.Y. Hospital Cornell Medical Center, Bardin is
currently consulting on a project with the Na-
tional Institutes of Health and has opened a
private practice.

Class Recorder:
Phyllis Phair Walton
4233 Harper's Ferry Rd.
Birmingham, AL 35213
(205) 870-0332

Class recorder Phyllis Phair Walton (B.A.)
sends the following:

Last quarter I missed the deadline because of
a death in the family. Harold Rickey had called
Prior to that time to say that he is still in Jay,
Okla., and would enjoy hearing from some of
you. His number there is (918) 786-5841. He
Still lives in a stone cabin on a beautiful lake,
Where he has dwelt since 1972.

Over the Fourth of July, our family had a
reunion in Bandera, Texas. Patsy Spratling
Muller and husband Steve '55 (B.A.) have a
beautiful ranch in the area. Steve and my brother,
Brad, were best buddies in high school, so we got

in touch with the Mullers to add to the fun.
Because Patsy has a veritable menagerie to tend
to every morning, she was unable to join us for
breakfast. However, she sent pictures of their
five handsome children and their pride and joy,
granddaughter, Hanna, and grandson, Steve.
The ranch houses many animals, from a Shetland
pony with sore hooves, who has to be walked an
hour a day, to an orphaned fawn, to fifty sheep,
to three motherless kittens, to an assortment of
dogs, and, of course, let's not forget the two
hundred peacocks and twenty-five chickens. Steve
regaled us with talcs of life on the ranch, and he
says "y'all come" any time. I had sent a picture of
Steve taken in our backyard when he was a youth
to Patsy and was surprised to hear from them that
their home had burned to the ground in 1983.
They have no pictures from the past, so if you
come upon a photo of either of them, please
shower them with an old memory. Steve advises
everyone to put some memories in a safety de-
posit box, for these things don't always happen
to "other" folks.

Doris Winans Neville (B.A.) and husband
Gordon have long enjoyed many wonderful trips
around the world. This last jaunt was a fabulous
adventure, as they went to Africa to visit Gordon's
niece, who is a missionary in Nairobi. They went
on a big game hunt while in Kenya and then
proceeded to Paris, a different sort of venue.
They were gone a month and have many happy
memories, as they plan to stay home for a while.

Carolyn Dearmond Caddcs (B.A.) is at it
again. You certainly remember her much-her-
alded and award-winning book, Portraits of Suc-
cess: Impressions of Silicon Valley Pioneers, which is
now a collector's item. She is now working on a
second in the Portrait series, California
Winemakers, as well as a book on California
Skiing Pioneers. In addition, she is also writing and
photographing twenty pioneers in Silicon Valley
for Nikkei Business magazine plus writing an ar-
ticle on Larry McMurtry '60 (M.A.) and his
"strong women." Carolyn studied photography
with Ansel Adams and assisted five years at his
workshops. Carolyn assured me that if I would just
use her favorite mode of communication, e-mail,
that I would hear from many of you more often.
So far, I've not done that, but to contact Carolyn
you can use <cdcphotoglillaol.com>. Otherwise
you can reach her at 488 University Ave., #507,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94301. Her phone is (415) 327-
8 I 15. Carolyn is one talented lady who is interna-
tionally recognized both as a photographer and
writer. Guess that B.A. in English literature came
in quite handy. Congratulations!

That's all for this quarter. Even though I
only receive snail mail and phone calls, you can
make me a happy camper with news of your
activities. Thanks in advance!

1959
Class Recorder:
Carol Nasby Brown
10215 Admiral Halsey Dr. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111-1275
(505) 857-0079

Class recorder Carol Nasby Brown ( B.A.) sends
the following letter:

1 have an interesting request for you mem-
bers of the Class of '59 from another class
member. Tom McConnell writes from Dallas,
where he is living happily ever after, having sold
his medical labs, and has retired.

Tom has secured a publisher's interest in a
novel he is writing set at Rice in the 1920s and
based loosely on his father's life. He writes that,

"It would help greatly if I could collect some
reminiscences from some of my classmates. Good
lies would be even better because they'll be lies
by the time I get through with them—no resem-
blances to any person, etc."

So, if any of you have anecdotes from those
years that it would be fun to sec in a classmate's
first novel (disguised, of course, as Tom prom-
ises), please send your tales on to him at 3636
Amherst, Dallas, Texas 75225. His home phone
is (214) 363-8887, office (214) 363-2221, and
fax (214) 363-2228.

Tom adds that many of you probably don't
remember him, as he professes to have been
antisocial at Rice, a trait that has since disap-
peared. Whatever—let's pitch in and help him
out with any stories we dare repeat.

1960
Class Recorder:
Galloway Hudson
922 Autumn Oaks
Houston, TX 77079
(713) 932-9088 (home)
(713) 753-4295 (work)
E-mail: GALHHUDSON@aol.com

Class recorder Galloway Hudson (Wiess; B.A.;
B.S., 1961) writes:

Hey, Class of 1960. As I write this on Aug.
20, I find myself back in Sioux City, Iowa,
working a few extra months on a project related
to the plant rebuild we did for Terra Interna-
tional in 1995 and early 1996. I thought I was
home for good on May 5, but I was asked to
come back at the end of that month. Fortunately,
northwest Iowa had had great summer weather
this year. I'm almost (but not quite) tempted to
take back some of the snide remarks I made to
Gary Shaner (Hanszen; B.A.; B.S., 1961) and
his wife Ann about the winters they have here. In
any case, it's becoming increasingly difficult for
me to produce a decent Classnotes column be-
cause of my uncertain work location. I have tried
to pass on the duties of class recorder to a person
who expressed interest some time ago but with-
out success. If you are ready to take on this job,
please contact Tracey Rhoades at Sallyport or me
at the above address. We'll be happy to pass the
torch.

At the end of this week, I'll be attending my
fortieth reunion with classmates from Roy Miller
High School in Corpus Christi. Have you had
yours yet? Rice classmates from that class include
Larry Dueitt '62 (Wiess; B.A.), Ed Gilpin, and
Paul Norrod (Baker; BA.). I hope I see them
this weekend. I want to show off the Rice Class
of 1960 t-shirt that they missed by not showing
up at our thirty-fifth reunion last fall. Gary
Shancr will be attending his high school reunion
in Tulsa (Will Rogers H.S.) the following week-
end. He says that Joe Sneed (Will Rice; B.S.) will
be there, but Joe Adams (Baker; B.A.; B.S.,
1961) may not make it. Joe and Sue Adams have
quite a long commute. Their most recent address
is P.O. Box 250, Brandburys Rd., Portugal Cove,
Newfoundland AOA 3K0 Canada.

As announced in the summer issue of
Sallyport, this year's Outstanding Engineering
Alumnus award goes to class member Dr. K.
Terry Koonce (Will Rice; B.A.; Ph.D., 1964), a
longtime Exxon employee who has been in charge
of the company's Russian operations for several
years now. Somehow, Terry and his wife, the
former Beverly Montgomery (Jones; B.A.),
made it to our thirty-five-year reunion last year.
(Talk about a long commute!) They sat directly
behind Charles Donellan (Wiess; B.A.), Mary,
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A Divine Creator

Creating aesthetic objects began
many years ago for Helen Belton
Orman '60. As a nine-year-old schol-
arship student at Houston's Museum
School, Orman set the foundation
for what would eventually become
her career. She matricu-
lated at Rice and in Dr.
Alan Dugald McKillop's
sophomore English class
fell in love with the Italian
poet Dante. This passion
endured. She went on to
a more in-depth study of
Dante with Divine Com-
edy translator W. R. Huse
at the University ofNorth
Carolina at Chapel Hill,
where, in 1967, she re-
ceived an M.A. in com-
parative litera-
ture.
Fueled by her

interest in and
knowledge of
Dante, Orman
again studied
painting. She be-
gan exhibiting
her work in .
1979 with a pre-
miere exhibit at
the Glassell
School of Art.
Since then,
Orman has par-
ticipated in at
least one art ex-
hibit a year,
partnered a pho-
tography busi-
ness, published photographs, and lec-
tured, presented, and taught at the
college level. From one-person shows
to traveling photographic exhibitions,
Orman's work has yielded a windfall
of awards and honors from Lawndale,
the Texas Fine Arts Association's La-
guna Gloria Museum in Austin, and
the Art League of Houston. Her
drawings, paintings, and photographs
are in various private collections and
the collections of Transco and the
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston.
In the midst of a successful art

career, Orman has been able to share

her love of art and literature with
many. She has been a teaching fellow
in the English department at U ofH,
an instructor with the U.S. Army
G.E.D. program in Mannheim, Ger-
many, and an instructor for the older
adults art program at the Glassell
School of Art. In 1986 she joined
the English department at Houston

HELEN BELTON ORMAN

Dante, is a thirty-piece drawing se-
ries based on the first part of Dante's
Divine Comedy, the Inferno. "These
drawings," Orman says, "are a natu-
ral outgrowth of my earlier artwork
and my teaching and study ofDante."
The culmination of several years of
work, the mixed-media drawings arc
more than a depiction of the suffer-

ORMAN'S TROJAN HORSE

Community College,
where, in 1992, she was

appointed sophomore literature de-
partment head for the Southwest
College. In addition to supervising
fifty sections of various literature and
philosophy classes, Orman teaches a
class in western world literature, a
variation on Dr. McKillop's course.
The class uses the same book that
she, too, once used and incorporates
the literature of Homer, the Greek
dramatists, Virgil, Shakespeare, and
yes, Dante!
Orman's latest and perhaps most

provocative project, embodying her
insatiable appetite for all things

ings of the inferno's damned souls.
According to Orman, they are a re-
flection oflate twentieth-century dis-
tress and her personal anxieties.
Because she completed the series

over a four-year period, Orman rec-
ognizes the evolution of new ele-
ments in her work. Many of the
earlier images were worked from her
imagination. About midway through
the project, however, Orman began
using members of her family as mod-
els. "The idea of using faces I know
well and connecting contemporary
individuals with legendary charac-
ters became quite fascinating," she
explains. Orman's sons and her
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brother appear in the series. Her son
Mark and his wife, Laurie, appear in
the artist's version of Dante's fa-
mous lovers, Paolo and Francesca.
When asked to name her greatest
artistic achievement, Orman's reply,
"the Dante series—for now."
One would think that creating

works of art and teaching would
leave Orman with little time for any-
thing else. But in 1993, she received
an instructional computing grant and
over the course of the last three years
has created a multimedia computer
Program, Descent Into Hell. With
help from the instructional comput-
ing department at HCC, she devel-
oped the program to assist in teach-
ing the Inferno. It consists of artwork
from six centuries—from Botticelli
to Rodin to Orman's own drawings
and photographs of Italian works of
art. Students are able to hear read-
ings in English and Italian and re-
ceive extensive commentary on the
Poem. Presently, a few computer
companies are looking at the pro-
gram for mass production. But in
any case, Orman says she enjoys us-
ing the program and feels that stu-
dents are able to uniquely learn the
material.
Orman credits her experiences at

Rice as those that set the foundation
for her work with Dante. Her memo-
ries of Rice remain vivid, and her
close proximity to campus affords
her easy access "inside the hedges."
Although her two sons, Mark, a con-
sultant for Arthur Andersen Con-
sulting, and Neil, a writer for the
Austin Business Journal, didn't at-
tend Rice, other family members
did, including her father, John Belton
39, and brother, Mark '66. She
maintains close ties with Rice and in
1976 served as vice president of the
Rice alumni association.
Orman's drawings from Dante's

Inferno will be exhibited at the C. G.
Jung Educational Center of Hous-
ton through January 8, 1997.

and mc at the football game. I remember my seat
number to this day—Row 19, Scat 60. (When I
first looked at the ticket, 1 assumed all seats sold
to our class had that designation on them but not
so.) I'm confident Terry and Beverly will be back
this year to accept his award from the Rice
Engineering Alumni. If you can attend the REA/
Friends of Fondrcn annual brunch in Fondren
Library on the Sat, morning of Homecoming
this year, you'll be able to sec them and offer
your congratulations. Terry is also from Corpus
Christi, but he attended crosstown rival W. B.
Ray High School, poor lad. Believe it or not,
Terry is not the first member of our class to
receive the prestigious REA award. Lou Waters
( Hanszen; B.A.; B.S., 1961) was named Out-
standing Engineering Alumnus several years ago.
In my opinion, we have a few more serious
candidates who could receive the award in years
to Come.

I understand that the Homecoming football
game this year is against our new WAC oppo-
nent, the Utah Utcs. If memory serves, the last
( and, perhaps, only) time Rice played Utah was
in 1956 or 1957. I can't remember who won,
but 1 think Merlin Olsen played for Utah in that
game.

I'm not aware of any more news, but I
haven't really been home much lately. If you've
sent something that has been overlooked, please
accept my apologies and send it again. I should
be back in Houston well before you read this.
And, if you would like to take on the class
recorder job, please don't hesitate to apply.

1961

1962

Class Recorder:
Nancy Thornall Burch
3311 Stoney Brook Dr.
Houston, TX 77063
(713) 781-3634

Class Recorder:
Eleanor Powers Beebe
2908 Ella Lee Ln.
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 526-5424
E-mail: PZTF39A0prodigy.com
Web page: http://pages.prodigy.
com/TX/Houston/ricc62/
ruhere.html

Class recorder Eleanor Powers Beebe (Jones;
BA.) writes:

John Jiannas's (Will Rice, BA.) book, Un-
fit for Duty (Jiannas Publishers: 1996), is out,
and it is very entertaining and moving. Because
of John's family background in the restaurant
business, he was fry cook, cashier, and eventually
headwaiter at the Rice Memorial Center during
our student years. But did you know that he once
appeared as a Greek chef in a movie about Jackie
Onassis? Also, at age twenty-two, "The Greek,"
as he was affectionately known at Rice, was a
young officer aboard a 3,500-ton warship on the
front line of the 1962 blockade of Cuba! He also
found himself in Saigon during the Tct Offensive
in Jan. 1968. The many adventures, ashore and
abroad, of John, Gabriele, and Nick and John's
subsequent battles against heart disease and throat
cancer are recounted with both gusto and sad-
ness and make for fascinating reading. You may
order the book by writing to Gabriele Jiannas at
2501 Seedling Grove Court, Virginia Beach, Va.
23456-3843.

Mike (Will Rice; B.A.; B.S., 1963) and Re
Cowart Kramer '64 (Jones) are still in The

Hague, still seeing the world, and want class-
mates to know of their family web page: <http:/
/www.bart.n1/-mkramer>. The Kramers have
livened up the offering with pictures of Jordan,
Oman, Singapore, and Malaysia. All of the pic-
tures on the Web page were visited this year, so
they have been busy! Check it out!

Ed and Barbara McDonald and Dick Wright
at the spring meeting of the Rice Fund

Council

Pictured at the Rice Fund Council spring
meeting in the beautiful Shepherd School of
Music are Ed McDonald (Baker; B.A.; M.A.,
1964), Barbara McDonald, and Dick Wright
(Wiess; B.A.). Ed is chief architect of the infor-
mation technology department of Texaco and
has volunteered to help us form a Rice '62
newsgroup on the World Wide Web. John McIn-
tosh (Will Rice; BA.) first brought up the idea
last spring at the Rice Alumni College. Such a
"bulletin board" would allow classmates to log
on and exchange ideas and comments. Sugges-
tions are welcome.

Gordon Grubbs (Will Rice; B.A.) sends the
following: "A short note on our whereabouts:
Effective June 1, I am retiring (otherwise called
`quitting with benefits') from active warfare at
Coopers 8c Lybrand as senior health care actuary
for the southwest region in the Dallas office.
After eight years going on what seems like thirty
at Coopers, I have concluded that a solo-practice
office run at a somewhat-reduced intensity won't
be quite as hazardous to my health. Clare
Kollenberg Grubbs '63 (Jones; B.A.) and 1 arc
approaching fourteen years living in Plano and
thirty-four years of marriage this summer. We
enjoy good health. Our four children arc all
married, and none live in our home. We are
blessed with seven grandchildren at this writing.
Life is good, and we still root for the Owls."

Dr. Patricia Jones Teed (Jones; B.A.; Ph.D.,
1971) visited Mary Ann Calkins Pilain (Will
Rice; BA.) in May in Paris. Pat then joined Dr.
Catharine Savage Brosman '55 (B.A.; M.A.,
1957; Ph.D., 1960) for a tour of thc British Isles.
Dr. Brosman was visiting professor at the U. of
Sheffield then returned to Tulane in the fall to
continue as Kathryn B. Gore Professor of French.

Also visiting Mary Ann last summer were
Eleanor and Dick Viebig (Baker; B.A.; M.Acco.,
1977). Eleanor sends the following:

"After five wonderful days in Paris, we took
the Chunnel train to London. (That was super—
fast, comfortable, impeccable pressure balance,
and only about thirty minutes under the chan-
nel.) A dash from Waterloo to King's Cross
Station and the train journey north had begun.
No euphemisms are necessary to describe the
English weather throughout the ensuing week—
it was glorious: bright, sunny, and cool. The first
step was York, and we were fortunate to arrive at
Yorkminster in time for an organ recital on Sat.
evening and a William Byrd mass sung by the
Minster Boy and Men's Choir on Sun. morning.

"On to Edinburgh by train, where the late
afternoon sun had softened the rather severe
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Mary Ann Calkins Pilain and Dick Viebig at
Lickleyhead Castle, Aberdeenshire, Scotland

aspect of the city. The Edinburgh Castle, at the
summit of the old town, affords one a marvelous
view of the city below as well as the Firth of
Forth. We rented a car to continue our journey
on to Lickleyhead Castle to visit Mary Ann and
her husband Jean-Jacques. Mary Ann had pre-
pared a scenic route for us over the Highland
Mountains through the lovely village of Bracmar
(a budding ski resort). The countryside was very
beautiful and varied—from soft rolling hills with
fields all different shades of green to the rugged
treeless moors and back to rolling fertile fields
and beautiful ̀ nonmad' cows and sheep safely
grazing.

"Finally, we arrived at Lickleyhead—beauti-
fully restored and comfortable to live in. A
wonderful whimsical touch, but absolutely prac-
tical, are the 'loos with a view.' To explain—
many castles in Aberdeenshire seem to follow a
pattern of fortress-like structure for the first
three or four floors then break out with French
Renaissance influenced turrets on the corners
and big windows on the upper floors. The turrets
make wonderful bathrooms!

"We spent a week at Lickleyhead, touring
the countryside on foot and by car, walking the
lovely gardens, visiting, in short, thoroughly
enjoying our first exposure to castle life. It was
truly a magical time."

Eleanor concludes: About the time the
Vicbigs' plane was touching down in Houston,
I spoke with Mary Ann by phone, and she
sounded wonderful. She said she thoroughly
enjoyed Pat's and the Viebigs' visits. She has
recovered from recent surgery and was looking
forward to hosting Robert (Will Rice; BA.;
B.S., 1963) and Barbara Johnston and James
(Wiess; BA.) and Joan Doty at the end of July.

Classnotcs has learned that Robert L. Collett
(Will Rice; BA.) has been elected chairman of
Woodrow Milliman, an international network of
independent actuarial and employee benefit con-
sulting firms. Collett, president and chief execu-
tive officer of Milliman & Robertson, will serve
a two-year term. He is a fellow of the Society of
Actuaries, a member of the American Academy
of Actuaries, the International Actuarial Assoc.,
the International Assoc. of Consulting Actuar-
ies, and the Seattle Actuaries Club. He has served
as president of the Actuaries Club of the South-
west and is a member of the board of trustees of
the Seattle Chamber of Commerce. He is a
chairperson of the Committee of International
Relations of the Society of Actuaries and is the
society's delegate to the International Forum of
Actuarial Associations. He is a member of the
board of directors of the Seattle Symphony Or-
chestra and serves as its treasurer.

1963
Class Recorder:
Kathleen Much
128 Hillside Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025-6538
(415) 854-8968 (home)
(415) 321-2052 (work)
E-mail: kathIcentlicasbs.stanford.cdu

Class recorder Kathleen Much (Baker; B.A.;
MA., 1971) writes:

The only news I received for Classnotes
before leaving on my now-annual summer jaunt
to the Three Choirs Festival in Worcester, En-
gland, was sad. Dolly Teasley (Jones), Joe
Vincent (Wiess; BA.; B.Arch., 1964), Andy
Belschner (Wiess; BA.; B.Arch., 1964), and 1
had dinner together in San Francisco in June just
after we heard that our classmate Hubert Elliott
Cox (Will Rice) had died. Dolly gave me a copy
of her lovely tribute to Elliott, which had to be
abridged somewhat to fit our allotted space.
Elliott died May 30, 1996.

Dolly writes: "I last saw Elliott in Jan. of this
year. He was already approaching the last throes
of his illness but was still, sick and cranky as he
had become, the most charming and entertain-
ing of men, the best company, and the best
conversationalist since Dr. Johnson—and, it
might be noted, just as relentlessly sharp-tongued.
And Elliott, incidentally, was a great deal hand-
somer.

"At Rice, Elliott was a ringleader of a legend-
ary group of freshmen in Will Rice College. His
buddies there included Bill Haase (BA.), Allan
Nilsson (B.A.; M.M.E., 1968), John McKnight
(BA.; B.S., 1964), Mike Groves (BA., 1964),
Dick Fowler (BA.; B.S., 1964), Merritt 'Milton'
Kolodny '64 (BA.), Harley Walker, Stephen
Iglehart (BA.; B.S., 1964), and Dale Friend
(BA.). The Will Rice boys were great favorites
with the Jones North group that were my crowd:
Kathi Bullock ( BA.), Sarah 'Sally' Terrell Smith
(BA.), Mary Ann Miller Sullivan (BA.; MA.,
1964), and Mary Fae Coulter McKay (B.A.;
Ph.D., 1974). There were no two ways about it:
The Will Rice boys were the best dates and their
parties were the most fun, and Elliott figured
prominently in all this.

"So keen was their sense of sociability, in
fact, that the standard dances offered by the
college failed to suffice. Accordingly, a group of
about ten of the Will Rice freshmen, led by Elliott
and Harley, decided to arrange their own fresh-
man dance. Not being officially sanctioned, it
happened to conflict with the regular sophomore
class dance, the irate president of which class
attempted unsuccessfully to convince the Will
Rice cabal to change plans. The dance, at Kaph an 's
on South Main St., was underwritten entirely by
the organizers, whom Stephen dubbed the 'Lose
Your Pants at the Dance Club,' the reference
being to finances, not to risque behavior.

"Elliott immediately established himself as
the most sophisticated (at that stage in our lives,
it should be pointed out, that wasn't all that hard
to do) and the best dancer. When Elliott took the
dance floor with Kathi Bullock, now Dr. Kathryn
Davis Kennedy, they simply stopped traffic. As
far as I've ever been able to ascertain, dancing is
the closest Elliott ever came to doing anything
even remotely athletic, and yet it was enough to
keep him lean and handsome.

"After two years at Rice, Elliott left for
SMU, from which he graduated in the mid-
sixties with a degree in engineering. His first job
was as an engineer with Boeing; he worked for
Boeing in New Orleans, in Ala., and in Houston.
During Elliott's Boeing period, I was working

for IBM in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., and was able to
join him in Manhattan for dinner in 1967. Elliott
brought me up-to-date on several old Rice bud-
dies. Bill Haase, for example, was at that time
with Uncle Ben's Rice, developing a remote
inventory control system.

"After a few years as an engineer, Elliott
entered UT Law School, specializing in patent
law. His first law job was with Butler, Binion,
Rice, Cook, and Knapp, where he worked until
1978. He next worked at Exxon Products Re-
search Co. as a lawyer until 1987. He then
practiced law as an independent for a year before
joining Cooper Industries, his last job. Elliott
retired from Cooper in Sept. 1995.

"I've had several wonderful weekends with
Elliott during the last ten years, both in Houston
as well as in N.Y., but I think my favorite was our
twenty-fifth class reunion in 1988. As shouldn't
surprise anyone who has ever known him, Elliott
was the star, recharming and recaptivating us all,
all over again.

"With Elliott, lift was glamorous and fun.
He was as entertaining as Falstaff, as witty as
Noel Coward, and as handsome as Lord Byron.
And with it all, there was his keen and analytical
intellect, a veritable bastion of no-nonsense ra-
tionality. He's really going to be missed."

Allan Nilsson provided news of Elliott's
memorial service:

"A classmate of ours, Hubert Elliott Cox,
was laid to rest Sat., June I, in Houston. A
number of Rice grads in our class were there to
pay their respects and retell famous Cox-isms:
Bill Haase, Mike Groves, Mary Fac Coulter
McKay, Diane 'Del' Lohr Wilson (Jones; BA.;
MA., 1972), Jay Hollenberger (Wiess), and
Dale Friend. Although she couldn't attend,
Dolly Teasley sent remembrances of Elliott, which
were distributed at the open bar visitation Fri.
night. All of us celebrated a life that had enriched
ours through the years."

1004
Class Recorder:
Dale Gentry Miller Schlatter
9522 Bayou Brook
Houston, TX 77063
(713) 917-0262

Class recorder Dale Gentry Miller Schlatter
(Jones; BA.) writes:

Ebb Mobley (Hanszen; B.A.) reports that
his wife Laney Talmage Mobley '66 (Jones;
BA.) just finished a three-week fellowship in
Germantown, Md., developing science labs for
elementary schools. She also taught a three-week
summer seminar in Kilgore on elementary sci-
ence labs. She teaches biology at Kilgore College
and in her spare time is remodeling their house.

Ebb and Laney have three daughters. Eliza-
beth, twenty-six, graduated from the U. of Texas
at Tyler in 1994 and teaches special education in
Tatum, Texas. Amanda is twenty-four and lives
in Longview, where she is a medical records
coder. She graduated from Kilgore College and
Tyler Junior College. Laura is nineteen and a
sophomore at Schreiner College in Kerrville.

Ebb is an attorney, practicing in Longview,
Texas. He is a board certified specialist in crimi-
nal law and family law and also does appellate
work.

We are looking for someone to take over as the
class recorder for the Class of 1964. Anyone
interested can contact Tracey in the publications
office at (713) 831-4700 ext. 112 or e-mail at
<Sallyporttiricc.edu>. Dale would like to take a
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break and encourages anyone interested to re-
spond. Thank you for your help.

Class Recorder:
Jim Bcardcn
1141 Nicklaus Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035
E-mail: jbcardenitsj-coop.nct

New class recorder Jim Bearden (Will Rice;
BA.) sends the following:

Greetings to all my fellow members of the
Class of 1966. I have been persuaded to take on
the previously vacant position of class recorder,
so I hope that you will all send me any news, by
letter or e-mail (addresses above), about what's
bcen happening to you lately. As for us, not
much has changed from my last report. I'm still
working at Abbott Laboratories, developing soft-
ware for a new hematology analyzer that (we
hope) will advance the state of the art a fair
amount. On the side, I've been enjoying doing
lots of hiking and skiing in the mountains, play-
ing my guitar, and writing some new songs. My
Wire Sallie Whiteside Bearden '68 (Brown;
B.A.) is still working for the dept. of social
services, trying to save kids from disaster, and
Sometimes succeeding. Our son, Donald, is work-
ing for IBM, taking some classes on the side, and
aiming to become a software engineer himself.
Our daughter, Carrie, is in graduate school at the
U. of Pa., working on a Ph.D. in psychology; and
our younger son, Ross, is just about to graduate
from the U. of Calif. at Berkeley. In the immedi-
ate future, this is the week (Aug. 13, as I write
this) that we're taking a large group that's com-
ing out here, including our daughter and Sallic's
sister, Wanda Whiteside Michels '72 (Brown;
BA.), and her family, on a backpacking trip to
Yosemite, including climbing Half Dome. And
now that you've heard from mc, let's hear from
all of you.

1%7
Class Recorder:
Patti Charter Walker
5425 Sugar Creek Dr.
Corpus Christi, TX 78413-3825
(512) 991-4408

Classnotcs has learned that Laird Sloan ( Lovett;
Ph.D.) was one of twenty-nine peoplc to carry
the Olympic torch a half-mile through Arlington
its northern Va. Sloan was selected to bc a partici-
pant because he competed in the 1956 Olympics
for Canada, his native country. A director of
technology planning for Datatcl, Sloan worked
it the aerospace industry for eight years after
graduate school and helped design NASA Mis-
sion Control in Houston.

Class Recorder:
Judy Malo Ragland
11250 Briar Forest #160
Houston, TX 77042
(713) 266-9688 (home)
(713) 964-5663 (work)

Classnotcs has learned that Dr. Joe Straus (Wicss;
B.A.) has been appointed general manager of thc
Space-based surveillance division, space systems
group at the Aerospace Corporation. Straus will
be responsible for coordinating all program sup-
Port activities for the defense support program,
the spacc- based infrared system high-compo-
nent program, and the space-based infrared sys-

Dr. Joe Straus

tem low-component
program. He joined
the company in 1973,
and prior to this posi-
tion, he was general
manager of the elec-
tronic systems divi-
sion. He is a member
of the American Geo-
physical Union,
American Institute of
Aeronautics and As-
tronautics, Armed
Forces Communica-
tions and Electronics

Assoc., and the Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers.

Catherine Gough Descheneau and Pat Lesko

Pat Lesko (Jones; B.A.; MA., 1973; Ph.D.,
1974) writes: "My husband Ron Novak and I
vacationed this summer in the Canadian Rockies,
where we were joined by my freshman/sopho-
more roommate, Catherine Gough Descheneau
(Jones). Whilc soaking up the sunshine and scen-
ery around Banff, Cath and I did our best to catch
up on the events of the twenty-five years since we
had last seen one another. We both entered Rice
as math majors. After leaving Rice, Cath earned
her Ph.D. in computer science and is presently on
thc Faculty at the U. of Alberta, Edmonton, in the
dept. ofcomputing science. Shc lives in Edmonton
with her son, nineteen, and two daughters, seven-
teen and twenty-one. I stayed at Rice until receiv-
ing my Ph.D. in chemistry in 1974. lam currently
a research chemist with Rohm and Haas. Ron and
I live in Ottsville, Pa., an exurb of Philadelphia,
with our cat and three horses. Cath and I send
special greetings to our friends from second floor
Jones North! Although we were unable to attend
the twenty-fifth rcuion, that reunion prompted us
to correspond, allowing us to have our own
minircunion in Banff. Our e-mail addresses are.
<RSSPMD8RohmHaas.
com> (Pat) and <Cathy
ecs.Ualbcrta.ca>
(Cath).

Classn ores
has learned
that
Alexandra

Wilhelmsen ( Brown;
M.A.) has been pro-
moted to full professor
at the U. of Dallas.
Wilhelmsen has taught Spanish and history at the
university since 1971 and is known as a historian
on the political movement of Carlism. She was
the first woman to receive the Luis Hernando de
Larramedi Prize for her 1994 book, La formation
del prnsamsentopolitico del Carlismo (1810-1875).

Alexandra
Withelmsen

Class Recorder:
Ann Olsen
233 Lauderdale Rd.
Nashville, TN 37205
(615) 385-9416 (home)
E-mail: ann.olscn@mcmail.vander-

bilt.edu

Class recorder Ann Olsen (Jones; B.A.) sends
the following letter from Bob Shepherd ( Lovett;
B.A.; M.S., 1974).

He writes: "Just wanted to check in with our
friends who weren't able to attcnd the reunion.
I'd especially like to say hello to all former
members of Section Two at Hanszcn, 1966.
Sara Bankhead Shepherd '71 (Brown; BA.;
M.A.M.S., 1973) and I enjoyed the entire Home-
coming experience (OK, so maybe not the last-
second loss to U of H). The Shepherd (no
relation) School of Music was particularly im-
pressive, both in terms of the building and thc
talent exhibited. We also found the inaugural
Alumni College last spring intellectually stimu-
lating and would recommend it to all our class-
mates.

"We have raised two wonderfully bright and
ambitious young women. Rachel just finished
her first year at Trinity U. in San Antonio on a
presidential scholarship. Lyn is midway through
high school and considering Rice. Sara works
part time at the biomedical research facility at the
U. of Texas Health Center at Tyler, where! have
served as chairman of radiology for the past
eleven years. We both have found our experience
in both graduate and undergraduate school valu-
able in our research endeavors. (The payoffcomcs
this Sept. when we travel to Sweden to present a
portion of our research.) I hope in the future to
increase the amount of teaching in my job, since
I found that to be particularly enjoyable.

"Currently, I am into building small boats
and lightweight canoes as well as running ( finish-
ing probably more accurately describes my abil-
ity) marathons. I have run a total of thirteen,
including Boston. We live in a small town just
outside of Tyler off 1-20. I would like to hear
from my old roommates; James Akin, Rick
Lowerrc (Hanszen; BA.; M.Ch.E., 1971), and
David Dickens '71 (Hanszcn; B.A.)

1171

1173

Class Recorder:
Tim Thurston
1944 Arlington Ave.
Columbus, OH 43212-1038
(614) 486-4846 (home)

Class Recorder:
Wes Dorman
218 Quinlan, Box 511
Kerrville, TX 78028

Classnotcs has learned that Jeffrey Karl Ochsncr
(Baker; BA.; M.Arch., 1976) has recently ad-
vanced to the College of Fellows of thc American
Institute of Architects. Ochsncr, a professor at
the U. of Wash. since 1988, has overseen the
development of the College of Architecture &
Urban Planning Lecture Series and has estab-
lished a national reputation, both professionally
and in general communities, for advancing ap-
preciation of architecture. He has authored a
book on the work of H. H. Richardson and also
edited Shapley, Seattle Architccture: A Historical
Guide to the Architects.
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Katharine Rathbun (Jones) and Edward P.
Richards '72 (Sid Rich; B.A.) write: "After
twenty-three years together, we are finally at the
same school—U. of Mo. at Kansas City. Edward
got tenure and his full professorship at the law
school this year. I just started as an associate
professor of community and family medicine at
the medical school. The girls are doing fine.
Kitty starts jr. high in the fall, and Libby is in high
school."

1974

1075

0. Russell Worley, Jr. (M.Arch.),
president of 0. Russell Worley, Inc./
Architects in Houston, was married
on June 15, 1996, to Sharon Owens
King, also of Houston.

M. Daniel Carroll (Will Rice; B.A.)
writes: "After fourteen years teach-
ing in Guatemala, I have assumed
the post of professor of Old Testa-
ment at Denver Seminary. My new

address is 16171 E. Belleview Dr., Aurora, Colo.
80015."

Peter Pastille

Classnotes has learned
that Peter Fasullo (Will
Rice; BA.; M.Ch.E.,
1976) has been pro-
moted to senior vice
president of corporate
development for Valero
Energy Corporation.
Fasullo will oversee the
areas ofcommercial and
strategic development,
acquisitions, mergers
and/or alliances, and
international business
development. He has

been with Valero since 1983.

Jerry A. Riedinger (Wiess; B.S.)
writes: "After seventeen years in
Chicago, I have moved my home
and my profession to the Pacific
Northwest. I am still a patent litiga-

tion attorney, but now I work in Seattle and live
in Redmond. And I finally found a place where it
rains more than Houston."

Donna Hopkins ( Brown; B.A.) writes:"! spent
the last five months recalled to active duty at
Headquarters, U.S. European Command in
Stuttgart, Germany, working as a crisis action
team chief. I continue to be amazed at the extent
to which Europe relies on the U.S. for political
and military leadership, and the magnificent way
in which Americans (military and civilian) all
over the Balkans are representing the rest of us.
Had the opportunity to travel to Prague, Karlovy
Vary, and Marienbad in the Czech Republic,
highly recommended for adventurous travelers
interested in European history and revolutionary
architecture.

"After a month at home in the Texas Hill
Country,! will start the senior resident course at
the Naval War College in Aug. as one of two
Naval Reserve officers selected to attend. My
address in Newport is 11 Mount Vernon, New-
port, R.I. 02840. I'd be delighted to hear from/
see Rice folks in the area."

Terry Ciliske

Classnotes has
learned that Terry
Ciliske ( Baker; B.S.)
has been promoted to
executive vice presi-
dent ofValero Energy
Corporation's natural
gas/natural gas liq-
uids division. Prior to
this appointment,
Ciliske was senior vice
president of natural
gas supply, market-
ing, and transporta-
tion for Valero. He
will continue to over-

see this area as well as the areas of operations,
planning and business development, account-
ing, and law for the division. Valero Energy is
involved in the production, transportation, and
marketing of environmentally clean fuels and
products.

1077
Class Recorder:
Connie Drcssner Tuthill
2110 Pine Valley Dr.
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 528-6178 (home)
(713) 528-6657 (fax)
E-mail: tuthilleix.netcom.com

Mike Ross (Baker; BA.) writes: "We recently
changed jobs and locales. I now work for Intel
Corp. in Hillsboro, Oreg., as a staff engineer, after
six years in Santa Cruz, Calif. My wife Marti and
three children are getting used to a new place with
five acres in the country. We have three dogs and
four cats. Our latest addition, though, was a baby
boy, Jason, born Feb. 15, 1996. My new address
is 49320 NW Ruby Lane, Forest Grove, Oreg.
Old Rice classmates are welcome to e-mail mc at
<michael_rosseccm.jf.intel.com>."

Classnotes has
learned that the
Museum of Fine
Arts, Houston,
has purchased
the accompany-
ing photograph
ofJanice Rubin
(Baker; B.A.)
with her hus-
band, artist
Charles Wiese,
and their new-
born son Jacob
for the mu-
seum's perma-
nent collection.
The photograph

was taken by photographer April Rapier.

Class Recorder:
Frank Duca
2795 Darley Ave.
Boulder, CO 80303-6305
(303) 543-8684 (home)
(303) 478-4593 (work)
E-mail: faduca@ouray.denver.

colorado.cdu

Classnotes has learned that Dr. M. Ray Perryman
(Ph.D.) has been named a distinguished kllow
by the International Institute for Advanced Stud-
ies. President of the Perryman Group and econo-

mist-in-residence at the Cox School of Business
at Southern Methodist University, Perryman
received the award in recognition of his work on
economic systems and models. As the recipient
of the fellowship, he was the keynote speaker and
received his award this past Aug. at the annual
symposium in Baden-Baden, Germany.

Dr. Beth Rigel Daugherty (M.A.; Ph.D., 1982)
was recently promoted to full professor of En-
glish at Ofterbein College, where she will begin
her thirteenth year of teaching this fall. She has
published several articles on Virginia Woolf and
coedited, with Eileen Barrett, Virginia Woolf
Texts and Contexts, the Selected Papers from the
Fifth Annual Conference on Virginia Woolf a
conference Otterbein hosted. She is also chair-
person of the integrative studies dept. and the
project director for Joining Hands in the Teach-
ing ofAmerican Literature, a collaborative project
of college teachers and central Ohio high school
teachers funded by the National Endowment for
the Humanities. She and her husband Gary live
at 192 Eric Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43214 with
two cats, Molly and Kramer.

Class hornas NasisReeordrRecorder:

I 

p raiewski

3023 Watercrest Dr.
Charlottesville, VA 22901-7224
(804) 974-7832 (home)
(804) 924-2283 (work)

Tom Brown (Baker; B.A.; M.B.P.M., 1980)
writes: "Married LeAnne Michelle Wallace of
Olympia, Wash., on Dec. 22, 1995."

Vince Ryan

Classnotes has
learned that Vince
Ryan (MA.) has
been named the
upper Gulf Coast
area regional man-
aging attorney for
Calame Line barge
Graham & Pena,
L.L.P., a statewide
firm specializing in
ad valorem tax mat-
ters. Ryan is a
former Houston
City Council mem-
ber and first assis-
tant Harris County

attorney. Ryan is currently a presidential appoin-
tee to the Panama Canal Commission, a U.S.
government corporation that oversees the man-
agement of the canal.

Dr. James Woods (M.A.) writes: "Starting my
eighth year at Ga. Southern as an associate pro-
fessor of history."

Class Recorder:
Richard Morris
3859 Gramercy St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 364-4657
(202) 364-4656 (fax)
E-mail: rmainterserv.com

Class recorder Richard Morris (M.A., 1979;
Ph.D., 1980) sends the following letter:

Harold R. Williams (Will Rice; B.S.;
M.Ch.E., 1981) writes: "Never thought I'd have
anything exciting to write for Classnotes, but
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now I do. I was honored by being chosen one of
ninety-seven Tennesseans to carry the Olympic
flame through Tenn. I carried it out of Nashville
for about a half-mile on June 28. It was an
incredible, exhilarating experience—one I will
never forget. The teacher who teaches the adult
education class (in preparation for G.E.D. tests)
where I tutor nominated me. Other than that,
life is normal. My wife Brenda and! live just west
of Nashville, in Dickson, with six cats and two
rabbits (if you can call that normal). I still work
for DuPont, currently at their white pigments
plant in New Johnsonville. We've been here
about six years and hope to stay here many
more."

Richard concludes: Please e-mail mc with
your best e-mail addresses so that I can build a list
and keep you updated on Classnote deadlines.
Thanks.

1001Ii Classi)a ,idBRecorder:rentm .. 
D.

4804 Toreador Dr 
Austin, TX 78746-2413

Class recorder B. David Brent (Will Rice; B.A.)
writes:

I heard from Jerry Foil) Lovett; B.S.; M.E.E.,
1983) and Elvia Esparza Foil (Jones; B.A.).
They wrote that Jerry has joined SSE Telecom in
Scottsdale, Ariz. Elvia worked for GTE Sprint
until 1987, when she had the first of two daugh-
ters (Cheryl and Valerie), which they affection-
ately refer to as the "Foilitas." They would like to
hear from any old Rice buds and volunteer their
new address as 5139 E. Beryl Ave., Paradise
Valley, Ariz. 85253. Jerry's e-mail address is
<jerry.foilesset.com>.

1, B. David Brent, your humble class re-
corder, would like to announce the opening of
my own practice of ophthalmology (specializing
in vitreoretinal diseases and surgery) here in
Austin. I left the shelter of a tyrant/entrepreneur
in Jan. and opened Premier Eye Care, PA, in the
northwest sector of this fair city. 1 see Maya
Badachhape Bledsoe, M.D. ( Brown; B.A.), oc-
casionally, as she offices in the same building.
She's doing well balancing her multiple roles in
life. I would like to know what happened to Tori
Byrne Huntington ( Hanszen; B.A.). Tori, write
classnotes with your news!"

Philip H. Botkiss (Baker; BA.) writes: "Mar-
ried Kathleen Smith on May 4, 1996, in San
Diego, Calif. Scott Tilden '82 ( Baker; B.A.) and
David Zamora '82 (Baker; BA.) were in atten-
dance. 1 am still in private practice and am
currently a clinical director of an adolescent
Partial hospital program.! was recently president
of the San Diego Society for Adolescent Psychia-
try and served a term as councilor of the San
Diego Psychiatric Society."

George D. Zgouridcs (Will Rice;
B.A.; M.Mus., 1985) writes: "I con-
tinue to teach as a tenured member
of the psychology faculty at the U. of
Portland as well as work as a resident

chaplain in a men's dormitory there. My third
book, Human Sexuality: Contemporary Perspec-
tives—a sex education textbook for colleges and
universities—was published this year by
Harper-Collins. As for ministerial activities, 1 was
ordained a priest in the Old Roman Catholic
Succession this past Dec. I am assistant pastor at
Portsmouth Trinity Lutheran Church in Port-

land, Oreg., during the academic year and a
supply priest at St. Peter's Episcopal Church in
Kerrville, Texas, during academic breaks. My e-
mail address is <zgourideauotttortedu>, and, of
course,! would love to hear from any of my Rice
friends."

J. Matthew Lealie

Classnotes has
learned that J. Mat-
thew Leslie (Will
Rice; B.A.) has
joined Mr. William
Wilson of Boston to
form a new archi-
tectural practice,
William Wilson As-
sociated Architects.
Leslie had been with
Payctt Associates,
Boston, for ten
years, where he was
named a senior as-
sociate in 1995 and
an associate in 1992.

He was also studio manager for a studio of
twenty to thirty architects. Currently, Wilson
Architects, in collaboration with Payette Associ-
ates, is in the construction phase of a 100,000-
square-foot chemistry building and a 134,000-
square-foot renovation of the science and
engineering building for Vanderbilt U.

1003
Classnotcs has learned that Victoria
G. K. Rixey ( M.Arch.) has joined
the firm of Bowie Gridley Architects
as an associate and director of devel-
opment in Washington, D.C.

Anne C. Hutton) Hanszen; B.A. (writes: "Since
our wedding in 1988, Mark Fiedorek '88
(Hanszen; B.A.) and I have been living in West
University. Mark works for Texas Eastern Trans-
mission Company, where he is currently an ac-
count manager handling pipeline customers in
the Northeast. I am an associate partner with
Andersen Consulting. Since the birth °four son,
I have been working a part-time (three day per
week) schedule at Andersen and a full-time mom
schedule!" See "New Arrivals" Class of 1983

Dr. Treacy L. Woods ( Ph.D.) writes: "This past
May, I was awarded the Opal Goolsby Award for
Excellence in Teaching at my school, Houston
Baptist U. The award is a university-wide award
given to only two professors per year. I am a
professor of chemistry now."

Class Recorder:
Kathleen Robertson Stewart
500 S. Gilpin St.
Denver, CO 80209
(303) 765-5706 (home)

Class recorder Kathleen Robertson Stewart
(Brown; B.A.) sends the following news:

From Wanna Hadnott (Will Rice; B.A.): "I
am a human resources consultant for ARC() Los
Angeles and live in Santa Monica, Calif I have
had many visitors—Susan Rudd ( Hanszen; BA.)
and Lisa Shambro ( Brown; B.A.), my two fa-
vorite Ohio-based Rice grads; Molly Reed (Will
Rice; B.A.); and my new favorite beachfront
neighbor, Alexis Quinlan.

"This is my first time writing to the Sallyport;
I can't believe it, either! Here goes: I went to the
last Southwest Conference Texas A&M- Rice

game. 1 spent four fabulous days with Lamar
Morris '87 (Will Rice) and his wonderful SMU
bride Tammy Christensen.! flew in for some golf
(three rounds) and the dueling college bands. It
must be my age, thirty-three, but I did not
understand the MOB show. I thought, ̀ Wow,
this will be great,' but it was a huge disappoint-
ment. I did see a lot of Owl college friends.
Eileen Curreri Depew '85 (Hanszen; B.A.)
could not make it because one of her three babies
( the kids like to visit Owl College) was ill.
Don Tomasco '85 (Sid Rich; B.A.) and Patti
Baron Tomasco '85 (Wiess; B.A.) were present
with their two lovely kids. Jane Jordan '85
( Hanszen; B.A.) found us, with her very nice
date, and so did the following people: Jennifer
Stone '83 (Brown; B.A.), who is a pediatrician in
San Antonio; Karl Findley, Esq. (Baker; B.A.);
Felicia Cavallini (Brown; B.A.); Doug
Mischlich (Sid Rich; B.S.; M.Ch.E., 1985); and
Mark Miller, Esq. '85 ( Baker; B.A.). I made a
beer run with old roommates Julie Weinheimer
(Will Rice; B.A.) and Molly Reed during the
third quarter. Both live in Houston and still pla
soccer. I managed to meet Rafael Longoria '82
(Lovett; B.A.; B.Arch., 1984) for breakfast with
his lovely French wife Marie Pierre. They have
two beautiful children, Emilio and Isabela. Over
New Year's,! spent the time in Cantamar,Mcxico,
a lovely spot south by twenty kilometers of
Rosarita. On the way home, I stopped in for a
quick beer with C,oleen Wade Young (Will Rice;
BA.) and Greg Young (Will Rice; B.S.; M.E.E.,
1985). I watched one quarter of the Super Bowl
but really stayed glued to and intrigued by the
marathon American Bandstand review on cable.
I had a great time on the drive home to Los
Angeles. No one was driving; they were all
watching football. P.S.—Why did so many of
you attend law school?

"My trip back to Houston reminded mc of the
wonderful time I had behind the hedges. It also
made me remember friends and family I gained
along the way. I remember those who have been
lost by us all. One spirit that lives on with mc is that
of my friend David Michael Ellis '82 ( Lovett;
B.A.). David died July 4, 1993. It has taken this
long for me to write about his death because it was
a painful episode in my life. After Rice, David went
to law school at UT. We actually crossed paths in
Austin: I was in my first year of business school,
and David was in his third and most fun year of law
school. Soon the fun times in Austin were over,
and David moved to Los Angeles. He became an
associate with Rosenfeld. Meyer, and Sussman, an
entertainment law firm in Beverly Hills. I soon
moved to L.A., and we resumed our friendship.
Almost every Thurs. night, we would get together
and have dinner and watch trashy TV.—L.A.
Law. During David's struggle to battle HIV, he
had many visitors: Rafael Longoria, Gwen Rich-
ard (Lovett; B.A., 1985), Michael Hootman '83
(Hanszen; BA.; B.Arch., 1986), Andrew Tullis
'83 (Sid Rich; BA.; B.Arch., 1985), and man
more. David was a lucky man: his family remained
supportive of him, his friends remained loyal, and
his life, although too short, was full. For all of
those who knew David, I encourage you to think
of the fun times you had with him, and I hope that
you find time to volunteer or provide assistance to
your local AIDS organization."

From Gretchen Martinez Penny (VVicss; BA;
M.B.A., 1990): "A blessing has arrived! Lco George
Penny was born Jan. 10, 1996, at 5:53 P.M. I'm
sure every parent thinks his or her baby is a little
angel, and we're no different. Ken '91 (M.B.A.)
and I arc very happy. It's sort of surprising how
happy one can be on so little sleep!"
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Kathleen continues: My freshman group and
our husbands and children ( !) reunited in
VVimberley, Texas, in early June. Besides me, Julie
Boeker Pepper (Brown), Alyssa Tibiletti
Goforth (Brown; B.S.), Ginny Hetnelt (Wiess;
BA), Sally Graves Jackson (Brown; B.A.), and
Beth Nelson (Wiess; BA.) were there. Two of us,
Alyssa and Sally, married Rice men (Monte
Goforth '82 [Sid Rich; B.S.; MS., 1987] and
Rob Jackson '83 [Sid Rich; B.S.], respectively).
Five of us have children already, and three of us
were pregnant again. Half of us are currently
housewives, and half still work outside the home.
It was great to see everyone again after so much
time—it had been sixteen years since we first met!

Since then, Alyssa has welcomed a second
son to her family, Isaac Houston Goforth, born
July 14 at 8:57 P.M—and Beth married Austin
Cooney at her parents' home in Taylor, Texas,
on Aug. 3 at 7:30 P.M. Beth's wedding offered
me both another opportunity to complain about
Texas weather ("It's not the heat, it's the humid-
ity") and another chance to see Rice people.
Naturally, Alyssa and Monte, being new parents,
were not there, but Ginny, Sally, and Rob were,
as were Gretchen and Ken Penny, their adorable
son, and Mary Ng '83 (Brown; BA.). Sally had
been to the wedding of Rick Gerlach '83 (Sid
Rich; B.S.) earlier in the summer and was a great
source for gossip about mutual Rice friends, and,
of course, I was only too pleased for everyone to
sec my wonderful husband Robert and our ex-
ceptional daughter Hannah in person.

Between the reunion and the wedding, I was
able to visit with Jack Muranami '85 (Wiess;
B.S.) and his wife Susanne Cox '85 (Brown;
B.A.) as they drove through Colo, on a
minivacation. Their stay here was short but long
enough to rekindle our friendship. Other Rice
alums in this area should look us up as well; we
have no family close by and so are always pleased
to see old friends again.

From Hank Petri (Will Rice; B.S.): "I am
sad to relay the news that John Gilmer
Rice; BA.) died unexpectedly in March 1996
after having cancer for a short period. After John
graduated from Rice, he was an N.S.F. fellow at
the U. of Texas at Austin, where he earned an
M.A. in geophysics in 1987. When he died, John
was working as an exploration geophysicist with
Exxon in Houston. He was the devoted husband
of Maggie and the loving father of four beautiful
girls: Meagan, eight; Molly, five; Allyson, three;
and Emily, three.

"Several old Rice friends attended the fu-
neral, including Greg Novak (Will Rice; BA.),
Daniel Cocanougher (Will Rice; B.S.), and me.
We were all pallbearers. Greg graduated from
Texas Tech Law School in 1987 and decided to
go into patent law. He now has his own law firm,
Novak, Druce, Reynolds & Burt, with offices in
San Antonio and Alexandria, Va. When he's not
in some court in some corner of the country (i.e.,
Maine) or in Europe meeting with some client,
Greg's usually in San Antonio. Daniel started
with IBM in Boca Raton, Fla., after graduating
from Rice but moved back to Texas before too
long. He's now living in Justin, Texas, where he
runs his own businesses. One of them,
FUNimation Productions, Inc., syndicates the
DragonBall cartoon (check your local listings),
which he promises will be the next big hit. Daniel
and his wife Julie have two daughters, Danielle,
seven, and Ellen, two.

"Bill Shea '83 (Wiess; BA.) also attended
John's funeral. Bill's working as a geologist with
Exxon in Houston, and he and his wife Suzanne
have two children, Haley, two, and Charlie, six
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months. Bill coordinated with the Rice Office of
Development to set up a memorial fund in
John's name at Rice. You may send your contri-
butions to the 'Geology & Geophysics General
Support Fund, In Memory of John P. Giltner.'

"Finally, after I graduated from Rice, I went
to UT Law School, where I finished in 1987.
Except for two years working for a judge in
Washington, D.C., I've been earning a living
working as a patent lawyer at Arnold, White &
Durkee in Houston ever since."

Elif Selvili (Brown; B.S.) writes: "Having en-
dured years of ridicule from my liberal friends for
being in the business of 'death and destruction'
(a.k.a. defense industry), I finally decided that I
had enough. After surviving the last crightsizing'
and seeing all my good friends get rightsizcd
right out the door, I decided to call it quits and
do something a little less stressful like spending
the summer at the Santa Monica Beach. I am not
sure what kind of industry would even want a
former program manager from a defense com-
pany, but I guess I will find out when I start
looking. However, first thing on the agenda is a
long road trip with my husband through Ariz.,
N.Mex., Texas, and La., then a few weeks in
Turkey, sailing on the Aegean. As always, friends
are welcome to drop in and visit us in Los
Angeles. My phone number is (310) 473-8870."

1005
Class Recorder:
David Phillips
23 Fendall Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22304-6328
E-mail: confound@nicom.com

Class recorder David Phillips (Wiest; B.A.)
sends the following letter from Boris Jezic (Wiess;
BA.):

"Had a wonderful trip home in May, starting
with a few days in Chicago with my parents, who
drove down from their home in Mich. Saw
classmate Ross Rhone (Wiest; BA., 1986) and
his wife Lauren one evening. The Rhoncs are
moving, and Ross has a new job that requires
loads of travel, so I felt lucky to gets dinner date!
And I thought I was busy...

"By chance I came across basketball star
Dennis Rodman's book signing party at a down-
town Chicago store. The mob scene was reminis-
cent of huge crowds greeting the pope or a head
of state, largely because Rodman arrived in a
silver evening gown and pink feather boa. Only
in America!

"Following a solo scuba diving trip at
Roatan Island in Honduras, I concluded my
vacation with dear pals Barry Nicholson '86
(Wiest; B.S.) and Pepe Sorocta '84 (Lovett;
B.A.) on Miami's South Beach. This was a sort of
reunion that had the makings of an MTV Spring
Break extravaganza except that Pepe got sun-
burned, had cookies and milk, and went to bed
early. Yeah, really.

"A month later, I still feel rejuvenated and
thank all those who make my U.S.A. trips very
memorable. Life in Italy continues to be a great
experience, despite the women, food, and wine.
I hope some more Rice folks make it to Milan to
share the experience. Thus far, Fred Gradin
(Baker; B.A.) and Max Laun '83 (Lovett; BA.)
are the only Rice grads who have made the trip,
and, for a couple of married guys, I must admit
they are still a couple of genuine party beasts. I'm
proud to have been associated with Rice and ten
years later am still enjoying the ride! My number
is 011(39) (2) 7000 4599, so go ahead and give
me a buzz."

Lydia Temonia (Baker; B.A., 1987) writes:
"After reading the last Sallyport, I realized that it
has been at least ten years since my last contact
with most of the old gang at Rice. To update:
after graduating from U. of Houston Law School,
where I was in the same section and suffered
through some of the same law professors with
Evelyn Terrell '88 (Brown; B.A.), I now own a
mortgage company in Mobile, Ala., my home-
town.

"I've kept up with a few of the old Bakerites,
namely Laurie Kyle (Baker) and Rodney Turner
'83 (Baker; BA.). Laurie is now a teacher in
Dallas, where she received the Teacher of the
Year Award!!! Laurie and I are embarking on our
great summer of '96 trek to Yellowstone Park in
just a few days. Rodney is still living it up in
Germany, and we all refuse to believe that he is
ever returning to the states! For the past five
years, the three of us and some other notorious
folks (Lex Boterf [Baker; BA.] being one) have
been meeting in New Orleans for some major
holiday cheer, not to mention the major holiday
hangovers!

"I still manage to stay in touch via e-mail
with Todd Smith '86 (Lovett) and David Wil-
son '86 (Lovett; B.A., 1991). Todd is currently
in Dallas working in computer programming,
and I hear he has a really cool loft in Houston,
although 1 haven't spoken to a soul who's actu-
ally been there! David has his Ph.D. in biochem-
istry and has received some very prestigious job
offers, last 1 heard. Way to go, Dave!
"My old buddy Susan Balagna '86

( Hanszen; B.A.) has moved to Chicago and is
still in the law profession.

"I would really love to hear what some of the
rest of the old gang are up to. I understand
Cindy Winkler (Baker; BA.) is married and in
Calif., and Tracy Winn '87 (Baker; BA.) has a
baby! Whatever happened to Keith Kemper '87
(Hanszcn; B.Mus.)? Last I heard he was in N.Y.
Are these rumors or the real McCoy? Let us
know. I can be reached at Azalea Financial Ser-
vices, 351 Morgan Ave., Mobile, Ala. 36606."

Ellyn Landry Amador (Will Rice; B.A.) writes:
"On March 24, 1996, Gonzalo '84 (Wiess;
B.S.; B.A., 1985) and I celebrated the baptism of
our fourth daughter, Anita Michelle. Guests for
the occasion included Elizabeth (Beth) Wastler-
Bruno (Will Rice; BA.; B.Arch., 1988), Selina
(Sissy) Serna (Will Rice; BA.), Martin
Wietlentneier (Will Rice; B.S.), Michele Field
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Vobach (Hanszcn; BA.), and Stephen
Vobach (Baker; B.A.).

"Since I seem to be the de facto
secretary of this group, I will get you all
Up to speed on our activities. Anita
Michelle, six months, joins Sara Eliza-
beth, three, Selina Elise, five, and Teresa
Marie, seven. Gonzalo is still with Texas
Instruments designing semicondutor as-
sembly equipment and is a bicycling ma-
niac. I continue to work as an architect
when I have work and as a mom when I
don't.

"Beth and her husband Bias have an
architectural practice in Maine and are
expecting their first child in late Dec.
Sissy and Martin have relocated from Vt.
to Austin and are expecting their first
child in early Dec. Sissy works as an
assistant controller for Whole Foods and
gets to come up to Dallas on a regular
basis, so we are actually able to see each
Other fairly often. Martin works for a
heart valve company whose name escapes
mc at the moment. They have bought a
house built in the twenties and are currently in
the middle of adding on. Michele and Steve live
just a mile or so from us. Steve is working as a
Psychiatrist, and Michele is a vp with Goldman
Sachs. They are not expecting, but they do have
two new Labrador puppies and a pool under
construction.

"I hope that this letter inspires some more of
our classmates to write in. We would like to hear
from the Class of '85."

Class Recorder:
Greg Marshall
6320 Main #I82
Houston, TX 77005
(713) 666-RICE
E-mail: gmarshalerice.edu

Class recorder Greg Marshall (Baker; B.A.)
reports:

Becky Nelson (Baker; B.A.) and Sue
Krueger (Baker; B.A.) remind their fellow Baker
alumni (all class years) that a Baker reunion is
Planned for Fri., Nov. 1, after the Homecoming
Bonfire at Baker Commons, 8 P.M. Friends,
fellowship, and some form of beverage, no doubt.
Kiddies welcome.

Alan Thompson ( Baker; B.A.) and Sarah
Wayland '85 ( Baker; B.A.) report: "We have
officially been married for ten entire years! To
celebrate, we had a backyard barbecue attended
by family and friends—an astonishing number of
the friends arc Rice alumni! Some of the alumni
We have met since being at Rice, others are old
friends from way back when.

"Coming from the Boston area were Valerie
Rohy '88 (Baker; B.A.), Steve Blackstock
(Baker; B.A.), and Steve's wife Tami Jones.
Valerie is finishing up her Ph.D. in English
literature at Tufts U., and Steve is working
developing digital cameras at LeafSystems. Margi
Wald ( Baker; B.A.) flew up from Knoxville,
Tenn., where she teaches English at the U. of
Tenn. David Wiley (Hanzen; B.S.) was another
Rice alumnus at our party who works for the
EPA, although his division is in Washington,
D.C., proper (or improper, depending on your
Perspective!).

"Other folks from the D.C. area included:
Keith Sartain (Hanzcn; B.A.) and Alice Parks
Sartain '85 (Hanzcn; BA.) and their children
(William, Emily, and Elizabeth), Mike Leppala

1986

Members of the D.C. volunteer group

'87 ( Baker; B.A. ) and Becky Neudecker-Leppala
'87 (Baker; B.A.), John Miles (Sid Rich; B.S.),
and David Gilliam '64 (Will Rice; B.A.; M.S.,
1967) and his wife Peggy. Keith and Alice
Sartain just moved to Md. last fall. Keith is
working for Hewitt Assoc. as a consulting pen-
sion actuary, and Alice is licensed as a veterinar-
ian in D.C., Va., and Md. but wants to recover
from the birth of Elizabeth before starting to
practice. Mike Leppala is working for the Dept.
of Justice as a lawyer, and Becky Lcppala just
started a job doing research with Consumer's
Union (a.k.a. Consumer Reports). They just cel-
ebrated their fifth wedding anniversary and so
have determined that it is now safe to tell Rice
alumni! John Miles is working at the Smithsonian
at the Air & Space Museum, but he's moving to
the Bay Area soon to start a job with Lockheed
Martin. David Gilliam works with Alan at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology.

"We also got phone calls during the party
from Richard Wells (Baker; B.A.) and Dr. and
Mrs. Kurtzman (masters of Baker '79-'84). Ri-
chard lives in Concord, Mass., with his wife
Kathleen Bailey and his son, Peter, and has his
own business as a computer and Web guru. Dr.
K. went to St. Louis in 1986 to head the music
dept. but left that role in 1992 and is now simply
professor of music. Kathi teaches piano full time
in the music dept. at WU. People who couldn't
attend included John Gray '83 (Baker; B.A.)
and Theresa Coughlin (Baker; B.A.). John is
working in the Dept. of Commerce, and Theresa
is a tax manager at Price Waterhouse and is due
to get married to Mark Mondragona June 1!

"Alan and 1 are living in Riverdale, Md.
(inside the beltway that encircles D.C., just south
of College Park). Alan works at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology as a re-
search physicist, and I am in neurology at the U.
of Md. School of Medicine as a cognitive psy-
chologist/psycholinguist (q'est que c'est). It's
been a great ten years, and here's to many more!"

Susan Murphey, M.D. (Wiess; B.A.), writes:
"Just back from not one but two mission trips
with the teenagers from Houston's First Presby-
terian Church youth group who went to Reynosa,
Mexico, and Santo Domingo, Dominican Re-
public, to build houses and a school. My only real
souvenirs are new muscles, calluses, and a tan.
(Oh, and concrete burns!) Working as a locum
=ens (temporary) doc for the county clinics
while considering my next professional move.

Happy that St. Arnold's Brewery hasn't
sold out to a corporation yet. Regina
Cavanaugh-Murphy '87 (Wiess; B.A.)
and her hubby Jim '90 (Wiess; B.A.) are
expecting their second child in the next
six weeks, but by the time this is printed,
you'll have missed the due-date betting
pool."

David Wiley also sent pictures, along
with this: "On May 11, more than fifteen
D.0 -area Rice alumni took part in the
annual ̀Serve-a-thon,' a citywide volun-
teer day targeting public schools. The
Rice crew dug up flowerbeds and painted
rails, classrooms, and the most yellow
bathroom you've ever seen. Compared
to last year, we had twice as many alums,
twice as many margaritas afterward, and
even more fun while helping local kids.
See above photo L-R participants were:
(Front) Jeff Flack '85 (Lovett; B.S.),
Jen Bachman '94 (Baker; B.A.), Rob
Bachman '90 (Will Rice; B.A.; Ph.D.,
1994), and Oscar Castro '83 (Wiess;
B.S.). (Second Row) Sarah Wayland,

David Wiley, Selena Conncaly '93 (Hanszcn;
B.A.), and David Webber '93 ( Hanszen; B.A.).
(Third Row) Karen Ashby Flack ( Lovett; B.S.),
Nick Panaro '93 ( Ph.D.), and Sarah MMus '83
(Baker; B.A.). (Back) Andy Dressler (Lovett;
B.A.), Vick Fisher '85 (Will Rice; B.A.), Lisa
Struck '90 ( M.A.; Ph.D., 1994), Carol Becker
(mom ofScott [Will Rice ] ), and Mandy Doolittle
'71 (Jones; BA.)."

Can Jacobsen
Heynumn pictured in Course was pretty
Anchorage, Alaska challenging, includ-

ing eight miles of
'graded gravel' (translation: rocks and ruts).
Finishing time, three hours and fifty-nine min-
utes. Now off to the far cast. Please let everyone
know of this change of address. I'll try to see
them on Nov. 1 and 2 for our tenth reunion."
Cari's new address is Bob, Cari, Andrew, and
Allison Heymann, 7 Ming Tcck Park, Singapore
1024.

And from Joel Huerta '87 ( Hanszcn; B.A.)
we hear: "I'm finishing up a Ph.D. in American
studies at UT-Austin. I've also been spending
summers in rural Utah, where I teach at a board-
ing school. I live with my girlfriend Rebecca
Parker, a graduate of our sister school,
Swarthmore. Life is really good, and I don't
know what I'll be doing when I'm done with
school."

Carolyn "Carl"
Jacobsen Heymann
(Baker; B.A.) wrote
to provide a photo
taken in Alaska and
the following update:
"I ran the Mayor's
Midnight Sun Mara-
thon in Anchorage on
June 22. I was run-
ning the race for the
Leukemia Society of
America. My sup-
porters helped me
raise over $3,200,
and Iran the race (my
first!) on behalf of a
girl from N.J. who is
in remission. The

Brent (Will Rice; B.S.) and Annette Brucr
Tarver (Will Rice; B.A.) write: "Exxon's sale of
Friendswood Development Company left
Annette without a job just in time for the birth
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of Annslcy Kay Tarver on March 2,1996. Annsley
has a smile that positively sparkles, especially for
her big brother, Rob, who turned four just five
days after she was born. Much to our delight, he
really loves his sister. (He's even asked for an-
other one.) She's second only to sports in his
life—living with a four-year-old sports fanatic
keeps life interesting.

"Brent's employer, Cybcronics, has entered
into a purchase agreement with St. Jude Medi-
cal. We'll know more in Oct. about what the
future holds for us.

"In the meantime, we are staying busy with
our kids and with our volunteer commitments,
particularly to our church (First Christian-Hous-
ton) and to Rice. We would like to thank the
classmates who are working with us on the
Reunion Giving Campaign for the Class of 1986:
Scott Biddy (Sid Rich; BA.), Rob Buntin (Sid
Rich; B.S.), Jade York Burns (Will Rice; B.A.),
Pam Maguire Fahrenthold (Will Rice; BA.),
Curtis Fox (Jones; B.A.), Terrence Gee (Sid
Rich; BA.), Marsha Hill ( Brown; B.A.), Jenni-
fer Null Hua (Jones; B.A.), Chris Kohnhorst
(Sid Rich; B.A.), Sue Krueger ( Baker; BA.),
Will Leven (Hanszen; BA.), Sarah Duck
Loudermilk (Will Rice; B.A.), Greg Marshall
(Baker; B.A.), Becky Nelson (Baker; B A. ), Debs
Ramser (Will Rice; BA.), Dick Rozic (Will
Rice; B.S.), and Leticia Fernandez Trauber
(Brown; B A. )."

1M7
Class Recorder:
John Armstrong
1112 Highland
Houston, TX 77009
(713) 880-0447
E-mail: aorchard@ix.nctcom.com

Edward Thomas-
Herrera as Mondo

Edward°

Classnotes has
learned that Edward
Thomas-Herrera
(Lovett; B.Mus.) re-
cently wrote and per-
formed Mondo
Edwardo at the Live
Bait Theater in Chi-
cago. Thomas-
Herrera, a perfor-
mance poet, is well
known to many Chi-
cagoans as a regular
performer and has
twice represented the
city of Chicago at the
National Poetry Slam.
Mondo Edwardo fol-

lows the adventures of Thomas-Herrera as he
scans the planet for a change of scenery searching
for glamour, adventure, and romance.

Royce Ray (Will Rice; BA.) writes: "Jam pleased
to announce that on March 23, 1996,1 married
Michelle Katherine Jacobs at Holy Name of
Jesus Church in New Orleans. Michelle's uncle,
Bishop Sam Jacobs, officiated the ceremony. My
dad was the best man. Rich Dissly '88 (Will
Rice; BA.), Joe Uradnik '88 (Will Rice; BA.
and B.S.), Martin Sieclunann (Lovett; BA.;
M.B.A., 1990), and Kayhan Parsi (Will Rice;
B.A.) were groomsmen. We all had a great time!
It was a very special occasion to have my closest
friends in the world in attendance.

"Other Rice buddies in attendance were: Al
Grobmyer (Will Rice; B.S.), Drew Nachowiak
(Will Rice; BA.), and Paul O'Sullivan '88
(Will Rice; BA.).

"Michelle and I are living in Mobile, and I
am practicing law with Finkbohner and Lawler.
Our address is 6075 Grelot Road #70, Mobile,
Ala. 36609.

"Kayhan Parsi (who, by the way, is still in
school!) described meat the rehearsal dinner as
a 'force of nature.' After that and other Rice war
stories, Michelle hung in there and still married
me. Those of you who knew meat Rice will no
doubt appreciate it when I tell you Michelle is a
patient, kind, beautiful, and loving wife! She has
to be to put up with Will Rice College Class of
'87!"

Classnotes has learned that Dr. Marc Douglas
Norman (Ph.D.) is currently at Macquarie U. in
Sydney, Australia. A research fellow since 1994,
Norman is studying the evolution of magmas to
understand the processes occuring within the
Earth's interior. He is also conducting geologi-
cal research in Australia and Hawaii. Norman has
been employed by the Australian National U.,
Canberra, Australia; the U. of Hawaii, Hono-
lulu; and by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) in Houston. He now
serves on a NASA panel that reads and rates
proposals for research grants. While at NASA, he
coordinated research into rocks and soil samples
returned from the moon by Apollo astronauts.

Ethan Lee
(Sid Rich;
BA.) writes:
"I'm in my
last year of
the M.D./
Ph.D. pro-
gram at the
U. of Texas
Southwest-
ern Medical
Center at
Dallas (fi-

nally!). On March 30, 1996, 1 married Laurie
Anne Camp (Wiess; B.A.) in Dallas. Robert
Makar (Sid Rich; B.A.) was a groomsman in our
wedding. Our favorite Rice faculty member, Dr.
Kate Beckingham, was able to attend along with
husband Dr. Bruce Weisman and daugthcr Cara.
Other Rice graduates who attended the festivi-
ties included Dr. Thuy Nguyen (Jones; BA.)
and Dr. Michelle Conde Im '88 (Brown; B.A.).

"Laurie graduated from the M.D./Ph.D.
program in Dallas on June 1, 1996. After I
graduate in the summer of 1997, we will begin
postdoctoral research fellowships."

Lynn Thomas Meritt (Lovett; B.A.) writes:
"Since it's been nine years since I graduated from
Rice, I thought it would be a good time to write
and give a brief update. After graduating in
1987,! joined Campus Crusade for Christ's high
school ministry, Student Venture. I've worked
with students in Boulder, Colo, San Diego,
Calif., and Orlando, Fla. On Aug. 8, 1992, 1
married Dave Mcritt, an electrical engineering
major who graduated from Oreg. State U. in
1988. He also works for Student Venture. We
had our first child, Justin Keith, on April 20,
1996. He is a great baby! If anyone wants to
write, we can be reached at 12503 Newfield Dr.,
Orlando, Fla. 32837. Our e-mail address is
<dmeritteccci.org>."

Ethan and Laurie Camp Lee

1988
Class Recorder:
Jim Humes
1426 47th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 566-5003
E-mail: Jimhumeseaol.com

Lynne Hsu Xavier (Will Rice; BA.) writes:
"Aaack! I can't believe I did something so
airheaded. In the spring issue of Sallyport, I
waxed enthusiastic about the various Rice alumni
and associates that attended my wedding. But
two of the most important members of the cast
were inexplicably omitted: my sister, Mia Hsu
Burton '90 (Jones; BA.), and brother-in-law,
Kenneth Burton '90 (Brown; BA.). (I don't
know how they got left out of the photo, too....)
Mia honored me by being matron of honor, and
Ken performed ably as her escort and as general
troubleshooter.

"They are currently living in upstate N.Y.,
where Mia is a practicing attorney at Harter,
Sccrcst, and Emery, and Ken is a Ph.D. candidate
at Cornell in applied materials science. So for
those of you who read my last Sallyport submis-
sion and wondered what happened to Mia and
Ken, rest assured that they arc alive and well. It's
just that her sister is a space cadet. Mea culpa,
mca culpa. (Although on the plus side for her, I
now owe her big time.)"

Classnotes has learned that Stephanie Kozinski
(Jones; B.S.) received an Arjay Miller Scholar
award for placing academically in the top 10
percent of her M.B.A. class at Stanford
University's Graduate School of Business. Named
in honor of former dean Miller, recipients re-
ceived their awards from Miller following
Stanford's university-wide commencement.

James Phorne
(Jones; BA.) has
been promoted to
production super-
intendent for Mrs
Baird's Bakeries,
Inc., in the Dallas
plant. Prior to his
new position,
Phorne was sani-
tation superinten-
dent. He has been
with Mrs Baird's
since 1988, start-
ing in Houston in
the production
department. He
transferred to the Dallas bakery in
married and has two children.

Jame. Phorne

1993. He is

Misha Laird (Hanszen; B.A.; B.Arch., 1990)
and Stephen Klimas ( Baker; B.A.; B.Arch., 1990)
write: "This announcement is long overdue; but,
perhaps, better late than never!

"It was definitely our most memorable trip
through the campus, as 1 directed a friend on
how to cut through Rice to get to the Methodist
Hospital, with Steve in close pursuit behind us.
We arrived a short thirty minutes before our first
baby, Kipling Bayne, came into the world. Penny
Bennett, C.N.M., '73 (Brown; BA.) of the
Baylor Midwifery Services officially 'caught'
Kipling, who weighed in at 7 lbs. 4 oz. All the
excitement happened on June 7, 1995, my thir-
tieth birthday!

"By the end of the year, two more babies
were born to our architecture classmates of '88:

"Cassia Elizabeth Patel, born July 20, 1995,
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to Christine Bruckner (Will Rice; BA.; B.Arch.,
1990) and Swaroop Patel ( Lovett; BA.; B.Arch.,
1990) of N.Y. City.

"Owen Harmon Corser, born Nov. 10,1995,
to Kristen Minor (Lovett; B.A.; B.Arch., 1990)
and Nathan Corscr, also of N.Y. City.

"We celebrate the expansion and the contin-
ued friendship of our archi studio 'family,' espe-
cially as we mourn the loss ofMyriam Bellazoug
(Jones; B A. )."

Class Recorder:
David H. Nathan
2323 McClendon
Houston, TX 77030
(713) 668-1712
E-mail: dnathanatenet.edu

Philip J. Briggs (Jones; B.A.; B.Arch., 1991)
writes: "Greetings to my long-lost comrades!
Five years have passed, so I guess it's about time
to tell everyone what has become of me since I
finished up my B.Arch. in '91. After visiting
family in England and blanketing a few cities
with my resume, I packed up the car and moved
to Minn., where I was soon baptized by a thirty-
inch snowstorm! For about four years, I was at a
small architectural firm, working on a variety of
commercial and institutional building projects.
This spring I have taken a position as project
architect at BRW Elness Architects, a larger firm
that specializes in multihousing and commercial
projects.

"I live just a few blocks from Mark '86
(Jones; B.A.; B.Arch., 1989) and Diana
Tuchman Burgess ( Wiess; B.A.), and we fre-
quently get together for a beer or pancakes or to
move large appliances up and down three flights
of stairs. Other Rice people I have seen over the
past few years include former roomic Jim
Whitehurst (Jones; BA.), Stephanie Smith
'92 (Hanszcn; BA.), Paula Perry '91 (Jones;
BA.), and Holden Shannon '85 (Wiess; BA.).
In May I finally took a bona fide vacation to the
N.Y. area, where I spent an afternoon under
cherry trees in Brooklyn with Suzy Feinberg
(Wiess; B.A.) and danced around a maypole in
Conn. with Jon Ferstenberg (Lovett; BA.).

"My new address is: 2120 Aldrich Ave. S.
#302, Minneapolis, Minn. 55405; telephone
(612 )874-1184; e-mail <pbrigebrwmsp.com>."

Gayle Ayers (Lovett; B.A.) writes: "My goal for
the next six months is to not make any major life
milestones. In the last year I've moved, started a
new job, completed a Ph.D., gotten a raise,
gotten married, and moved again.

"Last Aug. I was busily packing and wrap-
ping up details at Ohio State U. in Columbus so
that I could move to Va. and start a job as a
technical support engineer fora speech technol-
ogy firm in Washington, D.C., Entropic Re-
search Laboratory, Inc. I get the full range of
questions, from classic questions from custom-
ers who are not exactly computer literate to
complex data analysis questions. It's a great mix
of using my linguistics education and my general
problem-solving skills. During the fall, I was
working part time as! finished writing my disser-
tation. I defended in Nov. and filed just before
New Year's to become a full-fledged Ph.D. in
linguistics.

"A month after! was officially no longer a
student, Tim Elam asked me to marry him. We
met many years ago when I had a summer job at
the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington,
D.C., and we have been friends of one kind or

another ever since. We were married on June 15,
1996, ins garden wedding at my parents' house
in Va. Margaret Jelinek '91 (Hanszcn; B.A.)
was my maid of honor, and her fiancé David
Lewis '92 (Will Rice; BA.) took tons of great
pictures. Tim and I are looking forward to their
wedding in N.J. on Sept. 1. Other Rice friends
attending were Antha Adkins '88 (Lovett; BA.
and B.S.; M.E.E., 1989), Frank Davies '88
(Lovett; B.A. and B.S.; M.E.E., 1989), and their
six-month-old son George, Karen Bemis '88
(Baker; BA.), Doug Bonar '88 (Lovett; B.A.),
and Randy Story '87 (Lovett; BA.). We missed
June Kobayashi '90 (Lovett; B.S.), who was
working in Australia. We honeymooned in Ber-
muda. Now we are home working on home
improvement projects and merging our belong-
ings into a combined household. Am I Mrs.
William Timothy Elam, even though I didn't
change my name? Too confusing? Just call us
Drs. Elam and Ayers, the way Margaret does, or
Dr. Tim and Dr. Gayle, as the neighbor kids do!
E-mail and phone calls welcome:
<ayers@entropic.com>, (703) 780-5227."

Class Recorder:
Jennifer Cooper
1616 Ridgewood
Houston, TX 77006
(713) 523-6549 or
(713) 523-2089
E-mail: flickababeeaol.com

Pat Martin (Jones; B.A.) writes: "On March 30,
1996, I was honored to be a groomsman at the
wedding of Bill Viereck '89 (Jones; B.A.) and
Jill Peterson in Houston. It was a beautiful
ceremony and reception, and a good time was
had by all (especially by me, who, being neither
the best man nor an usher, had the easiest job in
the house). The festivities even included a re-
hearsal dinner at Cohen House! Talk about
flashbacks.... •

"The other monkey suits were occupied by
best •mang' Evan Will '91 (Jones; B.A.) and
groomsmen Rob Barber '89 (Jones), Ray Shea
'86 (Sid Rich; BA.; M.C.S., 1988), and Chris
Johnson. Lots of Rice folks were in attendance,
including Elaine Howard (Lovett; BA.), Gina
Andre '84 (Wiess; B.A.; B.Arch., 1986), Bill
Jones '89 (Hanszen; B.A.), Alex Mafinin '86
(Jones; BA.), Laura Healey Malinin (Jones;
B.A.), and even Jeff Matthews '86 (Jones;

on vacation from his job in Perth, Austra-
lia.

"As for me, after a few years working as a
technical writer in Houston, I entered the legal
dodge and am now halfway through a two-year
position as a briefing attorney with the Texas
Thirteenth Court of Appeals in Corpus Christi.
I'm in at least sporadic contact with several Rice
people, including Kevin Dietz '89 ( Jones; B.A. ),
an attorney for West Texas Legal Services in
Amarillo, Erin McGilvray '88 (Jones; B.A.),
who lives in Austin and works way, way too hard
doing I know not what (although she has ex-
plained it to me more than once), and Mike
Moorehead '89 (Jones; B.S.), an engineer for
Conoco in Houston.

"Anyone with a question, an answer, career
advice, an encouraging word, or just a good
vegetarian recipe can write me at 5757 South
Staples St., Apt. 1608, Corpus Christi, Texas
78413, or call me at (512) 992-3811."

Jon Rasich and Dave Young with Benjamin
Thomas Rasich and Anjuli Christine Young

Sarah Bellavance Rasich (Will Rice; B.A.) writes:
"I decided that since I had this cute little picture
I'd send a dual birth announcement. Pictured
are Jon Rasich '89 (Will Rice; BA.) and Dave
Young (Will Rice; B.S.) exhibiting their off-
spring. On the left is Benjamin Thomas Rasich,
born April 30, 1996, and on the right is Anjuli
Christine Young, born Dec. 29, 1995 (a tax
break baby). Ben and Anjuli are becoming fast
friends as the Rasiches and Youngs see quite a bit
of each other.

"Jon returned to Booz Allen and Hamilton
in the summer of 1995 after receiving his M.B.A.
from the Kellogg School at Northwestern U. and
marrying me. I also received an M.A. before
tying the knot. I was in the department of art
history at the U. of Md. and just left my job at the
Dallas Museum of Art to hang out with Ben.

"Dave Young is still with Andersen Consult-
ing, while Pampee Paul Young ( Brown; B.A.) is
still hard at work on her M.D./Ph.D. We also see
Andy Tucker '92 (Will Rice; BA.) and Dan
Moore (Sid Rich; B.A.) every third Sun. or so
when everyone gets together with other Dallas
friends for our book club meetings. Drew
Nachowiak '87 (Will Rice; B.A.) is also in Dallas
lawycring away. Gene Bellavance '89 ( Lovett;
BA.) and Emily Bellavance '95 (Will Rice;
BA.) have made brief sojourns to Dallas to visit
their new nephew. Gene is working near Cleve-
land for Gaylord Container and puttering about
in his new house while Emily has been at home
in Salisbury, Md., finishing up some
postbaccalaureate premed stuff."

Giselle D. "Gigi" Kiperman ( Jones; BA.)
writes: "I would like to let all my friends from
Rice know what I've been up to these last six
years. After graduating from Rice, I completed
my master's in public health at UT-Houston.
Shortly after that, I moved up to N.Y. to start
work on my Ph.D. in sociomcdical sciences at
Columbia U., where I hope to get my doctorate
at the end of '97. In the meantime, I got married
(finally!) to my longtime, long-distance love of
my life, Oscar Mangini '86 ( Hanszen; BA.), on
Sept. 12, 1993. Tons of Jones and other assorted
Rice people attended the event, and the 'wonder
triplets' were together again: (Ana Blaclunon
[Jones; B.A.], Carol Lynn Trippitelli [Jones;
BA., 1991], and me).

"Soon after his graduation, Oscar moved up
to N.Y. City to work on his M.B.A. at N.Y.U.,
which he finished in '89, and then went on to
work for Kraft General Foods.

"Since Jan. '94, we have been living in Mi-
ami, Fla. Oscar now works for MasterCard Inter-
national in their Latin America and Caribbean
office and manages the Caribbean and Central
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America regions. I'm busy working on my disser-
tation and teaching anthropology at the U. of
Miami.

"We would love to hear from fellow Owls
living in the South Fla. area or just passing
through. We can be reached at (305) 931-8404
or through e-mail at <gdk3@columbia.edu>
(Gigi) or <ojmanginieworldnet.att.net> (Os-
car). Best regards to everyone."

Jon and HiUary Freeman

Hillary Weiss
Freeman (Will
Rice; B.A.) writes:
"I finally decided
the time has come
to write about
what has been go-
ing on in my life.
In 1994 I gradu-
ated from the U.
of Miami with a
master's degree in
physical therapy. I
am presently
working for
Mount Sinai
Medical Center in
Miami Beach at a
geriatric orthope-
dic outpatient fa-
cility. I am enjoy-
ing my profession

very much, and I am working as a supervisor of
physical therapy.

"On Dec. 23,1995, Jon Freeman and I were
married in a beautiful ceremony on Miami Beach.
We honeymooned for a short time in Jamaica
and continued our honeymoon in Greece this
past Sept. Jon, who is an attorney, and I had gone
to both junior high and high school together but
had never spoken to each other until 1993 when
we began dating. How's that for ironic? Rice
alumni in our wedding party included my brother
Richard '92 (Will Rice; BA.) and his wife Kelly
Maxey Weiss '92 (Will Rice; BA.). They have a
house in Austin. Jon and I reside in Miami Beach
with our three cats and a big dog.

"We hope to see everyone at our tenth
reunion in 2000. If anyone wants to give us a call
before then,.our number is (305) 861-6910."

Mark Schwabacher (Sid Rich; B.A.) writes: "I
just finished my Ph.D. in computer science at
Rutgers. My thesis is on the application of arti-
ficial intelligence to engineering design. I'm
about to start working at the National Institute
of Standards and Technology in Gaithersburg,
Md. (near D.C.). My new address is: 826C
Gallop Hill Rd., Gaithersburg, Md. 20879, (301)
947-0554, <mark.schwabacherenist.gov>."

Class Recorders:
Ross Goldberg
410 5th St. NE, Apt. 6
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 547-3382 (home)
(410) 712-7428 (work)
E-mail: goldbergtklark.net

Shelley Overholt
7900 Cambridge 10-1C
Houston, TX 77054-5524
(713) 796-8078
E-mail: soverholethesis I .med.
uth.tmc.edu
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Class recorder Ross Goldberg (Hanszen; B.A.)
sends the following letters:

Keith Tipton (Brown; B.A.) writes: "I have
enjoyed for a few years my chance to see what my
old friends are doing, and now I think it's time to
admit what I've done with myself.

"After graduating in 1993 (though my ring
says 1991, a long story to be sure) with my B.A.
in physics, I worked at M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center for a while until being admitted into
Houston Independent School District's Alter-
native Certification Program, which was being
hounded by a local TV reporter's investigative
team for fraud and other misconduct. Somehow
the program and I survived the scrutiny, and I
became certified to teach secondary-level phys-
ics.

"I am now teaching in the Klein School
District, in a suburb north of Houston. After
some soul-searching, I am convinced that I will
stay with teaching for quite a long time.

"I ran into Brandon Brown '92 (Brown;
BA.) in Spokane last summer at the American
Association of Physics Teachers meeting. He was
sent by his physics department to stay abreast of
new developments and to hobnob with bigwigs.
He is a grad student at Oreg. State, if I recall
correctly.

"I correspond with Bryan Kite '90 (Sid
Rich; B.A.) by e-mail. He is looking for a job so
his Wharton M.B.A. can be put to good use.

"The most interesting thing that has hap-
pened to mc is that someone got credit in my
name and spent $5,000 before the bank called
and asked ill had received my card. It has taken
two years to fix that mess, and the bank still
reports that I owe the money from time to time.

"I was saddened to see that Gretchen Bort
George '90 (Brown; BA.) passed away for un-
known reasons, and I am still grieving for Meg
Perkins (Brown; B.A.). Our class has had some
good people die young. Maybe we should con-
sider a special scholarship in their honor.

"My address for awhile is 211 Dominion
Park Dr., #825, Houston, Texas 77090. My e-
mail address should last until I retire
<kctiptonetenet.edu>."

H. Calvin Brooks III (Wiess; B.A.) writes:
"It's time for a quick update, especially given the
fact that these past five years have passed so
quickly.

"I graduated from the U. of Ala. School of
Medicine in May 1995 after spending two years
in Birmingham doing basic sciences and then
two years doing clinical rotations in Huntsville.
Upon completion of medical school, I moved to
Peoria, Ill., to do a four-year combined residency
in internal medicine/pediatrics (two years in
each).

"Although I did not swim much during that
four years at medical school, I am now working
out more consistently than I have since I left
Rice.

"While on the residency trail, I did run into
some former Rice classmates, including Mary
Roth (Sid Rich; B.A. ), Robert Anderson (Wiess;
BA.), Rosa Arzola (Wiess; B.A.), and Nathan
Tiller (Lovett; B.A.). lam also looking forward
to seeing Kenneth Foreman (Hanszen; B.A.)
and his wife in Chicago. He was married in
Houston last year.

"If any of you are in the area (e.g., St. Louis,
Chicago, Indianapolis), please write or call. My
address is 7150 N. Terra Vista Dr., #107, Peoria,
III. 61614. My phone number is (309) 691-
8140. "

Class recorder Shelley Overholt (Jones; B.A.)
sends the following note from Samantha
Hendren (Lovett; B.A.):

Samantha writes: "I graduated from Yale
Medical School on May 27 and began my surgi-
cal residency at Duke July 1. My new address is
602 Remington Circle, Durham, N.C. 27705,
telephone (919) 383-4739, and e-mail
<Hendr0100MC.dukc.edu>."

Alice Green Lotto '94 (Will Rice; B.A.) and
Mark Lotto (Sid Rich; BA.) write: "We were
married in Evergreen, Colo., on July 5, 1996.
The rainstorm broke just in time for the moun-
tain lakeside ceremony. Members of the wed-
ding party included Ebrahim Keshavarz '89
(Sid Rich; BA.) and Dennis Kelley '90 (Sid
Rich; B.A.). The bride and groom left the wed-
ding via paddleboat under sunny skies and hon-
eymooned along the Oreg. coast. (They didn't
paddle the entire way!)

"Alice and Mark make their home in Fort
Collins, Colo. Alice will complete her master's
degree from Colo. State U. next year. She is
studying epidemiology, with her thesis focusing
on the spread of pneumonia among wild bighorn
sheep. Mark serves as principal for New West
Planning Consultants, a Fort Collins-based firm
providing services to builders and developers
seeking government approvals.

"Alice and Mark experience an occasional
craving for Chinese Café but arc more than
comfortable in their new surroundings. And did
you know that Colo, has more Rice alums per
capita than any state except Texas and N.Mex.?
Point being, it's great out here. If you're in the
neighborhood, find us at 2212 Vermont Dr.,
#D204, Fort Collins, Colo. 80525, or call us at
(970) 223-9897."

Laura J. Berryman Nagel (Jones; B.S.) writes:
"Hi everyone! I am writing to let you know that
I have completed my Ph.D. in materials science
at Caltech. I have moved back to Texas to take a
position as assistant professor at West Texas
A&M in Canyon, Texas. My new address is 3308
Eddy St., Apt. # 221, Amarillo, Tcxas 79109;
telephone (806) 356-0796."

1992
Class Recorder:
Tom Farnen
275 13th St. NE, Apt. #309
Atlanta, GA 30309

Classnotcs has learned that Marine 1st Lt. Gabriel
Calvetti (Wiess; B.A.) has recently completed a
six-month deployment to the Persian Gulf with
the ground combat element of the fifteenth
Marine Expeditionary Unit as part of the USS
Peleliu Amphibious Ready Group. One of nearly
two thousand marines, Calvetti participated in
several multinational exercises with forces from
Kuwait, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates.
Upon returning to Camp Pendleton, Calif , he
received the Navy and Marine Corps Commen-
dation Medal for superior performance of duty.
Because of his initiative in making significant
contributions to the accomplishment of the
command's mission, Calvetti was honored with
the award.

Shannon Paul Hancock (Brown; B.S.) writes:
"I got married to Amy Roc of Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
last Oct. (1995) and am lovin' life. Just started a
family practice in May. I'm helping to maintain
the health and welfare of the men and women
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Did you forget something?
The Campanile office has many copies of the 1992, '93, and '94

yearbooks still available. If you neglected to pick up your copy

and would like one shipped to you, please give us a call at (713)

527-6097, or e-mail us at <bevin@rice.edu>. Don't forget to check

out our Web site at <http://www.rice.edu/campanile>. Hurry,

offer good while supplies last!

Out there whose job it is to control and exploit air
and space in the national interest."

Timothy McDowell (Sid Rich; B.S.) writes: "A
lot has happened to me since I graduated. I
received my M.S. in mechanical engineering
from the U. of Wisc.-Madison in 1993. After a
short break working in Dayton, Ohio, I returned
to Madison, where I am now a partner in an
engineering firm. Partly because of my eight
different addresses since graduation, I have lost
touch with most people from Rice. My latest
address (and, hopefully, to remain for awhile) is
7429 Old Sauk Rd., #8, Madison, Wisc. 53717,
telephone (608) 827-6223, e-mail
<mcdowellera.me.wisc.edu>."

1M3
Class Recorder:
Mimi Hu
906 Oakley, Apt. #3
Houston, TX 77006
(713) 529-2956
E-mail: mhuethesisl.med.uth.
tmc.cdu

Class recorder Mimi Hu (Jones; B.S.) sends the
following:

Well, there has been a change in my plans. I
am not going to Temple U. Medical School as I
noted in the previous Classnotes. I decided to
stay in Houston and attend the UT-Houston
Health Science Center. I received some great
advice from Mark Ambler '94) Baker; B.A.) and
Dacia Hammerick Napier (Baker; B.A.), who
arc already at UT, about the school. I'm really
excited about staying here. Please keep in touch.
My new addresses, mailing and e-mail, are listed
above.

Geoffrey Coram (Jones; B.A. and M.E.E.)
writes: "Susan Gruel Coram ( Jones; B.A.;
B.Arch., 1995) and I were married Aug. 12,
1995, in her hometown of Butte, Mont. We
Were happy that the following Rice friends could
make it all the way up there: Cathy Cabrera
( B.A.), Joe Eaton ( B.S.), Mischa Gregory
(B.A.), and Mike Kiefer (B.A.), all Jones; Chris
Nixon (Wicss; B.A.; B.Arch., 1995), Amy
Wheeler '92 (Wicss; B.A.), and Joanna Winters
96 (Jones; B.A.).
"We now live in Cambridge, Mass. I am a

graduate student in electrical engineering at
MIT, and Susan works at Imai/Keller Archi-
tects. We can be reached at (617) 577-5719 or
<gjeoramemitedu>."

Classnotes has learned that Gaurav Arora (Baker;
B.A.) will serve as class treasurer for 1996-97 at
Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.

Classnotes has learned that Marine 1st Lt. Sean
A. Mueller (Baker; B.A.) has recently departed
from Norfolk, Va., for a six-month deployment
to the Mediterranean Sea with the 24th Marine
Expeditionary Unit. Mueller will be aboard the
ships of the USS Saipan Amphibious Ready
Group.

1E1
Class Recorder:
MaryAnn McKibben Dana
5525 Chaucer #1
Houston, TX 77005
(713) 524-4581 (home)
(713) 523-6737 (work)
E-mail: mamerice.edu

Class recorder MaryAnn McKibben Dana
(Hanszen; B.A.) sends the following from Paul
Schleuse (Sid Rich; BA. and B.Mus.).

Paul writes: "I am living in N.Y. City and
still wallowing in academia; I just finished an
M.Mus. in composition at Manhattan School of
Music in May, and in the fall I'll be starting a
Ph.D. at the City University of N.Y., studying
composition with David Del Tredici. This sum-
mer I'm in Aspen, Colo., for the second year for
the Aspen Music Festival's Composition
Masterclass.

"I'll also be spending several hours each day
on a bicycle, training for the Boston-to-N.Y.
AIDS ride, a four-day, three hundred-mile event
in Sept. (Unfortunately, they don't include a
chugging division.) The ride will raise money for
organizations providing AIDS services and HIV
prevention programs in N.Y.C.; anyone inter-
ested in sponsoring me should get in touch!

"I'm in contact with several Rice alums in
the N.Y.C. area. Bill Kelley '93 (Lovett; BA.)
is living in Sunnyside, Queens, and studying
urban planning at N.Y.U. Brad Smith '93
(Lovett; BA.) and Stan Hsuc '93 (Brown;
BA.) arc working in town this summer after Yale
Law School. Erik Leidal (Sid Rich; B.A. and
B.Mus.) is getting his master's in musicology at
the U. of N.C. at Chapel Hill and is summering
in Vienna once again.

"I am to be found at 235 W. 22nd St. #6Z,
New York, N.Y. 10011, (212) 243-3892."

Kristen Copeland (Lovett; BA.) writes: "I am
writing from the great state of Ala., where I have

not been too lucky in my search for fellow Rice
grads—which I guess makes sense because Rice
grads would be too smart to move to Ala. (No,
actually it's not that bad.) lam about to enter my
second year of medical school at the U. of Ala. in
Birmingham, and I thought I'd take this oppor-
tunity to write about my vacation this spring,
since it doesn't look like I'll be having many
interesting vacations to write about for the next
three years!

"In March I traveled with Steve Johns '92
(Lovett; B.A. and B.S.) to Buenos Aires, Argen-
tina, to visit James ̀J' Fudge '95 (Lovett; B.S.)
and Carrie Fried '92 (Hanszen; BA.), who
have just spent the last year living there. It was
quite a Rice reunion when we met up with Kara
Kane (Hanszen; B.A.), whose visit overlapped
with ours. Wisdom gained from the trip: South
Americans don't know how to drive, but they
sure know how to dance until the wee hours of
the morning! For more details about our trip or
about our exciting lives in Birmingham, Ala.,
contact Steve or me at (205) 414-9353. Or you
can get the real scoop from J, who has since
returned and is looking for a job in Houston, or
Carrie, who will be attending graduate school at
the U. of Va. this fall.

"If you're ever driving through Ala. on your
way to bigger and better places, please pay us a
visit!" Kristen's address is 1422 Manhattan St.,
Homewood, Ala. 35209, or e-mail
<kacopelandabosco.meis.uab.edu>.

Kenneth J. Stanley (Lovett; B.A.) has been
chosen to serve as class representative for 1996-
97 at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.

Classnotes has learned that Suneel Chilukuri
(Sid Rich; B.A.) will serve as coordinator of admis-
sions activities for the 1996-97 second-year class
at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.

1995
Class Recorder:
Francisco Morales
2306 Wickersham #1600
Austin, TX 78741
(512) 389-3762
E-mail: moralesemaiLutcxas.edu

Classnotes has learned that Peter Yijoon Jung
(Sid Rich; BA.) has been chosen to serve as
coordinator of admissions activities for 1996-97
at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.

Classnotes has
learned that Noemi
Dominguez (Will
Rice; BA.) is giving a
year of service to the
poor of Texas
through Volunteers
for Educational and
Social Services
(VESS).Domingucz,
an ancillary teacher/
libraryassistantforAll
Saints Catholic

Noemi Dominguez School in Fort
Worth, Texas, will work in schools, parishes, and
agencies. VESS, a program of the Texas Catholic
Conference, has sent missionaries from through-
out the U.S. to work with the poor of Texas.

Kim-Lan Tran ( Baker; B.A.) has been chosen to
serve as class representative for the 1996-97
second-year class at Baylor College of Medicine
in Houston.
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Bruce Schultz '76 (Baker;
B.A.; B.Arch., 1978) and
Kate Marcus '79 (Baker;
BA.) announce the birth of
their son, Isaac, on May 30.
Isaac joins twins, Eloise and
Madeline, born Sept. 20,
1994, as chief entertainment
for the doormen at a small
Manhattan apartment build-
ing. Bruce is still a private
banker at Chase Manhattan.
Kate left the New York Times
and tries to work between
baby's naps and feedings.

David Arndt '77 (Wicss;
B.S.; M.C.E., 1979 ) and wife
Phoebe Chin announce the
adoption of their daughter,
ICatheryn (Katy) Huajun
Chin Arndt. David and
Phoebe traveled in March to
Wuxi in the Jiangsu Prov-
ince of the People's Repub-
lic of China, where Katy was
born on Sept. 15, 1995, to
bring her home to Seattle,
Wash.

Susan Collings Abbey '80
(Jones; B.A.) and husband
Steve announce the birth of
their second son, Scott An-
drew Abbey, born Oct. 11,
1995. He joins his brother
Ryan, now 3 yrs. old.

Jo Ellen Gent '81 (Baker;
B.S.) and her husband Bill
White are pleased to an-
nounce the arrival of their
second son, Aidan Christo-
pher Gent, on June 13 at
1:02 Am., weighing 8 lbs. 7
oz. Aidan joins his brother,
Liam Porter White, who will
be 4 in Aug. and is very
affectionate and protective
of "his baby," so far. Their
address is 64 Griggs Rd.,
Brookline, Mass. 02146-
4732.

Teresa Bowles Schellenger
'81 (Hanszen; B.A.) and
husband James announce
the birth of Isabelle Victoria
Schellenger on May 5, 1996.
She weighed 6 lbs. 15 oz.

Dave '82 (Sid Rich; BA.;
B.Arch., 1984) and Marji
Foelker Varner '83 (Will
Rice; B.A.) announce the
birth of Mark Stanford
Varner on Oct. 9, 1995, at
2:35 A.m. He weighed 8 lbs.
2 oz and measured 211/2
in. long. They write:"! think
we forgot to tell you about
our newest member, Mark.

He now has four teeth and a
wobbly walk. Big sis,
Monica, 4 1/2, is busy show-
ing him the ropes. Dave left
Bowie-Gridley Architects for
Shalom Baranes and is very
happy with his decision. I'm
still at home considering
another stint at teaching at
the preschool level. Friends
visiting the D.C. area can
reach us at (703) 525-
3698."

Anne C. Hutton '83
(Hanszen; B.A.) and R.
Mark Fiedorek '88
(Hanszcn; B.A.) proudly
announce the birth of their
first child, Eric Stephen
Fiedorck, on Feb. 16,1995.
He measured 20 1/2 in. long
and weighed 8 lbs. 3 oz.
"Eric started life in an aca-
demic vein: when labor
stalled at the hospital, thc
doctor instructed us to
walk—so we spent an hour
walking around the main
quad at Rice. That did the
trick, and Eric was born (at
the hospital) 5 hours later."

Deron Miller '83 (Will Rice;
BA.) and Marye Miller would
like to announce a new addi-
tion to the family. Conner
James Miller was born April
24, 1996. He weighed 7 lbs.
15 oz. and was 24 1/2 in.
long. "Another Rice T. E. in
the making."

Karen Miller '85 (Baker;
B.S.; M.S., 1989) and Glenn
Jones '86 (Hanszcn; B.A.)
announce the birth of their.
first child. Benjamin Miller
Jones was born on June 13,
1996. He weighed 7 lbs. 15
oz. and measured 20 1/2 in.
long.

Helen and Daniel James
Galina

Ken Colina '86 (Wicss;
B.A.) and Ann Bauser
Colina '86 (Will Rice; B.S.)
write: "It's a boy!" Helen,
along with her parents,
proudly announces the birth
of Daniel James Colima, born
May 19, 1996, at 2:10 A.M.
He weighed 8 lbs. 13 oz.
and measured 20 1/2 in.
The Colinas add: "We
bought our first house last
July and arc truly settled into
Waco now. Please make a
note of our new address and
phone number—since Ken
is a pediatrician, we've de-
cided to leave the number
unlisted: 304 Whispering
Meadow Dr., Hewitt, Texas
76643; phone (817) 666-
5683."

Andrew Oehler Gatherer

Karen Oehler '87 (Jones;
B.S.) and husband Alan
Gatherer are delighted to
announce the arrival of their
first son, Andrew Oehler
Gatherer, born on April 17,
1996, at 1:35 A.m. He
weighed 6 lbs. 4 oz. and
measured 19 3/4 in. long.
"Parenting is such a won-
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derful experience. I haven't
had this much fun in years—
and haven't had this little
Sleep since I took all those
electrical engineering
courses at Rice. Andrew of-
ten gets his days and nights
mixed up, so we think he has
a great future as a computer
hacker. We are both research
engineers at the Texas In-
struments DSP R and D
Center in Dallas."

Anna Gabrielle Figueroa

4,kaly Freshwater Figueroa
88 (Hanszen; B.A.) and
Ken Figueroa '86
( Hanszen; B.A.) are proud
toannouncc the birth of their
first child, Anna Gabrielle,
born Oct. 23, 1995. "Par-
enthood is even greater than

we expected! Anna enjoyed
her first Olympics here in
Atlanta this summer. We ex-
pect her to be a U.S. gold
medalist in 2012—maybe
swimming or biking! Our
address is 2 Coventry Close,
Avondale Estates, Ga.
30002. Or e-mail
<atiguereemory.edu>."

David Henry Nathan '89
(Wicss; B.A.) and Mandy
Gilbert Nathan '89
(Hanszen; B.A.) announce
the birth of Zachary Evan
Nathan on June 26, 1996,
at 8:32 A.m. He weighed 5
lbs. 2 oz. and measured 17
3/4 in. long.

Glen Ragan '90 (Sid Rich;
B.S.) and Lyn Underwood
Ragan '92 (Sid Rich; B.A.)
write: "Rachel Ann Ragan
was born on March 30,
1996. She joins her big
brother, Michael, who
turned 2 in July."

Samuel Alejandro
Johnson

Leslie Carolyn Johnson '94
(Will Rice; B.F.A.) writes:
"My husband George and I
welcomed the birth of our
first baby, Samuel Alejandro,
on March 7, 1996. He
weighed 8 lbs. 1 oz. and
measured 20 in. long."

tOOKING fOR fllTllR1 OES
The Office of Admission is asking for your assistance in
identifying promising students to recruit. If you know a high
school student who might be a good future Owl, please share
the information with us by completing this card and mailing it
to Rice University, Office of Admission—MS 29, 6100 Main
Street, Houston, TX 77005.

Student Name: 

Address: 

High School: Graduation Year: 

City, State: 

Recommended by: 

Address: 

Rice Class Year: Relation to Student: 

May we use your name when contacting this student? 0 yes 0 no

We are always happy to hear from our alumni. The Office of
Admission telephone number is 1-800-527-OWLS, or you

may e-mail us at <abrice@rice.edu>.

tEl HS ilin fROM Y011
Enjoy keeping up with friends and classmates in the Classnotes
section? Why not return the favor—drop us a line and a
(preferably) black-and-white photo at Sallyport, Publications
Office, 5620 Greenbriar, Suite 200, Houston, TX 77005; or
fax us at (713) 831-4747; or e-mail us at <Sallyport@rice.edu>.
The deadline for Classnotes submissions is February 13 for
the Spring 1997 issue. Classnotes received after those dates
will appear in the following issue. Sallyport reserves the right
to edit Classnotes for length and style.

0 Married? 0 New Job? 0 New Baby?
0 Promoted? 0 Take a Trip? 0 See a Classmate?
0 Moved? 0 Back in School? 0 Other?

Send us details: 

Name

College

Address (.•)Nev,?)_

('lass



Rice Alumni

May Smith House '22 on July 7, 1996
Janice Thibodeaux Howze '23 on Aug. 3, 1996
Pauline Jordan Porter '23 on July 7, 1996
Marguerite Calhoun Smith '25 on June 2, 1996
Charles Dighton Clark '26 in April 1996
Abbie Dell Drouet Meroney '27 on June 12, 1996
Charles W. Mann '28 on May 10, 1996
Helen Mary Holt Garrott '29 on Aug. 13, 1996
Madelin Jacobe Nadeau '29 on July 27, 1996

H. Fletcher Brown '30 on June 12, 1996
Stuart Lyle Lamkin '30 on Aug. 18, 1996
Joseph Mason Barron '31 on May 18, 1996
Wilson Brooks '31 on Aug. 14, 1996
Paul J. Katribe '33 (M.D.) on June 15, 1996
Dorothy Dixon Weisler '33 on May 2, 1996
Vas Hubert Brogdon, Jr. '34 on June 1, 1996
James R. Morrison '34 on April 26, 1996
David Charles Furman '35 ( Ph.D. ) on Feb. 24,1996
John Haskins Hartwell '35 on June 6, 1996
Robert M. Hill '35 (M.D.) on May 23, 1996
Joe L. Lagow '35 on June 14, 1996
Robert P. Weidemeyer '35 on May 27, 1992
Henry C. Bollman, Jr. '36 on June 15, 1996
Lawrence J. O'Connor, Jr. '36 on June 6, 1996
Frank Craig "Pop" Cogdell '38 on May 29, 1996

Kathleen Carr Kilian '38 on July 20, 1996
Virginia Sprague '38 on June 6, 1996
Beth McDowell Turner '38 on May 30, 1996
Reinhart Stanza '40 on June 22, 1996
Zylla Swartz Cundiff '41 on June 22, 1996
William L. Asper '42 on June 6, 1996
William "Ray" Zimmerman '43 on July 4,
1996
William W. Wolcott '46 on July 9, 1996
James W. Kisling, III '47 on July 10, 1996
Anthony W. Price '47 on June 17, 1996
Gilbert H. Arnold '48 on Aug. I, 1996
Kenneth F. Hitchcock '48 on June 20, 1996
Charles Warner Moody, Jr. '48 on July 22,
1996
Frank J. Biggi '49 on June 8, 1996
Thomas R.. Hudspeth, Sr. '49 on July 7,1996
Jack E. Chambliss '50 on Aug. 3, 1996
Charles Winston Young '51 on May 26,1996
Keith W. Harvey '53 on May 7, 1996
Charles E. Rogers, Jr. '53 on June 23, 1996
Mary Ida Hubbard Johnson '54 on July 24,
1996
William P. Lee '55 on June 11, 1996
Michael L. Kennedy '56 on April 13, 1992
Bedford Forrest Pace, III '59 on April 7, 1996
Frank Pat Bailey '60 on July 13, 1996
J. Michael Wilson '62 on June 8, 1996
Hubert Elliott Cox '63 on May 30, 1996
Fred S. Roberts '67 on Aug. 7, 1996
Tom R. Reveley '69 (Ph.D.) on July 26, 1996
Glen E. Razak, Jr. '71 on June 11, 1996
Susan Jenks Gaffey '73 (M.A.) on Oct. 2,1995
Catherine Hoffman Nienhuis '79 on June 1,
1996
Joseph Robert Padrnos '81 on Oct. 18, 1992
Michael E. Dudley '83 on Aug. 2, 1996
Francis J. Keleher '83 on July 9, 1996
Myriam Bellazoug '88 on July 17, 1996
James B. Paluszak '95 on June 10, 1996

Friends/Faculty/Staff

Hope Carl Ames on May 31, 1996
Margarette Arnim on July 17, 1996
IChleber V. An-well, Sr. on June 18, 1996
Laura T. Barrow on May 28, 1996
Donald Barthelme on July 16, 1996
Martha G. Benedict
Sig Fred Berg on July 18, 1996
Willimina Borland on July 8, 1996
Muriel R. Bracewell on July 17, 1996
Helen Clefs Britton on Aug. 5, 1996
Minnie Mae Burris on July 23, 1996
Lauri Butler on June 7, 1996
Thomas E. Cain on June 9, 1996
Mary Jane Carpenter on July 20, 1996
Jerry L. Coffman on July 31, 1996
G. Warren Coles, Jr. on Aug. 16, 1996
Mary Boyd Coltrera on July 21, 1996
Earl J. Conrad on May 31, 1996
Janana D. Cranfield on July 12, 1996
Rolland Gerald Crouch on July 28, 1996
Harold Decker on July 20, 1996
John W. Elliott on June 12, 1996
Adelaide E. Emig on July 28, 1996
Harry Edward Errunerton on July 27, 1996
Edith W. Evans on July 26, 1996
Louise Sell Feild on July 27, 1996
Stephen Gauvain on June 17, 1996
Hugh Rufus Gray on Aug. 13, 1996

Edith Greenfield
James Peyton Standifer Griffith, Sr. on
26, 1996
Anna Belle Groce on June 28, 1996
John Frank Hairston on July 23, 1996
George G. Harris, Sr. on Aug. 2, 1996
Laura Beth Hetherington on July 22, 1996,
Ruby Lorraine Hockensmith on Aug. 13, Of
Dorothy H. Holm on May 27, 1996
Ezra C. Jackson on June 2, 1996
Hazel Dorothy Jax on July 31, 1996
Frederick Milam Johnston on July 25, 199,
Roy Glenn Jones (Ph.D.) on June 26, 1996
Jean Freed Kaufman on Aug. 11, 1996
Walter IL Kaye on June 13, 1996
Mary Alice Krahl on June 4, 1996
Don L. Kristinik, Jr. on Aug. 5, 1996
Florence N. Lewis on June 21, 1996
Jefferson S. Lewis on June 10, 1996
Owen Lipscomb on June 3, 1996
James E. Mathis (M.D.) on July 26, 1996

Raymond Andrew McBride on May 13,1996
Lucile McCarty on July 21, 1996
Frank W. Michaux on July 6, 1996
Jayne Starkey Miller on July 16, 1996
Shearn Moody, Jr. on June 25, 1996
William W. Prior on July 25, 1996
Leota W. Read on Aug. 2, 1996
Adelaide Reilly on July 14, 1996
Sylvia Sacks on June 29, 1996
Louis Charles Schorre on July 20, 1996
Lenora Estelle Sexton on June 26, 1996
Hortense Frankel Sher on July 31, 1996
Rudolph Spitzenberger on Aug. 16, 1996

Betty C. Squires on March 5, 1996
Mine Albright Swift on July 15, 1996
Heyl G. Tebo on Aug. 3, 1996
Audrey Timmins
Maxine Todd on July 11, 1996
Martin E. True, Sr. on June 15, 1996
Max Sicken Turner, Sr. on July 17, 1996

Ame Vennema on June 13, 1996
Horace B. Webb on May 29, 1996
Leo J. Welder, Sr. on July 31, 1996
Marcelle M. Werlin on Aug. 3, 1996
Robert C. Wilson, Jr. on June 21, 1996
Eunice Leonard Young on Aug. 17, 1996
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The Birds and the Teas (and Black Jack Pershing)

Ask newcomers to Rice about their im-
pressions of the university and trees are
usually mentioned as the most striking
image of the campus. From the stately
live oaks lining the surrounding streets
to the occasional Chinese tallow tucked
near a building, trees form a green
canopy over the campus, creating a
parklike haven.

It wasn't always so. Turn-of-
the-century photos of the campus
show a practically bare expanse of
prairie where native trees were the
exception not the rule. "This was a
bald prairie," says Russell Pitman
'58, who served as Rice's business
manager when he retired in 1980.
The only trees around when con-
struction began were some pines,
which still stand by Entrance 1, and
the trees along Harris Gully, which
ran from the tennis courts past
Cameron Field to Main Street. Trees
still follow the line of the old gully,
now covered by asphalt or playing
fields.

But trees were a high priority
of the campus master plan, and the
architectural firm of Cram,
Goodhue, and Ferguson contracted
with Edward "Pappa" Teas, founder
of Teas Nursery, which opened in
the Bellaire area in 1910, to tackle
the job of planting trees on campus.
"We were not in business long enough to
plant the whole campus. We didn't have
enough product," says John Teas, a de-
scendant of Pappa Teas.

Pappa Teas did plant trees along
Main Street, Pitman says, and Tony

CHINESE TALLOW

Martino, the first head gardener for Rice,
planted and nurtured many of the trees
across most of the campus. Martino didn't
nurture all plant forms, however. Evi-
dently he had a passionate hatred for
Spanish moss, a lichen frequently found

tree grows near
Jones College.
It is 145 inches
around, 53 feet tall,
and spreads its
branches 82 feet

across. "The
post oak is a
slow-growing tree, and this
one is in the range of seventy-
five years or older," says Jed
Day, district manager and urban
forester for Davey Tree, a national
tree-care company.

While the trees of Rice have
always been attractive, sometimes
they attract the wrong elements—
like grackles. During the 1970s, an
estimated three hundred thousand
of these argumentative birds took
up residence on campus every Janu-
ary. Strolling beneath the trees
proved to be such an unnerving ex-
perience because of bird droppings
that people often carried umbrellas
to walk from one building to an-
other. The birds seemed especially
fond of the grove of live oaks near
the president's house.

"It was horrible," Pitman says.
"The smell and noise were unbe-
lievable. The president couldn't
have guests at night. It went on for
years. Everyday they had to wash

the driveway at the president's house."
Rice groundskeepers tried covering the
trees with nets, using bombs, and even
playing recordings of birds in distress in
an effort to drive the grackles away. Stu-
dents pruned limbs hoping to disrupt roost-
ing habits, and Rice personnel even cut
down an oak near the president's house to
break the canopy of solid branches over-
head.

"Nothing worked," Pitman says.
"The birds just left on their own. They
could come back."

ki4

CHAMPIONSHIP POST OAK NE AR SUNSET

AND RICE

in live oaks. "[Martino] would go through
the campus and take it out," Pitman says.
"Spanish moss was strictly against the
rules."

Martino and Teas weren't the only
tree planters at Rice—at least one celeb-
rity broke sod for a tree. In the 1920s,
General John "Black Jack" Pershing, the
commander of the American Expedi-
tionary Force during World War I,
planted the pecan tree located in
Founder's Court between Lovett Hall
and the Ralph O'Connor House.

One tree is a celebrity in its own
right. Rice is home to the largest post oak
in Harris County. Named the Champion-
ship Post Oak for 1995 by Park People,
a nonprofit organization dedicated to
preserving trees in Harris County, the

OVERCUP UAK

-PHILIP MONTGOMERY

LIVE OAK
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JANUARY 21-810SCIENCE FAIR, GRAND HALL IN RICE

MEMORIAL CENTER, NOON; CALL DOLORES SCHWARTZ AT

(713) 527-4015 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

JANUARY 28-0WEN WISTER LITERARY SOCIETY ALUM-

NAE MONTHLY MEETING AND LUNCHEON; 1030 A.m.; CALL

NANCY FLATT AT (713) 522-3528 FOR MORE INFORMA-

TION.

JANUARY 29-RECEPTION HONORING RICE AUTHORS,

COMPOSERS, AND ARTISTS, GRAND HALL IN RICE MEMO-

RIAL CENTER, 7:30 P.m.; CALL BARBARA KILE AT (713)

285-5157 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

JANUARY 30-HOUSTON PRESIDENTIAL EVENT, COMPUTA-

TIONAL AND ENGINEERING BUILDING, 6:30 P.M.; CALL

MARY LEE BUR R US AT (713) 527-4623 FOR MORE

INFORMATION.

JANUARY 31-SHEPHERD SCHOOL OPERA, WORTHAM

OPERA THEATRE IN ALICE PRATT BROWN HALL, 7:30 P.m.;

CALL THE CONCERT OFFICE AT (713) 527-4933 FOR

MORE INFORMATION.

FEBRUARY 1-3-SHEPHERD SCHOOL OPERA, WORTHAM

OPERA THEATRE IN ALICE PRATT BROWN HALL, 7:30 P.m.;

CALL THE CONCERT OFFICE AT (713) 527-4933 FOR

MORE INFORMATION.

FEBRUARY 1-13-ASSOCIATION OF RICE ALUMNI ANT-

ARCTICA CRUISE ON THE MS HANSEATIC; CALL ROSE

SUNDIN AT (713) 527-4678 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

MARCH 3-5-THE DE LANGE WOODLANDS CONFERENCE:

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: MANAGING THE TRANSITION;

CONTACT JUDY HOWELL AT 737-5674 OR

<JmHOWELL RICE.EDU> FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Nonprofit Organization
U.S. Postage
PAID
Permit #7549
Houston, Texas

HOME BASKETBALL GAMES

ALL GAMES ARE HELD IN AUTR Y COURT. FOR MORE INFORMA-

TION, CALL (713) 522-OWLS.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

JAN. 23-UTAH, 7:00 P.M.

JAN. 25-BYU, 2:00 P.M.

FEB. 8-FR E S NO STATE, 2:00 P.M.

FEB. 13-NEW MEXICO, 7:00 P.M.

FEB. 15-UTEP, 2:00 P.M.

BEER BIKE WEEKEND

MEN'S BASKETBALL

JAN. 30-TCU, 7:35 P.

FEB. 1-SMU, 7:35 P.M.

FEB. 6-TULSA, 7:35 P.M.

FEB. 22-BYU, 7:35 P.M.

FEB. 24-UTAH, 11:00 P.M.

FRIDAY, MARCH 14-YOUNG ALUMNI HAPPY HOUR

5:30 P.M., AT THE BANK DRAFT ON DUNSTAN

IN THE RICE VILLAGE

YOUNG ALUMNI GOLF TOURNAMENT

FOUR-MAN SCRAMBLE

GOLF COURSE: TBA

COST:535.00-540.00 PER PERSON

TIME: CHECK-IN AT PRO-SHOP 1200 NOON.

LIMITED TO THE FIRST 16 TEAMS (64 PLAYERS). SIGN UP YOUR

TEAM NOW!! INDIVIDUAL PLAYERS WELCOME, THEY WILL BE

ASSIGNED A TEAM. FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL GARRY

MERRITT AT (713) 528-2419 OR DARRELL WHITLEY AT (713)

662-2453, OR CALL THE ALUMNI OFFICE AT (713) 527-6093

OR 1-800-RICE-ALU(M).

SATURDAY, MARCH 15-8EER BIKE RACES

COME BY THE YOUNG ALUMNI TENT FOR BEER AND

COMARADERIE!

TIME: EARLY AFTERNOON (EXACT RACE TIMES TBA)

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CHUGGING OR BIKING FOR YOUR

COLLEGE'S ALUMNI TEAM, CALL:

BAKER

BROWN

HANS ZEN

JONES

(713) 527-4001

(713) 527-4662

(713) 527-4024

(713) 527-4089

LOVETT

SID RICH

WIESS

WILL RICE

(713) 527-4964

(713) 285-5489

(713) 737-5743

(713) 527-6061
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